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«A CREATIVE EOCNOiviY IS THE FUEL OF FiAGNIFICENCE"
Emerson.

FOREWORD
Government, as well as applied economics,
is not an "a priori" science. An analysis of the
results of legislative and economic experimentation
afford ample illustration of the impossibility of
moulding the life of the people to a predetermined
economic pattern.
But man, having been able to harness the forces
of nature, has never despaired of being able to plan
and direct our intricate economic organization. The
challenge of "scarcity" in nature having been success-
fully answered by scientific advancement, the next
task to which we must address ourselves is to solve
the problem of man-made "scarcity", that is, scarcity
due to inherent defects in our national system caused
by failure to properly co-ordinate all the units in
this system.
In this business of providing and getting a
living from a national point of view, the freedom of
action made possible by our form of government has not
worked out best from the point of national economic
efficiency. But compared with the conjectural benefits

of the rigid planned economy of Russia, Germany,
or Italy, Americans would rather muddle along as
they are than submit to any form of regimentation.
It is the duty, nevertheless, of government,
while respecting these democratic ideals, to
initiate in a broad way a measure of control over
economic activity, so as to achieve a higher standard
of living for all.
This thesis attempts to project upon a screen
of economic development the picture which agriculture
has played and is playing in the national arrangement,
Agric^jlture has experienced a transition from
the eighteenth century, when it was the economy, to
the present day, when it is a cog, although an import-
ant one, in an economy where the dominant characteris-
tics are industrial and financial control.
The broad controls in the form of tariffs, taxa-
tion, and other legislation are discussed, bearing in
mind their relation to and reaction upon agriculture.
Finally is treated the significant rcle which the farmer
as a consumer could play in any planned arrangement for
a broader diffusion of the national income so that a
higher standard of living for all mi^ht be attained. The
farmer, once called the back bone of the nation, might
henceforth be the spinal column of a planned economy. In
the light of present day objectives, Emerson's words take
on a prophetic ring.
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AGRICULTURE IN THE NATIONAL ECONOkT
PART I
THE MTIOx^AL ECOiiOMy

CHAPTER I
GROWTH AND DETELOPI.llCNT OF A lUTICiIAL ECOIJOMT
Its Evolution.
In the beginning, and for countless centuries after,
our ancestors maintained a precarious physical existence
by the pursuits of hunting and fishing. ^siVhen food became
scarce in their particular section, they rolled up their
few crude possessions and moved on to some virgin territory
where wild game was abundant and where the waters abounded
with plentiful supplies of fish.
It is wholly conjectural as to what motives prompted
prehistoric man to change from his wild roving life with its
uncertain and irregular food supply to that of a domesticated
tiller of the soil whose rich bounty enabled him to obtain
plentiful harvests and to lead a regular existence, '<7hat-
ever may have been their motivation, those first agricul-
turists with their crude plows and t heir primitive harrows
laid the foundations of a procedure which we now recognize
as a National Economy
.
At first this economy must, of necessity, have been
communal in scope, for primitive society's virtual existence
depended on the close-knit cooperation of each member of the
village or tribe. Those tribes or settlements which di-
gressed from the practice of these imperative principles
soon began to suffer from a scarcity of food, or v^eakened

2by internal dissension became easy prey to predatory neigh-
bors who robbed them of their possessions and then either ex-
terminated them or permitted them to live in a state of bondage.
Centuries of adherence to methods based on the law of
self-preservation finally made a virtue of necessity, and we
find records of the first beginnings of agrarianism. For in-
stance, "the Hebrew government was founded on an equal agrarian
1
law". The equalization of land holdings was recognized by
the ancient Hebrews as to the basis of an intelligently planned
national economy, which would make ultimately for the well-being
of their people, :j.ostly all the early nations of the world
owed their existence to a vigorous, productive peasantry. The
then world being overwhelmingly agricultural in scope, govern-
ments saviT to it that the farming classes were allotted liberal
tracts of good land, without the crushing burdens of heavy
personal tribute to some potentate, or onerous taxation that
might have destroyed their initiative and willingness to pro-
duce abundantly. Even in the Middle Ages, when the system of
serfdom became the vogue, the individual peasant farmer,
although beholden to his liege lord in the event of war, en-
joyed ordinarily the fruits of his labor, v.hich enabled him
and nis family to live in comparative comfort and happiness.
Previous to the year ISOO — the beginning of the
industrial revolution — the inhabitants of t nis country had
enjoyed an uninterrupted agricultural life for one hundred
and eighty years. Circumstances over which the people had no
1. G. Spring, Oblig:ation of the ;vorld to Bible, p. Sy. J.S.
Taylor & Co. , New York, 1^4-4.

3control had compelled tiiem to become complete productive
units in their respective communities. Roads were poor and
in many places impassable. Vehicular travel was exceedingly
slow. The carrying of the mails as we know them today was
inconceivable, the sending or receiving of a letter taking
many days or weeks. Ship travel to Europe was interminably
slow, sailing vessels taking weeks or months to traverse the
oceans.
Confronted by these foregoing obstacles which
inhibited the normal trade in goods as we know it today, each
farming center became a coifiplete self-producing and self-
supporting entity. With the help of slave labor which was
free and abundant, the average farm was a teeming hive of
industry, producing food, clothing and commodities in such
quantities that there was a sufficiency for each family.
Up to this period (1300), agriculture had maintained
a position of supreme importance in the life of the people.
These were the halcyon days of handcraft occupations, in l655>
each Massachusetts household was required to spin a specific
quantity of yaxn each year.-^ The various farming communities
were gradually developing small industries, i.e., brewing,
paper-making, soap and candle making, cordage, twine and sail
cloth. Other important occupations were the preparation of
fish, rice, tobacco, and meat.
1, Ernest Ludlow Bogart, EconoLiic History of the United States.
P. 39^. Longman»s, Green & Co., New York, 1933

As the eighteenth century neared its close the
United States of America, recently come into being, proclaimed
the doctrine of equality of opportunity and eventually incor-
porated this principle in the Federal Constitution.-^ Thousands
of hardy pioneers began to look westward to a virgin country
where land v;as cheap and the opportunities for developing a
good future were unlimited.
In 1790 the area of our country was 392,135 square
miles, and the population consisted of 3>929*21^ men, women
and children. 2 Hand labor was the typical method by which the
domestic economy provided the sustenance for its people. The
republic was now at the crossroads between the old order and
the new. The industrial revolution which was to introduce
machines driven by automatic power and which was to multiply
the productiveness of hand labor a hundredfold was close at
hand. We were on the threshold of an era in which non-restrictive
immigration, the beginnings of the machine age, and the dawn
of widespread agricultural activities would create the necessity
for a national economy in which the various elements would
amalgamate in order to promote the well-being of the republic.
Definition of a National Economy
In order to trace the rise and development of our
National Economy, it is essential that its meaning be defined.
1, United States C jnstitution. Articles XV and XIX
2. Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1933, p. 2,
Grovernment Printing Office, VHaehington, D.C,
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Broadly speakin,-.. every uhase of activity bv which a snvftr-
eign people, v.hether from agriculture, or from manufacturing ^
or from its mines or other natural resources , or from the
products of the seas and oceans, create the wherev/ithal to
provide each and everyone v;ith an abundance of food, a suf-
ficiency of clothing, and an adequate amount of shelter, and
co-ordinating these various elements in order that the max-
imum benefits luight be proportionately distributed, may be
defined as a National Economy
.
During the early years of the eighteenth century the
colonists turned to the virgin forests and teeming rivers
and lakes for their meats, furs, fish and lumber supplies.
But their yearning for a stabilized existence forced their
thoughts inexorably to the development of the soil. Land
was free, subsistence was cheap, and large families were an
indispensable asset in the building-up of communities and in
the creation of wealth.
The force of circumstances — both natural and arti-
ficial — stimulated the creation of native industries. As
the colonists acquired a surplus of essential domestic prod-
ucts, they began to export them to various parts of the world
and in return imported silks, spices, rum, rare woods, and
many other luxuries. Efficient craftsmen were needed to
convert these raw materials into merchandise. This did not
meet with the approval of the mother country. England's
objective was to regard the colonies simply as a source of
raw materials and looked with disfavor upon the founding

6of infant industries in the new land. As a consquence,
in 1750^ there was an absolute prohibition of iron manu-
factures, and England forbid the emigration of skilled
artisans from her shores, and proscribed the exportation
of English machinery, tools and raw materials.-^
As the population increased with exceptional rapidity
there arose a great demand for diversified products which
the older system of hand production could not supply, (In
ISOO, the population had expanded to 5>30^>^23> 0^ ^.n in-
crease of 35 per cent.)2 it is significant that this in-
crease in population is coincident with the advent of the
industrial revolution in the United States, for without
the introduction of steam pov;er the new economy as exempli-
fied by the factory system would have been impossible.
Heretofore goods were manufactured for home consump-
tion only, or as the limited needs of the individual com-
munities indicated. The work being done at home, the hours
were irregular and the workers were usually paid by the
number of pieces produced.
With the coming of power-driven machinery and the
poY/er-house, it became economically imperative for individ-
ual manufacturing trades to collect the workers under one
roof, where they were subject to prescribed discipline and
regular hours of eraployment. This involved a nev/ economy
1, Ernest Ludlow Bogart, Economic History of the U.-gted
States
, p, 115> Longmans, Green & Co., Eevt York, 1933*
2. World Almanac, 1935, p.24-il-.
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and an entirely different system of production. Fixed
overhead, or the expense of operating a factory, necessi-
tated the planning of a manufacturing program with a daily
output of goods, the profits from which would more than
absorb the irreducible charges. The daily operating sched-
ule was based on forecasts of hov; much goods could be sold
in the subsequent 12 months. This nev/ concept of planned
economy in contradistinction to the former domestic pro-
cedure was the basis of the nev; factory system.
As the republic grew in area and the inhabitants
steadily penetrated and settled in the newer sections, in-
dustry followed in their wake, with the result that manu-
facturing plants in ever-increasing numbers were erected
in numerous strategic centers. Whether in the East, or
in other acquired areas, a general exodus from rural to
urban sections was an inevitable consequence,! The follow-
ing table shows the trend of population from farms to cities
from 1790 to 1350,
TABLE I
Places of 65,000 Inliabitants or more^
Total Number of Per cent of
Year
Population Population Places Total Population
1790 3,929,^1^ 131,^72 6 1.3
ISOO 5, 30s, 433 210,373 6 4.6
1310 7,239,331 356,920 11 k.S
1320 9,633,453 475,135 13 ^.9
1330 12,366,020 364,509 26 6.7
l3fc 17,009,^53 1,^53,99^ 2.5
1350 23,191,376 2,397,536 35 12.5
1. ^Crnest Lualow Bogart, Economic History of the United States ,
p. 395' Longmans, Green & Co., New York, 1933
2. Statistical Abstract of the United States l^mi;k3vernment PimLiag uiricu, iVdi^ AingZo^^: '
I
In the year ISOO there was only six cities which
had a population of 3,000 or over, A half century later
this number had jumped to S^, or 12.5 of "ttie country's
inhabitants. This tendency to concentrate in large urban
centers continued without abatement throughout the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries until the year 1930, when the re-
cords show 1202 cities with 6,000 or more inhabitants, or
^9«2 per cent of the total population,^
The progress of transportation is so closely con-
nected with our national economy that its beginnings and
gradual evolution are synchronous with the expansion of
industry as a whole. This period can be divided into
three distinct stages: The "turnpike" period from 1790
to 1315; the era of steamboat travel from 1S07 to IS5O;
the development and unification of our network 01 railroads
from IS50 until the present.
Among the earliest roads used by settlers in their
penetration of new country were the "Cumberland Road", the
"National Pike", the "Santa Fe Trail", and the "National
Old Trails .^oad" built by the United States Governraent.
The early turnpikes were toll roads confined usually to
centers of population and were inter-community projects.
They were constructed 01 soft dirt or broken stone, and
were financed by private capital through charters allowing
the collection of tolls.
^
1. Statistical Abstract of the United States ^ 1933, P» 6.
Goverrmient printing Office, Washington, D.C, 1933»
2. Charles Davis, Encyclopaedia Britannica, l^th Edition,
Vol. II, p. 551.

9Some of these turnpikes, like the Old York road from
Philadelphia tov^ards Nev« York, the Baltimore and Lancaster
pikes outside of Philadelphia, remained until the close
of the nineteenth century, but the majority of them were
abandoned by 1^50 because they were supplanted by the
superior economy of steam railroads,^
The earliest form of vijater transportation was by
means of flatboats. Soon after Hobert Fulton proved the
feasibility of steam navigation, steamboats began to ap-
pear on the larger rivers of the country, and the river
ports on the Mississippi, the Ohio, and the Missouri ex-
panded greatly because of the resultant commercial traffic.
In 1815 approximately SO per cent of the 8,350,000
persons in the country still lived in the states adjacent
to the Atlantic Ocean, Tennessee, Ohio and Kentucky were
sparsely settled, and pioneers v;ere gradually seeping into
the great Mississippi Valley. The war of 1312 and the
Tariff of I3l6, v;hich im^.osed a duty of 25 per cent on im-
ports of cotton and i-joolen goods, had given an impetus to
domestic manufactures. Forces had been set in motion ef-
fecting a future economic progress that would require trans-
portation facilities far better than any yet existent.
2
The East had experienced a flood of foreign immigra-
tion which had greatly increased the population of its in-
dustrial centers and they were in urgent need of the food
1. Charles Davis, I^ncycloDaedia Britannica, l^th Edition,
Vol. II, p. 551.
2. Harry T. Newcomb, Encyclopaedia Brittanica, l^th Edition
Vol. 12, p. 935.
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supplies which the great land areas of the West could fur-
nish. On the other hand, the western farm areas and the
southern states, with their expanding cotton-growing in-
dustry, were in need of machinery, iron products and tex-
tiles which Y/ere being .nanufac tured in the Atlantic states.
The one element which could consolidate these two powerfully
beneficial forces was a quicker and cheaper form of trans-
portation.
On September 27, 1^25, a great historical event oc-
curred in England, destined to have a tremendous effect on
the national economy of the United States, The first pub-
lic passenger train in the world, drawn by ueorge Stephenson
newly invented locomotive, "The Active", ran successfully on
the Stockton and Darlington Railway."^
Two years later, in lS27, the Mauch Chunk railroad,
nine miles long, was built in Pennsylvania and used in the
transportation of anthracite. The liohawk and Hudson Rail-
road began operations between Schenectady and Albany on
August 10, IS3I, and from the beginning carried approximate-
ly 300 passengers per day. On July 132S, the Baltimore
and Ohio Railroad began construction on the first railway
in the United States which was designed to carry both pas-
sengers and freight.^
In Charleston, South Carolina, tracks had been laid
TT Samuel Smiles, Life of G-eorg:e Gteshenson
. p. 125«
J. liurray, London, 1S6S.
2. Walter Page Hedden, Encyclopaedia Britannica,
l^th Edition, Vol. IS, p. 936,
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in 1^29 and ;York continued until 1^33, completing the line
to Hamburg, South Carolina, a distance of 135 i^iiles, con-
sidered at that time the longest railroad in the world.
By 1S4-2 there was a regular freight and passenger service
between Boston and Albany, By the year iSkO the total
length of line in the United States was 2799 miles. Of
this total, 1566 miles south or east of the Mississippi River,
517 miles in New England and SO miles in the North Central
States. The great sections west of the iviississippi were
to be without a single mile of railroad for the next ten
years.
The follov.ing table shows the grov/th in railway mile-
age from 13^0 until I927.2
TABLE II
South
and Total
New Ivliddle l^orth East of West of Length of
Year England Atlantic Central Mississippi Llississippi Line at
River River End of Each
Decade
IS^I-O 517 1,566 80 636 None 2,7^9
I85O 2,507 3,105 1,272 1,799 None g,6S3
iSbO ;5,660 6,353 9,592 8,S3g l,SkQ 30,2531 60 ^,bbO 1 840
IS70 4,^9^ 10,991 14,701 11,501 12,191 53,575
1550 5,997 I5,9fe 26,352 ii4-,qo5 31,^35 95-, 671
1590 6,715 19,5^2 36,923 29,492 7,0,622 163,5$
1900 7,521 24,691 41,006 35,54^ 5^1-, 552 193,3^
1910 7,922 27,379 ^^,929 n025 113, 15^^- 240,4-
3,5^ -2 ^ 5 0,6
5j
1920 7,941 2S,09b 44,905 49,55b 122,347 252,5^5
1927 7,636 27,741 i]-3,654 45,392 121,675 249,131
1,^ 7/alter Page Hedden, Encyclopaedia Britannica, l4th Edition
Vol.15, P,936.
2, -Walter Page Hedden, Encyclopaedia Brittannica, l4-th Edition,
Vol. 15, p. 936.
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That the one positive factor had at last arrived
which would merge all of the various elements of the growing
republic into a network of reciprocal parts is demonstrated
by the fact that this form of transportation has never stopped
expanding from its very inception. Even from the beginning
its utilization was q^oickly consummated, thereby encouraging
continuous expansion. By l&bO the sum of ;3il, 250,000,000 had
already been invested in railroads, with a total length of
line of 30,2^3 miles, ^ Thirteen railroad systems in 1265
had already carried 2,162,733,338 ton-miles of freight. By
1S20 the total had increased to 1^,^S0,667, 609 ton-miles.
Construction of a transcontinental railroad line was
started in iSb^. The Central Pacific started its end from
San Francisco. The Union Pacific began its section from
Omaha on the Missouri .iiver and worked its line westward.
In IS69 the two ends were joined making a l ine miles long. ^
West of the Mississippi the growth of railway lines
kept apace with the extraordinary demands. In 1^50 there
was none; in lS60, there was laid iSkO miles of rails. In
a decade tais had increased to 12,1^:^1 miles; by l^SO it had
almost tripled, i.e., 31>^35 i^iiles. The year 1927 sav/ a
total of 121,673 miles of line, making a continuous network
by which the various elements of production and distribution
of the great West from the Canadian border to the Gulf of
Mexico were efficiently coordinated,
1. Ernest Ludlow Bogart, "Economic liistory of the United States"
p. 333. Longmans, Oreen & Go. , i^ew York, 1933»
^-
voi^^l/^S®Q?§^'^®^' Encyclopaedia Brittanica, l^l-th Edition,
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Within forty years the railroads had. proved their
essential need to such an extent that they had penetrated
into every _.hase of the national economy.
The following table shov/s the average railroad service
per capita in passenger miles and freight ton-miles.
TABLE III
Average Railroad Service Per Capital
Year Population Passenger Freight
Miles Ton-Liiles
ISSO 50,262,332 Ilk-
1335 56,658,3^1-7 153 869
1890 63,056,438 190 1,256
1895 69,579,368 175 1,165
1900 76,129,4-08 211 1,860
1905 8^^,219,378 283 2,21^
1910 92,267,080 350 2,764
1>15 99,3^2,625 327 2,790
1920 106,421,621 445 3,887
1925 115,373,094 313 3,618
1927 118,628,000 285 3,642
Our commerce, while slow in developing, continued to
make steady progress from the start. In 1793 "fci^e total of
our foreign trade was 157,000,000. By I807 it had increased
to ,:;247,000,000. 2 ifaen the first strictly high protective
tariff was enacted in I816, it was the beginning of a defi-
nite policy to which we were committed - with occasional ex-
1. Walter Page Hedden, Encyclooaedia Britannica, l4th Edition,
Vol, 18, p, 397.
2. Ernest Ludlow Bogart, " Economic History 01 the United States "
p, 251. Longmans, Green & Co., New York, 1933*
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ceptions - for the next hundred years. In l&2k- the rates
were raised and four years later they were made still higher.
For the next two decades, domestic trade experienced an ex-
ceptional expansion. By l3^S it showed a total of
{^2,350,000,000; interstate commerce, J?500, 000, 000, and our
foreign trade i**; 150,000, 000. With the exception oi the
few depressions, from which the country always emerged stronger
than ever, progress was consistently maintained.
Vast grants of public lands in the West and Southwest
encouraged the settling of regions which had heretofore been
devoid of habitation. Justin Smith Morrill, Republican
Senator from Vermont, introduced a bill which was known as
the "Land Grant Act," It became a law on July 2, 1362.
Its specific provisions provided for the foundation and main-
tenance of colleges '%here the leading object shall be, without
excluding other scientific and classical studies and includ-
ing military tactics, to teach such branches of learning as
are related to agriculture and the mechanic arts..
in order to promote the liberal and practical education of
the industrial classes in the several pursuits and profes-
sions in life". In IS90 Morrill introduced in the Senate
the "second Morrill Act" under which '|25,000 is given an-
nually by the Federal Government to each of the "land-grant"
p
colleges. The effect of this act upon the children of the
1. Ernest Ludlow Bogart, "Economic History of the United States ",
p. 360. Longmans, Green & Co., New York, 1933«
2. William Belmont Parker, " The Life and Public Service of
Justin Smith Merrills
, p.196, Houghton I^iifflin Co., Boston, 192
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great masses of our people, who otherwise might have been
deprived of educationo.l advancement, has been incalculable.
Industry and education, fused in the blood stream of
a healthy, vigorous people, exploited the natural resources of
the country to the full, producing wealth that totaled into
the billions. With the close interlacing of railroads and
the wonderful development of state and national highways,
the products of any section can be brought quickly to other
parts of the country, thereby promoting a healthy interchange
of commerce.
In 1929 retail trade in the United States amounted to
^^9,11^, 653»000-^. In the same year our foreign trade was
15,2^,995,000 for exports and ^^,399,361,000 for imports.
By 1932, the export v lue had decL.ned to 4^1, 611, 016,000,
and the imports to il, 322, 7^^,000, In 193^ exports of mer-
chandise had again risen to ;i;2, 133, 36^>000 and imports to
^1,655,0^9,000, making a favorable trade balance of U'^yS, 317,000. ^
Vt'ith the development of electrical power came the era of
mass production and the demand for labor-saving machinery. The
turn of the century began an epoch which present-day histor-
ians have already named the Machine Age. Practically every
industry, including agriculture, has stepped up production
to the point that a surfeit of goods has paralyzed the sys-
1. Statistical abstract of the United States. 1933 « d.7o1 »
Government Printing Office, ",Vashington, D.C.
2. World Almanac, p. 532. World-Telegram Co., New York, N. Y.
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tern of distribution. As long as demand kept pace with pro-
duction, a reasonable balance was maintained, but the low
purchasing power of the masses could not absorb the constantly
piling up surpluses. The natural result was the closing of
thousands of factories, with widespread unemployment. In
the meantime a demand arose for machines that would function
with the minimum of human labor. This has been achieved to
such extent that present-day labor-saving machinery is really
labor-displacing machinery, and the resultant human idleness
is known as "technological unemployment". At present there
are over ten million men who cannot be reabsorbed into in-
dustry unless new industries are created. The other alter-
natives are keeping men permanently on relief rolls, or reduc-
ing the working week, by law, to thirty hours or less. Under
our present system of producing for profit, these makeshift
remedies are piling up stupendous government deficits and
creating a parasitic class which may in time become unemployable.
Organized unionism, vvith its fountain head the American
Federation of Labor, has a membership of approximately ^1-, 000, 000,
and exercises a tremendous influence on the labor movement of
the United States.
In the early years of the republic, when industry began
to concentrate in the large centers, long hours, 12 and l4-hour
days were comnion, and small wages caused desperate discontent.
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Desultory organization in the form of g-uilds or crafts was
atteriipted, but in the main they v;ere unsucGessful. In 1389
the Kuights of Labor was founded and grew slowly until the
year 1SS6 wheikt had achieved a membership of 1,000,000,
Its inherent weakness was its attempt to combine unionism
with cooperative schemes, political maneuver ings and attempts
to dictate the fiscal policy of the government. Its final
doom was sealed by the growth of craft unionism which seemed
better adapted to the American labor movement than one vast
association consisting of individual tradesmen.
In 1^36 the American Federation of Labor was organ-
ized by Samuel Grompers and his associates. Its rugged strength
lay in the recognition that skilled and unskilled trades should
be segregated into separate organizations, abandonment of any
attempts to obtain reforms by means of a political party, the
formulation of attainable objectives, and the use of the strike
as a final weapon to acnieve their aims. Among the victories
and reforms which the Federation has achieved during the past
half century have been a nationally observed eight-hour day;
the forty-hour week, and a vast improvement in factory hygiene.
Indirect political pressure has enabled the Federation to help
raise wages on public vrarks, and the repeal of unfriendly laws,
and organize determined drives on injunction legislation.
Exclusive of the Federation, there a.re strong organiza-
tions such as the Railroad Brotherhoods, the Amalgamated Clothirig
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Workers of America, and the Iniustrial Workers of the naorld. 1
The following table shows the growth of the American Federa-
tion of Labor from IS97 to 1927.^
TABLE IV.
Year Membership Year Membership
1S97 4^7,000 1913 2,753,^0
isss 500,700 1914 2,716,900
1399 611,000 1915 2,607,700
1900 363,500 1916 2,30S,000
1901 1,12^,700 1917 3,104,600
1902 1,375,900 191s 3,503,400
1903 1,913,900 1919 4,169,100
1904 2,072,700 1920 5,110,300
1905 2,022,300 1921 4,315,000
190b 1,953,700 1922 4,0p9,400
1907 2,122,600 1923 3,747,200
1903 2,130,600 1924 3,746,600
1909 2,047,400 1925 3,317,900
1910 2,134,200 1926 3,900,500
1911 2,332,300 1927 3,903,300
1912 2,433,500
In 1732, Gouverneur Morris, who v;as at that time Assistant
Superintendent of Finance, prepared an informative report on
the coinage, in which he suggested the use of the decimal
system and the introduction of the terms dollar and cent
. With
the exception of some slight modifications made later by
Thomas Jefferson, the plan devised by Morris constitutes the
1. Leo Wolman, Encyclopaedia Britariuica , Vol. 22, p. 334-.
2. Ibid.
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basis of the American coinage system. In 17^7 the dollar
was introduced as the unit in the United States, and since
that time it has been the standard of value in either gold
or silver.
A system of money exchange began within our borders in
1791> tiut its development was extremely slow. Inclusive of
the year 1^20, the total amount of money coined in the United
States Y;as api.roximately ;sil9,000,000, about two dollars per
inhabitant.-^
Between the years 1S29 and 1360 there was a remarkable
growth in the number of banks, they having practically tripled
in number. The same proportional growth was maintained in
capital, loans and circulation specie as indicated by the
following table.
^
TABLE V
Year Number
of Banks Capital Loans Circulation Specie
1S29 329 110.2 137.0 ^S.2 1^.9
1260 1,563 k23.3 691.9 207.1 S3.
6
1. Diary and Letters of Gouverneur ilorris , edited by Anne Gary
iiorris. Vol. I, p. 9^. G. Scribner's Sons, New York, lS3g,
2. Irving Fisher, "The Purchasing Power of Zoney'' ^ p. 250.
The ivIacMillan Co.
,
I91I.
3. Noble Foster Hoggson, "Epochs of American Banking"
. p.60.
The John Day Company, New York, 1929.
Ernest Ludlow Bogart, "Economic History of the United States"
,
p. 369. Longmans, Green & Co., New York, I933.
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One of the major problems confronting Alexander Hamilton
v/hen he became the first Secretary of the Treasury in 17^9, v/ae
the condition of the national debt and the development of a
plan leading to its settlement. In 1790, the foreign debt
contracted during the Revolution, and mostly all of French
origin, amounted to -^11, 710,000. The domestic debt consisted
of $27,333,000 in principal, and $13,030,000 of accrued in-
terest.
Unexpected demands on the government exchequer during
the next decade increased the debt so that by 1801 it stood
at |S3, 000,000. By 1812 it had been reduced to 4^^5,200,000,
but the War of 1812 raised it again to a new high of $127,33^,000.
Twenty years later, the entire debt had not only been paid, but
there appeared a surplus in the Treasury. The expenses of
the Mexican War again drained the Treasury and created a net
indebtedness of $^9,000,000.
At- the beginning of the Civil War, the national debt
had risen to .'|7^>9^5>000. Stupendous expenditures during
the next four years raised the amount to a staggering total.
At the end of the war on Sept, 1, I865, Secretary of the
Treasury, Sal:i;on P. Chase, announced the public debt stood
at $2, 75^,000, 000* Again there was another period of re-
cession in the public debt. By 1879, it had been reduced
to $891,000,000. There was another increase by 1913, when
the debt stood at $1,028,600,000.
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The World War snot the national debt up to unbelievable
peaks. On June 30, 1919 "the grand total stood at 1^25,^^2,03^,0
The government's amortization plan reduced this huge amount
considerably each following year, until by June 30, 192S, the
national debt had been lov.'ered to ^i;i7, 526, 219,000. Begin-
ning with 1929, the depression made severe demands on the
Treasury, Billions of dollars ware expended on various forms
of relief, forcing up the public debt to unheard of levels.
On June 30, 1,;35 "t'^e public debt had reached the unprecedented
total of |;2S, 700,392, 62^, a per capita of i;;225.71,^ The
following table gives the foregoing figures in their chrono-
2logical order.
TABLE VL
Year Gross De^t
1790
1301
1312
ISI6
13^6
l36l
1365
1379
1390
1:^13
2,75^,000,000
1,996,000,000
391,000,000
1,023,600,000
25,^l-32,03i|-,000
17,526,219,000
2S,700,392,62i^
1. Encyclopaedia Britannica, l^th Edition, Vol. I6, p. l4-2.
2. Ibid.
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Its Over-all Growth.
The national wealth in 1790 ^^'^ been estimated to
have been $620,000,000, assigaing ^^79,000,000 to lands and
s^l^l,000,000 to buildings and improvements, in 1850 it had
reached |7, 135, 7SO, 222, and in 1922 the stupendous total of
1320,30^,000,000.^ From 1790 to 1922 the wealth of the
United States had increased three hundredfold, making this
nation the wealthiest in the world. The national income
in 1929 was ^83,000,000,000, with a per capita of ^6^3.
In 193^ it had shrunk to vf^7,000,000,000, with a per capita
of v?377. In 1929 the national wealth had reached the zen-
ith figure of $627,000,000,000, exceeding the combined total
of seven of the principal nations of the world. Hov/ever,
the panic and the subsequent depression have caused a shrink-
age of more than half, y;ith the total at present about what
2it was in 1922, The following table shows the comparative
record of this country with seven others:
1. Encyclopaedia Brittannica, l^th Edition. Vol, 22, p,739«
2, Robert R, Doane, The Measurement of American Wealth ,
P» 35> ^7' Harper & Bros., New York I935.
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TABLE VII
i n bill ions of doll a r s
Co^antry 1929^ 1922 1912 1890 1870
United States 627.6 320.
g
136.
2
65.0 30.0
United. Kingdom 90.2 79.2 53.3 ^0.0
France 75.0 ^1.1 57.0 ^3.7 33.0
Germany 70.0 35.7 77.7 ^9.5 33.0
Italy 35.2 25.9 23.0 9.7 7.3
Spain ^2.1 29.3 — 11.1 10.5
Russia 50.0 56.1 28.2 13.6
C anada 27.7 22.0 10.9 ^.7 2.8
Its Changing; Nature.
Our present-day nat i 0 nal economy is so close].y knit
together, that it is no exaggeration to state that a disarrange-
ment or injury to one of its elements would seriously impede
the mechanism of the entire organism. Yet it is barely three-
quarters of a century ago that the present-day national econ-
omy was practically non-existent. The factors which made
this type of economy possible and which laid the foundation
for the accumulation of vast national wealth, were a series
of basic inventions.
1. Robert R. Doane, "The Measurement of American Wealth"
P« 35,67. Harper & Bros., New York 1935.
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CKAPT^H II
THE POSITION OF AaRICULTUriE 11^ THi^
Agriculture's Relative Position .
Digressing a moment from the main theme, it is acknow-
ledged that probably the most important of man's achievements
was the invention-discovery of the function of the seeds of
plants. This proiound discovery helped to change man from
a wandering, irresponsible individual to a steady and useful
agriculturist, for he no longer was dependent on the vagar-
ies or accidental discoveries of the sources of his food
supply. Though the earth demanded his last measure of
sweat and toil, it gave him in return a plentiful supply
of food uninterruptedly (except in times of drought),
Man would probably still be a hewer of wood and a
drawer of water, a heavy handed peasant-farmer whose labors
are on the level with the beasts in the fields, were it not
for the discovery of coal as a fuel and the resulting in-
vention of a practicable steam engine, \feether on the sur-
face of the earth, in the mines way below the surface, or
on the seas, man was forever emancipated from the terrible
drudgery of long hours and nerve-wracking toil. The steam
engine in its remarkable adaptation to hundreds of mechanical
uses stepped up man's creative and productive po?/ers to the
poi.:t where he could produce vast surpluses of goods, thereby
increasing his own possessions and adding to the wealth of
the nation. Mechanical power automatically aided man's
cultural development by reducing his hours of labor from
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"sunup to sundown" to approximately eight hours a day or less.
The perfection of the blast furnace, the Bessemer
converter, and the modern rolling mill laid the foimdation
of the enormous steel industry with its ramifications that
enter into the v/arp and woof of our national economy.
Next on the list of inventions which profoundly
affected our national economy is electricity. Whether
as light, or heat, or as power, it has been a potent force
of inestimable value in the industrial development of the
United States. As various industries adapted electricity
to their manufacturing processes, it enabled them to better
the quality of their goods, it increased their productive-
ness manyfold, and it enabled them to reach the masses of
people because reduced costs permitted them to sell their
merchandise at considerably lower prices.
The development of the internal combustion engine
and its adaptation to automobiles, motorboats, and aircraft
laid the foundation for the establishment of huge industries
that employ millions of workers. To this list can be add-
ed the telephone, the telegraph, radio, motion pictures,
and cement mixing, the latter making possible the building
of huge dams, hydro-electric projects, the laying of founda-
tions for bridges and many other similar uses.-^
In the field of agriculture, the internal combustion
engine practically supplanted the former use of steam and
its auxiliary appliances. This modern engine now supplies
1. Edward Elway Free, iSncyclo-oaedia Britannica, l^th Edition,
Vol. 12, p. 5^6.
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power for ploughing, cultivating and harvesting and does
it far more efficiently and at a considerable reduction
in costs. The combination of tractor and internal com-
bustion engine permits the farmer to engage in deep plough-
ing and subsoiling, work that heretofore had to be performed
by steam tackle or by horses, an expensive and laborious pro-
cess which was looked upon with aversion by the average agri-
culturist. With the aid of this modern appliance, it is
now possiole to quadruple a day's work and thereby antici-
pate adverse weather conditions. Electricity has been an
indispensable boon to the farmer in providing him with ur-
ban conveniences. Much of the heavy labor which was a
necessary part of his everyday existence is now being per-
formed by e lectrical labor-saving appliances. In the pro-
ducing of milk, butter and cheese, electricity is employed
in practically all operations as, i.e., milking machines,
separators, churns, butter workers, sterilizing and bottling
machines. Spraying, sheep-shearing and horse-clipping are
also performed with electrical machines. It is reasonable
to state that without the internal combustion engine and the
various uses of electrical power, agricultural economy as it
is now exemplified, would be impossible."^
A profound change is taking place in the various schools
1. 3. J. Owen and H. G. Richardson, Encyclopaedia Britannica,
Ikth Edition, Vol. 1, p. 372,373-
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of thought- political and ecoiiomio - relating to the
national econoiny of the United States. In the early years
of the republic when labor was not over-ahundant and pro-
duction was slov; and laborious, current economic and po-
litical thought was based on the theory of scarcity, that
is, all of the va-rious units which v;ent to inake up the
economy of that period should be co-ordinated to the end
that there should be enough food, clothing and shelter for
each inhabitant. As the country expanded and population
grew by leaps and bounds, a new set of conditions developed.
Labor became more plentiful, great stretches of land were
put to agricultural uses, and small communities throughout
the newer sections of the country developed into thriving,
modern cities.
With the advent of the machine age, it became possi-
ble for the East with its huge manufacturing facilities to
supply the e ver-mcreasing demands of the West, On the
other hand, the great agricultural industry which was becom-
ing more productive every year found a ready market for its
products in the East. This state of affairs v/as equitable
and agreeable as long as no great surpluses of goods, both
industrial and agricultural, were in the process of accumu-
lation.
3ut economic forces were shaping themselves whereby
the condition of scarcity, which had existed for over a
century, was now gradually changing to one of abundance.
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In the East, old industries based on obsolete hand labor
were being supplanted by new industries built on the found-
ation of labor-saving machinery and factory efficiency.
Production was being gradually cut surely stepped up to the
point where the output was slightly greater than demand.
In the West and in the South, the same basic elements were
at work. On the farms, in the iaines, and in the great
cotton growdng sections of the South and Southwest, modern
machinery was helping to double and quadruple production, and
a closely interlaced system of railroads finally made
possible quick distribution of products between the var-
ious sections of the country.
At the turn of the twentieth century, the rapid
multiplication of inventive processes made possible the
producing of goods on a huge scale. This system of mass
production vvas predicated on a consuming power greater than
the inhabitants could absorb. Consequently, enormous su-
piuses were being accumulated, which provided us with a
profitable export market.
As the export uiarkets began to diminish, our domes-
tic economy continued its production unabated until distri-
bution facilities became glutted with huge surpluses. The
economic theory of scarcity had now been supplanted by the
theory of abundance. While heretofore the population had
suffered from a lack of necessities, it now was affected
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by eco-.omic maladjustment because of a surfeit of agri-
cultural and. industrial products.
One school of economists advocated the destruction
of live stock, the plowing under of cotton, and the non-
raising of wheat, corn and other crops in an endeavor to
create scarcity and raise prices. Another school of
thought opposed the foregoing view on the grounds that
present surpluses could be liquidated if and when the pur-
chasing power of the masses was increased.
One fact is indisputable. Technological unemploy-
ment is growing more serious each year. In the beginning
of our industrial civilization when workers were scarce,
labor-saving machinery served its purpose because it was
vitally necessary in creating essential needs for a growing
population. Its only purpose today is to enable manu-
facturers, farmers, or other units of our national economy
to operate with as few workers as possible. V»liere the
profit motive is predominant and only the strongest and most
efficient organizations can survive in the intensely competi-
tive struggle, the perfected labor-displacing machine is a
ruthless and inexorable ally of the present-day economy in
adding constatly to the more than ten millions who cannot
be reabsorbed in the industrial life of the nation. What
should and must be done? Create new industries? Enact
a national 30 or 25-hour law? Change our national economy
from a capitalistic base to that of government or state social-
ism? Take over all public utilities and ooerate them on
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the basis of goveriiraent ownership? Re...ove the exeraption
on tax-exempt state and government securities? and use
the subsequent income to stimulate industry? These are
the questions which have divided our political and economic
thinkers into rival camps. In the meantime, unemployment
is becoming our most serious problem and the government
debt is mounting higher each year, placing a crushing bur-
den of taxation on the backs of industry and every individ-
ual.
Definition of Agriculture .
In order that the many elements of our agricultural
economics shall be so organized that they may present a
true picture of the important part they play in our nation-
al economy, it is well that the vrord "agriculture" be
defined correctly.
Agriculture is the science that treats
of the development of the soil« and in-
cludes the art and process of supplying
human m-ants by means of raisins; food pro-
ducts « or cultivatixig associated industries
such as dairying, market- j;ardening, fruit-
raising, and bredding; and rearing of cattle
,
pigs and domestic fowl.l
The mists of antiquity have obliterated any attempts
1. Funk & Wagnalls New Standard Dictionary.
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of man to discover when this fundamental art had its in-
ception. It .nust have been a wondrous discovery when
our prehistoric ancestors learned that certain grains had
food value and that by scattering them in the earth, they
perpetuated themselves in the form of sustenance.
Historical Position of Agriculture,
Archeological unearthing- of early settlements reveal
evidence of animals and cultivated plants. For example,
grains of wheat of a comparatively advanced type have been
discovered in predynastic tombs in Egypt, in an early Su-
merian house in Mesopotamia (3500 B.C.), and in dwellings
of neolithic man in Italy.-^ From this evidence one may
reasonably assume that the cultivation of the soil was
practiced for many ages preceding these foregoing periods.
Written history begins to take cognizance of the art
of agriculture in the time of the Greeks and the flomans.
At this period it had already been developed to a high state
of efficiency, and an elaborate system of ferming is de-
scribed by Cato, Varro, Virgil, Columella, and t he elder
p
Pliny, They were aware of the value of leguminous crops
as a preparation for wheat, the basic reason of which has
only recently been discovered. Their methods of growing
corn, wine and olives did not change materially until the
middle of the nineteenth century. All in all, modern
1. A. D. l^^itchell, Encyclopaedia Britannica, l^th Edition,
Vol. 1, p. 391.
2. Ibid,
I
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farming is under heavy obligations to the principles of
Roman agriculture.
In England during medieval times the manor was the
unit of land-holding and cultivation. The king bestowed
the land upon his liege lord, who then apportioned it to
his tenants in return for various specific services and
limited degrees of subjection. Each tenant 'A-as entitled
to certain strips of land which he could cultivate to the
limit of its capacity, but he was bound by his obligation
to render a minimum number of days' service in working the
productive lands belonging to his lord.
Under the conditions then existent, the level of
production was quite low, it having been estimated that
in Britain, in medieval times, the average yield of wheat
v;as ten bushels to an acre.^ At the turn of the seven-
teenth century, England made a serious attempt to improve
her agriculture. Sir xtichard Weston (1591-1^52) who farmed
in Surrey in Gharles I 's time, is credited with the intro-
duction of turnips, clover and other sown grasses on these
crops, providing winter keep were the foundation of the
improved system of agriculture,
^
England provided the nucleus of her future orchards
by importing fruit trees direct from Flanders, King Henry
the VIII 's fruiterer, Richard Harrys, bought "105 good acres
in Teynham which he divided into 10 parcels and brought plants
1. A.D, iviitchell. Encyclopaedia Britannica, l^th Edition,
Vol. 1, p. 392.
2. Ibid, p. 392
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beyond the seas and furnished the ground with them," which
land "hath been the chief inother of all other orchards for
these kindes of fruits."! In 1731, Jethro Tull of Berkshir
the greatest original thinker about farming processes that
England had produced up to that period, published his
2
"Horse-Hoeing Husbandry", This book proved the basis
of all improvements in the operations of cultivation
during the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.
British farming reached its high-y;ater mark of ex-
cellence from IS50 to 187^. During these years money was
generously poured into the land and agriculture developed
into a prosperous business. Farmers offered a reward if
weeds could be found on their cultivated land, and their
yield of corn and truck garden produce was greater than
those of many other coiintries. British live stock was
so esteemed that farmers from all over the world bought
British cattle and hogs in order to improve their owis native
breeds.
The broad base of American tradition, whether it be
agricultural or industrial economics, is decidedly Anglo-
Saxon in origin. In the sixteenth and the seventeenth
1. A. D, iiitchell. Encyclopaedia Britaniiica, l^th Edition
Vol. 1, p. 392.
2. Ibid., p. 39^.
I
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centuries the inhabitants of this country were preponderant-
ly of English extraction and, therefore, the agricultural
economy at that period, though meager in scope, benefited
largely by adapting itself largely to time-tried English
practice.
When the first settlers staked their farming claims
in New England, they found the land and the climate not con-
aucive to the raising of bumper crops. Taking their cue from
the Indians, who they observed were growing a species of c orn
which the Redmen called maize, they began to sow the same
kind of crops. Having been taught by the Indians to use
fish as fertilizer, the settlers obtained good yields de-
spite the handicap of unlevel ground and stony soil.
Corn has been and is the most important crop in
the United States. It is groxvn by more farmers, occu-
pies more acres and has a greater total value than any
other crop. In 1925, approximately two-thirds of the
farmers grew corn, although less than 10 per cent of the
corn crop is used directly for human food. About per
cent is fed to hogs, 15 per cent to cattle, 20 per cent
to horses and 5 per cent to uoultry. Corn, other than
pasture, furnishes over one-half of the feed for live stock.
As stated above, while corn as a direct food is used in
small quantities, indirectly it is the most important single
source of human food in the United States, 1 It is grown
1. George Frederick Warren, Encyclooaedia Britannica,
l^th Edition, Vol. 1, ^Ao^.
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priiicipally in what is known as the "Corn Belt", a strip
of land 200 miles v.lde and BOO iidles long, extending from
Ohio to Nebraska, with an acreage of B>2,'^2&,Sk-'}'^ and a pro-
duction of 1,S23, 830,173 bushels.^
It can be readily seen that from the year 162O,
when the Pilgrims landed at Plymouth, Massachusetts, until
the present day, a period of over three hundred years, the
role that corn has played in the agricultural development
of the country has been extraordinary. Recognized as a
grain that was remarkably indigenous to the soil of either
the East or the West, it proved, throughout the centuries,
to be the most prolific e^nd the most useful of the various
crops and v/as responsible in large measure in making the
United States the largest grower of food supplies in the
world.
There is a direct relationship between the acquis-
ition of the public domain and the evolution of our agri-
cultural economy. From 17^1 to 1302 the various states
ceded to the United States, 268,000,000 acres. New York
was the first state to turn over its lands to the Federal
Grovernment, and Georgia made the last and final .gesture.
When Thomas Jefferson paid the Emperor Napoleon, ;i?27,000,000
1, United States Census of Agriculture, 1925, Vol. 1,3,
2. Ibid., p. 38
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for the territory of Louisiana in the United States
acquired legal possession to ^33>000,000 acres of land,
which has since created billions of dollars of wealth,
of which agriculture represented a large share.
In 1319, the purcha.se of Florida from Spain for
$6,000,000 added 32,000,000 acres to the public domain.
With the annexation of Texas, which involved the expend-
iture of c^l5,000,000, another 71,000,000 acres were ac-
quired. Then followed the cicquisition of the Oregon
territory in 1S4-6, comprising 166,000,000 acres. The
enormous Mexican territory of 325,000,000 acres was then
ceded to the United States by Mexico for a consideration
of ^15,000,000. The last of the public domain ceded to the
United States was 15,000,000 acres along the Gulf of I^Iexico,
known as the Gadsden Purchase. For this section of land
Mexico was paid an additional :$15,000,000. The following
table shows the acquisition of the public domain. Continental
United States, from IjSl to lS53.^
TABLE VII A
Acquisitions Date Acres Added Price
Thirteen Colonies
Louisiana Purchase
Florida Purchase
Texas
17S1-1S02
1303
1S19
263,000,000
^33,000,000
32,000,000
Oregon
13^1-3Mexican Territory
Gadsden Purchase
Total 1,310,000,000 73, 000, 000
325,000,000 15,000,000
15.000,000 10,000,000
1, B. H. Hibbard, A History of the Public Land Policies, p. 31,
The MacMi 11an Company, New York, 1924,
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From the foregoing table it can be seen that this
enormous domain was added to the territory of the United
States at a cost of approximately five cents an acre —
land which eventually yielded incalculable wealth to a
rapidly growing population.
»Vhen the national government was formed, it became
necessary to sell some of the public l3.nds in order tohelp
liquidate the heavy debt that had been contracted during
the '/iar for Independence, Therefore, in 17^5* ^^^^ govern-
ment sold land in blocks of 6kO acres at [ij;l.00 per acre.
In 1796 the price v/as increased to #2.00 per acre by which
means thousands of farmers acquired good fertile land, es-
pecially in the West, a development scheme that eventually
built up a huge agricultural empire."^
There v^ere five distinct periods of land settle-
ment, the first one between ISIO and 1<S19, which was part-
ly checked by the War of 1<512. But as the population grew,
and the fertile lands of the West offered a constant lure
of fortune and adventure to the hardy pioneer, the great
trek westward became a constant and inexorable process.
Another active period of migration took place between 1330
and 1339« In this decade, 62,000,000 acres of land were
bought by settlers, for which the government received
|79>000,000. These years represented the peak of land
1, Charles A. Beard and Macy Ritter Beard. The Rise of
American Civilization, p. 3^9 ^ind 513» The Llacmillan
Co. , New York, 193O.
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development never exceeded by any other period in the his-
tory of the country. Betv.een IS50 and IS59 another great
movement westward took place, which utilized ^9,000,000
acres of the public domain. The Homestead Act of IS62, with
its subsequent amendments, inaugurated a policy of
liberal allotments which W3.s maintained consistently. It
reached its crest of activity in the period between 1230
and 13^9, when the goveriiinent disposed of ^5,000,000 for
which it received $71*000,000. The last phase of allot-
ments was between I9OO and 1919, when 1^,000,000 acres
were sold for #32, 000, 000."^ This land was decidedly in-
ferior to the allotments which had previously been sold.
Arid and considered as of little value, nevertheless it
was purchased by those who hoped that they might be able
to v/rest a living from the soil, as had been done by count-
less others.
The disposition of the public domain is indicated
2by the table below:
1, George Frederick 'ili'arren. Encyclopaedia Britannica,
ikth Edition, Vol. 1, p. ^5.
2. B. H. Hibbard, A History of the Public Land Policies ,
p. 100, 103, 106, 113-115. The iviacmillan Co., ^ew York, 192^
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TABLE VII B
Date Acres Value
Prior to opening
1300-09
1810-19
1^20-29
1^30-39
iS50-59
1S60-Q9
1S70-79
l5oO-39
1390-99
1900-09
1910-19
1920-23
land office i,23l,360
3,302,191
14,323,192
3,669,913
62,316,123
17,736,951
^9,791624
11,112,396
11,213,992
^5,577,320
11,59^,751
26,725,316
13,571,203
2,306,701
* 1,
^>
32,
12,
79,
20,
^,
12,
13,
2^,
61,
32,
^
050,035
362,232
^29,123
2^3,273
123,3^1
705,156
319,370
324,930
123, 33^^-
327,991
761,471
33^693
513,627
049,521
Total 235,023,0^1-7 #^29,673,737
The total of the lands sold, only a fraction of the
public domain which v/as acquired for a bare ;|i73,000,000,
gave railiions of our citizens opportunities to acquire home
steads and farms at terms so generous, that a livelihood
and a chance to raise a family in conformance to American
standards of living were reasonably assured.
The natural grass tracts of the Lliddle West to about
the 100th meridian contained the largest area of readily
available good crop land, and soon after the Civil V.ar, a
determined attempt was made to cultivate large areas of
this desirable section. From 1360 on, the influx of the
farming class to this territory continued unabated until
the agricultural depression in 192O. Wherever fertile
land abounded, the liberal policy of the government made

^0.
it possible for indiviaual farmers to Ic^y the foundation
for a prosperous future. The phenonunal and steady in-
crease in the number of farms, together with their com-
bined acreage, is shown below:
^
TABLE VIII
Date ' Number of Farms Land in Farms (Acres)
1860 2,0^^-^,077 ^07,212,533
1370 2,659,935 ^7,735,041
ism ^,003,907 536,026,335
IS90 4,5&^,bi|l 623,213,619
1900 6,737,322 333,591,724
1910 6,^61,502 373,793,325
1920 6,443,343 955,333,715
1925 6,371,640 924,319,352
As can be seen by the foregoing figures, the number
of farms between 1360 and 1925 more than tripled, and the
acreage more than doubled itself. Of the three important
crops, corn, cotton and wheat, the progressive increase in
the yields - allowing for some temporary lapses because of
drought or insect epidemic - was. extraordinarily consistent,
meeting in full the needs of a fast growing population and
the demands of a profitable export market. The figures
2below are for 10-year periods,
1. Fourteenth Census of the United States, 1920, Vol, V, p. 32,
United States Census of Agriculture, 1925, p. 2, p,4,
2. Statistical Abstract of the United States, p. 59^, 1933.
United States Crovernment printing Office, Washington, D.C.
J
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TABLE IX
Year Corn Wheat Cotton
(500-lb. Bales)
1^560 S3S,793 it3,i05 3,3^1
isyo 1,09^,255 235,^35 4,025
1830 1J17,^35 ^93,550 6,357
IS90 1,460,^06 372,097 3,562
1900 2,505,1^3 602,703 10,123
1910 2,326, 260 635,121 11,609
1920 3,0^9,317 32+3,309 13,^^0
1930 2,059,0^1 357,^27 13,932
Between the years 1360 and 1390, the tremendous growth
in agriculture provided the United States with its main source
of wealth. The agricultural plant approximated 333,591,77^
acres,! and the rural population comprised ^5, 000, 000 persons,
p
or approximately sixty per cent of the population.
The part that the United States played in the indus-
trialization of Europe can only be realized when one contem-
plates the incredible increase in our exports. American
agriculture was providing the raw materials which were stead-
ily building up a system of industrialization, both in Europe
and in America, which was destined to exceed agriculture in
wealth and in importance.
By 1900 corn exports were twenty times as much as
they were in iSoO. Wheat and flour exports had risen to
six times the former figure. Beef exports had expanded
from 5^,000,000 to the enormous amount of 637,000,000
1. Edward A. Luddy, Economic Policy for American Agriculture »
p. 269, Uxiiversity of C .icago Press, Chicago, Published
June, 1932.
2. Edwin ri. A. Seligman, Economics of Farm ftelief
, p. 11,
Columbia University Press, i'^'ew York, 1929

pounds. Cotton from less than a billion to three and
one-half billion pounds. Port exports increased eightfold
in quantity; and the index of agricultural production kept
on rising until it reached 120 in 1900.'^ On the other
hand, our importation of manufactured goods ready for con-
sumption was rapidly diminishing, and instead, we Vi'ere
gradually increasing our imports of raw materials for use
in manufacturing. As one can perceive by analyzing the
following table, the industrial age was a ruthless and
inexorable force with which agriculture was soon to reckon,
TABLE X
2
American I:;iports in Classes In yo of Total
Years Crude Materials for Llanufac tured Goods
Use in Manufacturing: Ready for Consumption
1S50-1S59 S.55fc 51.S5f^
lS60-lSb9 12.54 41.50
IS7O-IS79 l4.^5 33.76
iSgo-iSS9 19.47 30.30
1^90-1299 24.66 26.23
At the beginning of the twentieth century, agriculture,
because of the steady demand of home markets, ¥/as still enjoy-
ing an uninterrupted prosperity. Because of the steady de-
mand of home markets, prices had risen steadily. Between
1900 and 1909 the total value of all cereals grown in the
United States had increased 79»^ P^r cent, while the in-
1. Statistical Abstract of the United States, ^925, p. 436,607,
617,671,072,^76. CJovernraent Printing Office , Washington, B. C.
2. Louis M. Hacker, The Farmer is Doomed , p. 13, -1^.
The John Day Co., New York, 1933.
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crease in the yield was less than 2 per cent.-'- Because
of the fact that more children v;ere born on farms than
were necessary to v;ork them, there vi-as a continuous exodus
to^vard the cities, where the growing system of industrial-
ization was creating an unlimited number of factory jobs,
with regular hours, better wages, and freedom from farm
drudgery. By I9IO, 44.3 per cent of the population lived
in urban centers.^ 'nYhile 3^-^ per cent of the workers
were engaged in agricultural pursuits against 27.^ per
cent of the same group in industrial manufacturing, the
latter element received 29.2 per cent of the national
income, against IS per cent for agriculture.
Along about 191O, labor-saving devices aided by
motive power began to displace the function of horse-
drawn apparatus. The value of farm machinery increased
from |lOg in IS90 to $^2^ in 1925. ;Vhile machinery on
farms in the east south central states, in 1920, was only
$203, its value in the wcst north central states averaged
$1065.^ Not long ago ploughing was done with a one- fur row
walking plough. Today the general practice is to use a
two-furrow plough drawn by tractors. The process of raechan-
1. Edwin R. A. Seligraan, Economics of Farm Relief , p. 11.
Coluraoia Uiiiversity Press, xjew York, 1929.
2. Ernest Ludlow Bogart, Economic History of the United States
,
p. 4^2, Longmans, Green & Co., New York, 1933.
~
3. George Frederick /iiarren. Encyclopaedia Britannica,
l^th Edition, Vol. 1, p.4o2.

ization on the farms can be illustrated by the following
comparisons: About fifty years ago grain binders and
threshing machines were commonly used. Later the harvester
was developed into the twin binder which dropped the bun-
dles into piles for shocking. Now bundles are pitched
into a pen-rack, and then pitched into the self-feeder of
the threshing machine. The grain is weighed and delivered
into the wagon or truck.
In raising a crop, the only hand labor necessary is
in shocking the grain, pitching the grain onto the wagon
and from the wagon to the threshing machine. Using the
combined harvester and thresher, practically no hand labor
is required to garner the crop. This and similar systems,
by reducing hand labor to the barest minimum, make it pos-
sible to farm enormous areas of semi-arid land at the ab-
solute minimum of human labor cost, together with a tre-
mendous increase of yield,
Aided and abetted by our ingenious machine civil-
ization, America had begun in the early 1900's to apply
ms^ss production methods to her agricultural industry.
This resulted in huge surpluses which required constantly
expanding export markets. The following illustrations
exemplify the inexorable economic laws of supply and demand.
In the years I9OI to I905, the average yield of corn was
1. George Frederick Warren, Encyclopaedia Britannica,
ikth Edition, Vol. 1, p.^OS.
I
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2,371,507,000 bushels with a money value of ^?1, 0^6, 632, 000,
averaging ^^.1 cents a bushel. In 19IS the price of corn
had reached the unprecedented height of $1,^6^ a bushel.
One year later corn had dropped to 65.6 cents and kept on
falling until in 1932 it had reached the incredibly low
point of 19*5 cents a bushel.
The World War, starting in 191^, began imiiiediately
to make inroads on its peasant workers. With production
curtailed, it became necessary to devise plans to import
grains to make up its deficit. One year later, in 1915,
the farm price had jumped from 51 cents to 59*7 cents a
bushel. Within the next three years the prices had risen
respectively to 3o.9, 127.9, 13^*5 cents per bushel. The
War concluded and the i;i:perative need no longer necessary,
prices began to decline and the American farmer was over-
vthelmed with financial disaster. Swollen land values
caused by minimum price protection and price stimulation,
which had resulted in large paper profits, disappeared
quickly, leaving in its wake despair and ruination.
Stimulated by the demands for food supplies by the
Allies, wheat lands had been increased from 50,000,000 to
75,000,000 acred, which was effected by diverting other
crops and some pasture lands. The five-year average of
1. The Annalist, i^ew York, .iarch 29, I929, 33, 13.5^9-90/
April 12, 1929, 33, P.667-66S.
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wheat exports, inclusive of the War, rose to 255iOO0>000
bushels, approxiraately two and one-half times the previous
five-year average. For the saine comparative period, the
export of oats went from 10,000,000 to S3, 000, 000 bushels,
and rye from 1,000,000 to 26,000,000 bushels.
^
The following table shows the acreage, produc-
tion and value of corn, wheat, and cotton from I9OI to
1932, according to estimates of the Department of
Agriculture.
1. Bernhard Ostrolent, The Surplus Farmer
, p. 12,13
Harper & Brothers, i^ew York, 1932.
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lABLE XI
Yearly
Average
Area Production
£ arm vaiue
Dec, 1
xiexci
Per Acre
J? arin xrice '
Dec. 1 Area
*A
J Production Farm Value
Dec. 1
Yield
per
P'arm
Price
Dec. 1
Area Pr oductio „ Farm Value ^a^ni
^ Dec. 1 ITice
or
Year C 0 R 1 1 W H BAT COT TON
1,000
Acres
1,000
Bushels
1,000
Dollars Bushels Gents per
Bushel
1, 000
Acres
1
1.000
1 Bushels
1,000
Dollars Bushels
Cents
per
Bushel
1.000
Acres
1,000
Bales
1,000
Dollars
cents
per
Pound
1901-1905
1906-1910
1911-1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
.
1930
1931
1932
93,545
97,327
105.672
105,296
116,730
L04,467
97,407
100,950
102,798
99,835
100 801
100,420
101,331
99,452
98,357
100,336
97,806
100,793
105,301
107,729
2,371,507
2,682,656
2,754,164
2,566,927
3,065,233
2,502,665
2,648,826
3,049,317
2,912,091
2,688,531
2, 860,438
2,305,196
2,853,183
2,574,602
2,677,742
2,714,591
2,535,386
2,059,641
2,567,306
2,908 , 045
1,046,632
1,367,068
1,644,511
2,280,729
3,920,220
3,416,240
3,558,193
2,00:>,567
1.201,472
1,748,472
2.041,984
2.255,018
1,911,881
1,643,276
1,923,512
2,024,860
2, 024,004
1,224,074
824.869
566.930
25.4
27.6
26.1
24.4
26,3
24,0
27.2
30.2
28.3
26.9
28.4
23.0
28.2
25,9
27.2
27,1
25.9
E0.4
24 .4
27.0
44,1
51.0
59.7
88,9
127.9
136.5
134.3
65.6
41,3
65.0
71,4
97,8
67,0
63,8
71,8
74,6
79.8
59.4
32.1
19.5
5 0.194^«
45,766^
51.910|I
52.3161
45
,
089l
59, 181
1
73,700
62,358
64,566J
61. 39.^
56.920
52,460
52,441
56,815
1
59,628
59,309
62,671
61,140
55,344
55.177
9' 700.220
Vi 674,993
^ 806,361
>. 636,318
636,655
921,438
952,097
843.309
,
818,964
' 846, 673
j
759.506
840,091
668,982
> 833,544
874,633
926,130
812,573
857.427
900,219
726,831
K —.
501,277
579,535
705,890
1,019,968
1,278,112
1,881,826
2,028,518
1,208,339
739,893
837,470
694,363
1,099,262
980,101
1,006,345
977,406
908.084
840. 658
575,385
352,151
254,525
14.0
14,7
15.5
12.2
14.1
15.6
12.9
13.5
12.7
13.8
16.0
12,8
14.7
14.7
15.6
13.0
14.0
16.3
13.2
71.6
85.9
87.5
160.3
2:00.8
204 .2
213.1
143.3
90.3
98.9
91 .4
130.9
140.5
120,7
111.8
98,1
103,5
67.1
39.1
35.0
28.041
31,057
33,649
33,071
32,245
35 , 038
32,906
34,408
28,678
31,361
35,550
39,503
44.390
44,616
38,349
42.432
43 242
42,454
38.705
35,939
10,801
11,84 7
14,167
11,448
11,284
12, 018
11,411
13,429
7.945
9,755
10,140
13,630
16,105
17,978
12.956
14.477
13,932
17.095
13,002
485,560
660,788
709,629
1,122,295
1,566,198
1663,633
2,034,558
933,658
643,933
1160,968
2,571,829
3^54 0,884
1,464,032
982,736
1269,885
1,301,796
1,244,863
659,003
483,654
405,751
9.0
11.3
10.2
19.6
27.7
27.6
35.6
13,9
16,2
23,8
31.0
22,6
18.2
10.9
19.6
18.0
16.8
9.5
5.7
6.2
Above table compiled from Statistical Abstract of the United
States, p. 595, 597. (1933) Government ^^rinting Office,
Washington, P. C,

The foregoing taole conveys a, grapnic picture of
American agriculture and how its destiny is inextrically
bound by world economic forces. Since the year 19OO
the tendency of the A^nerican farmer was to obtain in-
creasingly greater yields out of the total acreage on
the assumption that a v/orld laarket existed whereby the
substantial surpluses could be sold. The World war,
with millioxis of agricultural laborers in uniform, made
it impossible for the various European countries to cul-
tivate their available acreage. This unusual demand
for food suoplies and cotton, stretched out over a period
of four years, enabled the United States to sell all of
its available surplus at exceedingly good prices.
This temporary prosperity of the American farmer
was the result of a temporary emergency. lYith the "'/ar ended,
Europe soon began to cultivate her normal acrea e, and the
extraordinary demands on our food supplies began to lessen
considerably. As prices began to decline, because of
diminishing exports, they determined the price level for
the domestic market. With a restricted export market, and
mounting surpluses, the price curve continued its downward
course until farm produce was practically without value.
The situation was further aggravated by the interdepend-
ence of farm and factory. The raw materials used by the
manufacturing industries come almost entirely from the farms.

Likewise, agriculture.! products, to a great extent, ..rovide
the trans..,ort business for railv/ays and steamships. They
also are the base from which various services perform an
economic function whereby they become necessary in the in-
aus trial network of production.
i:>ince the interdependence between industry and agri-
culture is so vitally essential, stability and continuity
of farm production should be the objective sought, if al-
ternations of glut and shortage are to be avoided. In
recent years tv/o serious factors developed which caused
economic malaajustment and consequent depression among
the farmers.
First, industries using agricultural raw materials
consumed in manufacturing, because of synthetic processes
and other refinements, require less raw materials than
they have needed in the past. Second, the doi;iestic mar-
ket for agricultural products depends upon healthy industrial
conditions. From 19OO to 1929, manufacturing output in-
creased tremendously, but the number of factory workers
did not keep pace with the industrial output. As the
industrial activity receded during 1930> 1931 and 1932,
all the per capita gains of the previous thirty years were
destroyed. With widespread unemployment and payrolls
stopped, the purchasing power of the urban population was
cut almost in half.
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As a result, a great proportion of farm products either
could not be sold at ail, or had to be disr.osed of at
prices that were way below cost.
Three definitely knovm factors confront the American
farmers to which they must adjust themselves, if they are
to survive. First, export markets are still unable to
utilize agricultural surpluses. Second, industries which
supply manufacturers with raw materials, are less in need
of the farmers' output than ever before. Third, the
purchasing power of the industrial masses is still way
below the level where they can absorb the present domestic
agricultural output.
Since continued overproduction means that goods
must be stored, processed and then moved into consumption
at very low prices, the only hope for the fariners is that they
reduce their output to conform to the domestic deuiands. An-
other factor which has accentuated their dilenima, has been
the back-to-the-farm .novements, by which urban populations
have sought to improve their lot by adapting themselves to
rural pursuits. This has resulted in a further agricultural-
industrial unbalance by reducing the number of potential us-
ers of farm products on the one hand, and increasing agri-
cultural production, on the other hand, for which there is
no possible mELrket,*^
1. Economic Trends Affecting Agriculture, by Louis H. Bean
and Arthur P. Chew, United States Department of
Agriculture, July, 1933
•
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The differences in soils and their relative fertility-
are factors which must be scientifically ascertained if the
maximum productivity is to be gained from agricultural
pursuits. Up to aoout a hundred years ago, farming was
conducted on an empirical basis, personal experience and
rule-of- thumb methods indicating its procedure. Then scien-
tific laen began to turn their attention seriously to agri-
culture, and soon within the liaiits of the then existing
knowledge, reasonably accurate explanations were given as
to the broad differences in the behavior of various soils.
With the founding of agricultural colleges and with the
establishing of agricultural departments by the various
countries, new discoveries and applications made it possible
to determine the selective properties of different soils.
In recent years, small countries, like Holland, Belgium and
Denmark, have applied modern scientific principles to meth-
ods of intensive cultivation and have attained remarkable
results with both the quality and quantity of their yields.
Oeo graphical Basis of American Ac-ricultural Development
.
Variable climates profoundly affect the condition
of different soils. For instance, most parts of the
United States are too hot for the best yields of small
grains and potatoes, yet because of the warmer temperatures
the cornyyields of this country are much higher per acre
than those of Europe. The best yields of small grains
1. B. A. Keen, Encyclopaedia Britannica, l4-th Edition,
Vol. 20, P.92S
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are obtained in countries where the temperature is too
cool to raise corn, Europe obtains five bushels more
wheat and oats per acre than the U.^ited States (Bee table
below), but produces eight bushels less corn.
The yields of potatoes per acre in Belgium are
over twice that of France, France has a climate warm
enough to obtain small yields of corn, although there is
none raised in Belgium. On the other hand, the yields
of all small grains and potatoes in France are higher per
acre than in the United States,
TABLE XII
2
Crop Yields Per Acre, In Bushels, 1921-25
Corn VVheat dye Oats Barley Potatoes
United States 27.7 13. ^ 13-9 30. S 2^.S 107
Europe 19.3 1^.^ 20.5 35. ^ 23.i^ 169
Asia .,. 11.2 ••. .•• ..•
Southern Hemisohere 21.1^ 12.3 ... 13»7 -^^3
Iowa ' 39.9 19.1 17.6 30.1 2S,6 86
Maine ... 24.^- ... ]>S.6 29. 0 262
Belgium ... 3^.9 36. S 62.6 ij-9.1 266
Germany ... 27.3 23. S 44.1 31.3 IgS
England and Wales ... 32.9 ... ^jA 32.5 231
France 17. S 21.5 1^.5 35.3 26.6 125
The sarn fluctuations of climate exist in the
Geors-e Frederick Warren, iiincyclooaedia Bri taxinica,
li^th 'Edition, Vol. I,p.4l2.
2. United States Dept. of Agriculture, Yearbook. 1926, Crovernmen
Printing Office, Washington, D.O.
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United States that are characteristic of various sections
in Europe, Because of lower temperatures the average
yield of potatoes in Maine is higher than yields in Germany,
England or France, and what is more exceptional, Liaine 's
potato yield is almost as high as Belgium's, i.e., 252
bushels per acre for Maine, against 2bb bushels per acre
for Belgium,"^ The small-grain yields in Iov;a are about
the same as those of ^'rance, but corn yields in this state
are tvvice as high, again illustrating the effects of climate
on a particular crop. The only part of the United States
that has a climate similar to that of Europe is the State
of Washington. In 1925^ some of the counties in this region
had yields of over bushels of wheat per acre, and 75 "to
2
SO bushels of oats.
From the standpoint of crop diversification, the
United States is geographically divided. The section along
the Golf of k'exico and extending up the coast of Georgia and
South Carolina has a climate that is humid and sub-tropical.
This territory contains the so-called cotton-belt, although
there are three centers of intensive production. One area
extends across Georgia and the Carolinas; the second along
the l^lississippi River from the northern border of Tennessee
to that of Louisiana. The third intensive area is in Texas
1. George Frederick Warren, Encyclopaedia Britannica,
2.
ikth Edition, Vol. 1, p.4l2.
Ibid., Vol. 1, p. ^13

3^.
^nd Oklahoma. Cotton is the South 's mainstay, about one-
half of the crop being eXijorted. The northeastern section
of the country is the great hay and dairy region. The
average yearly production of milk per cow is 5>500 pounds,
but in many regions in rJevi; York State, where dairying is
conducted intensively, the average is about 5>700 pounds.
The great grazing lands of the West are grown with tim-
othy and clover, tv;o hardy grains, but most of the beef
cattle are fattened in the corn belt. As can be seen
by the following table, the increase in the number of
cattle, hogs, and fowl has kept pace with the needs of
the growing population.
TABLE XIII
Number of Animals on Farms in the United States'
Date Total Cattle Dairy Hogs Sheep Chickens
Cows
_
1-.
_
1250 June 1
1360 " 1
IS70 " 1
1330 " 1
1390 " 1
1900 " 1
1910 A-or.l5
1920 Jan. 1
1925 " 1
17,772,907
25,620,019
25,320,g03
39,675,533
57,0^+3.792
67,719,^10
61,303,366
66,652,559
60, 700,366
6,325,09^
§,5^5,735
3,9^5,332
12,443,120
lb, 511, 950
17,135,633
20,625,^32
19,075,297
l7,bi+4,367
30,35^
33,512
25, 13^
^9,772
57,^26
62,363
53,135
59,3^6
50,353
,213
,267
,569
'^70
,259
.041
,p7o
,^09
,526
21,723,220
22,^71,275
23,477,951
^2,192,07^
^0,376,312
61,^03,713
52,Ih-7,3bl
35,033,51b
35,590,159
253^371^125.
233,596,021
230,340,059
359,537,127
409,230,349
1. Fourteenth Census 01 the United States, 1920, Vol.V pps.
553,575,523,599. U. Census of Agriculture, 1925,
pt. 3, p. 23.
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The great corn-producing areas are concentrated,
to a c onsiderable extent, in the South Atlantic and South
Central States. In the South Central States vested
econo:iiic combines are not as powerful as in other agri-
cultural sections. Here tenantry is quite common, and
the huinan element, from the standpoint of the individual,
has a greater opportunity to earn a livelihood from the
land.
^
There is a considerable portion of the West where
the total rainfall is so inadequate that the soil is arid
or semi-arid. V^ithin recent years, irrigation projects
have reclaimed many thousands of acres for the needs of
ordinary farming; but, in general, tnis area is only good
for uild hay, ana grazing, dry farming, and in certain
localities winter crops are raised. 2 The climate again
changes as one approaches the Cascade and Sierra Nevada
mountain ranges. From this po^nt and extending well
down into California, there is a great region of hay,
pasture, and huge tracts of forests.-^ Southern Cali-
fornia has a sub-tropical climate out this territory by
no means monopolizes the warm-zone fruits. Although the
altitude of the western half of the state averages more
1. Agricultural Problems in the United States, p.lo.
National Industrial Conference Board, I926,
2. Wilson Gee, The Social Economics of
_
A,g:riculture
. p.3*^-
The lAacmillan Company, Mew York, 1932.
3. ".v. J. Jardine, l.iagazine of l^/all Street, Vol. ^1-, p.lOS^,
Oct. 19, 1929.
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than ^,000 feet, citrus fruits grow in the Sierra foothills
of the great interior valley.
Irrigation projects scientifically applied, intensive
cultivation, and the increase of small farms have made Cal-
ifornia an agricultural region of some significance, but
its greatest income is derived from its fruit-growing area.
The great Santa Clara Valley, bounded on the east by the
Coast Range and on the west by the Santa Cruz iiountains,
raises enormous quantities of prunes, peaches, and many
other kinds oi fruits. The total acreage devoted to
agriculture in this state, in 1925> liad the following dis-
tribution: Liain field crops, ^,551^200 acres; main fruit
crops, 1,502,500 acres; and vegetable crops, 2^7*^00 acres.
The average value per harvested acre was $^2,51 for
field crops; $101, 60 for fruit; and ^^98.50 for vegetables,
giving total values of $193, ^S^^-, 000, sf22g, 360,000, and
$52,04-7,000 for the respective crops, or a total value of
^^73> ^97>000. The following table shows the ranking and
value of the 20 most valuable crops in 1S2^'.
1. Wilson Gee, The Social Economics of Agriculture, p.^ .
The Macmillan Company, x^ew York, 1932.
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TABLE XIV
PRODUCT FAnM VALUE^
Oranges 179,200,000
Hay, cultivated 75,79^,000
Barley 24,160,000
Raisin Grapes 23,850,000
Wine Grapes 22,910,000
Beans lo, 737,000
Lemons 18,000,000
Wheat 16,956,000
Prunes 15,950,000
Cotton 14,590,000
Peaches 14,430,000
Walnuts 13,420,000
Lettuce 13,134,000
Potatoes 13,020,000
Cantaloupes 9,872,000
Pears 9,4l2,000
Rice 8,055,000
Table Grapes 7,776,000
Asparagus 7,698,000
Tomatoes 7,678,000
The modern orange industry began in 1873, when two
seedless oran^^e trees from Brazil were introduced into
Southern California. By means of the budding process,
millions of trees have been developed which bear a seedless
fruit, which is in great demand throughout the United States.
This fruit is so staple that shipments continue throughout
the year.
The Primary Function of Agriculture.
From its earliest days when agriculture was practically
the only industry until the present when it has been sur-
1. Charles Edward Chapman, Encyclopaedia Britannica,
l4th Edition, Vol. 4, p. 593.
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passed in importance by manufacturing and servicing groups,
its basic function has been essentially elemental. Orig-
inally, our people did not go into farming in order to ac-
cumulate fortunes. Tlieir purpose was to provide a living
for themselves and their growing families. If in the
course of their busy, productive existence, surpluses ac-
cumulated, they were converted into moderate luxuries, which
brought a little color into their prosaic lives. The
first American farmers, with their crude implements and
their uncertain knowledge of agriculture, had all they could
do to produce enough to maintain their families and the
adjacent communities in health and comfort. When uncer-
tain weather co.iditions, drought or poor soil caused the
failure of a season's crop, it vvas a disaster from the
effects of WLiich it took considerable time to recuperate.
Theirs was a simple way of life. They worked hard, their
needs were simple and few, and in a la.rge measure they
were contented with their lot.
Gradually but surely a transition occurred in the
farming community's habits and methods. New inventions,
discoveries, and constant improvement in transportation
facilities endowed the agricultural industry with increased
knowledge, stepped up its production manyfold, and facil-
itated the quick disposal of surplus products. The inex-
orable urge of progress affected the farmer as well as the
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manufacturer, Not only did it become necessary to supply
the food for the American table, but the agricultural re-
sources were called u.on to furnish the raw materials for
much of our industrial activity.
But in the process of exchange - which naturally had
to be effected through the medium of money - the farmer's
share was so inadequate that his financial condition went
from bad to T^orse and in thousands of C3,ses becajne incur-
able. Much of the farmer's financial troubles have been
attributed to the artificial control of industrial combines
which bought the products of the farm at reduced prices- and
sold the finished manufactured goods to the farmer at prices
which he vvras forced to cay because of closely organized mono
polies.
Despite the financial predicament of the agricultural
class, they must and will remain as an unbroken entity, for
they are the nation's first and indispensable industry and
have chosen their way of life because an inexpressible urge
impels them to carry on in the only way they know, irre-
spective of natural vicissitudes and financial reverses.
Paradoxical as it may seem, the mechanization of
agriculture, instead of providing a greater return to the
farmer by increasing his capacity to produce, disorganized
the industry, v^ith resultant failure to satisfy its economic
wants and desires. Its foundation having been shat-
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tered. by the aftermath of the post-War reaction, the
agricultural structure began to decline. This process
conti.iUed, despite atteinpts of government bolstering
until financial disintegration had been completely ef-
fected. With the basic industry of the country finan-
cially prostrated, the collapse of the manufacturing struc-
ture began in 1929.
As the destructive process continued, services for-
merly essential to the proper functioning of the industrial
unit practically disappeared from the econouiic scene. When
these base structures became prostrate, the super-structure
banking - began to decline and finally collapsed in 1933*
Place of Agriculture in our I^odern Economic Society .
The stua.y of our national econo..:y snows that each
unit is related to, and dependent on, every other unit.
They can be compared to the links of a vast chain, the
weakness of Oiie link causing the breaking of the entire
chain. The experience of the past has revealed that in-
c
come must be diffused, if the national economy is to reach
a high level of prosperity. Therefore when the inter-
dependent units are continually buying and exchanging ^oods
and raw materis.ls, when finished products find a ready mar-
ket, the continuous current of expenditures makes for a
healthy national income.
Though the importance of any one element in the
ecoiio..dc order in its relationship to toal income can
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per cent gamed a livelihood from agriculture. The figures
for 1660, 1^;^0, 1900 and 1910 show respective agricultural
decreases of 4-4-.^, 39»2, 35.7 and 33»2 per cent. The
curve continued downward, dropping to 26,3 per cent in 192O
and to the final low of 21.5 P®^ cent in 1930."^
The 10,^32,000 agricultural workers were divided,
as follows:
Farmer-proprietors. 6,013,000
Managers 7^j000
Farm Laborers:
Wage workers 2,727,000
Unpaid family workers . .1,6^5,000
Other 13,000 ^,390,000
Total ..... 10,^^32,000^
The farm population which, in 192O, was 31><^l^>2b9, or
29.9 P©^ cent of the total papulation, decreased, in 1930^
to 30,^5,350, a loss of l,lo3,919, or a shrinkage to 2^.3
per cent of the total population.^
From 1920 to 1930 "tiie population of continental
United States increased 16.I per cent, Vlai3.e the rural
non-farming population increased 13 per cent, the actual
farm population registered a decrease of 3»^ per cent.^
1. Arthur James Todd, Industry and Society , p. II2-II3.
Henry Holt and Co., IJew York, 1933.
2. Louis H. Bean, Sco.iomic Trends Affecting Agriculture ,
p. 33. United States Dept. of Agriculture, July, 1933.
3. Statistical Abstract of the United States, p. 536, 1933-
Government Printing Office., «Vashington, D.C,
k, Arthxir James Todd, Industry and Society , p. 397,
Henry Holt and Co., New York, 1933.
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The number of families recorded for the rural
population in 1930 was 12,532,139* Of tliis number the
farm population is coinputed at ^b,6 per cent. Based
upon a proportional representation, the number of fam-
ilies directly dependent on agriculture for a living is
7,093,000/
The first significant increase in the farm popu-
lation in a quarter of a century occui'red in 1930, when
the net inflow to farms aaiounted to 17,000 persons. The
next year continued unemployment in industrial centers
caused a further influx of ll4-,000 persons into farming
sections, it is this type of undirected and uncoordinated
movement of city populations toward farming centers which
aggravates the agricultural-industrial disparity by in-
creasing the quantity 01 fa.rm products which are salable,
when at the same time the demand for foodstuffs begins to
diminish,-^
One of the largest items of expense to the farmer
is that of hired labor. Ordinarily they have their fixed
status in the agricultural scheme, but during harvest time
farm labor in considerable quantities becomes indispens-
1. otatistical Abstract of the United States, p,6, 1933*
Cxovernment printing Office, Washington, D.C.
2. Department of Agriculture Handbook, p.56-57.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C,
3. Louis H, Bean, Sconomic Trends Affecting Ac-riculture
, p.
United States Department of Agriculture, July, 1933»
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able."^ One of the disturbing facts discovered in recent
years is the dimishing need of human beings in the pro-
ductive life of the country. In line with this tendency,
the Vi/orking element of the farm population required to
produce the foodstuffs and raw materials, has declined
steadily in the past century. In 1S20, it represented
S7 per cent of the entire population. In 1930, it had
shrunk to the extraordinarily low of 11.7 per cent of the
total population, and to 29 per cent of the farm populat-
ion. These figures check accurately with the ecDnomic
dictum that as science and invention progress, the pro-
portion of the population required for agricultural pro-
duction inevitably declines.^ For instance, scientific
farming and gasoline-driven machinery have displaced ap-
proxima.tely 20 per cent of the farm population, and as
additional labor-displacing machinery is introduced, the
nuraber of superfluous agricultural workers increases each
year.
Agricultural expansion in the United States reached
it approximate limitations in iSbO. The problem from
that period onward was that of intensive development. Of
1. 0. Lii, Baker, A Graphic Summaiy of Aiaerican Agricultur e
Based Largely on the Census. Miscellaneous puolication
JO. 5, p. 204. United States Dept. of Agriculture,
Issued, May 1931-
2. Louis H. Bean, Economic Trends Affecting Agriculture, p.3^«
United States Dept. of Agriculture, July 1933»
3. Bernhard Ostrolent, The Surplus Farmer , p. 129
Harper & Brothers, Kew York, 1932.
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the total land area in that year, consistiiig of 1,903,000,000
acres, about 4^2,000,000 acres were arid soil adapted for
grazing purposes only; 32^,000,000 v;ere humid land, suit-
able only for forests and incidental grazing; about
973,000,000 acres are either crops or pasture though much
of it could be cultivated vvith the expc:indi ture of great
sums of money, The foregoing figures represent our
agricultural "plant".
In 1920, approximately 9^6,000,000 acres, almost
the entire available acreage, was in use. Of this amount,
503,000,000 acres had been improved, and only 350,000,000
acres of this improved land could be used for raising
crops. ^ In 1930, the total acreage of all farms was
9^6,771*000, which represents a large increase from
92^-, 319,000 to which it had declined in 1925.-^ 4-13,000,000
acres of this 1930 acreage consisted of crop land, an increase
of 22,000,000 acres; and 4-6^1-, 000, 000 acres was in pasture
land, an increase of 5^,000,000 acres - both increases dat-
ing since I925. Of the total land area in the United States
in 1930, the total farm acreage represented per cent.
For the last century the development of agriculture
h3,s kept pace with the basic needs of the growing popula-
tion, Ytfith the efficient application of modern agricul-
1. Agricultural problems in the United State's, p. 23.
National Industrial Conference Board, 1926.
2. Ibid., p. 2^
3. Statistical Abstract of the United States, p. 535 (1933).Government printing Office, Washington, D.G.
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tural science, little difficulty should be had in supplying
food and raw materials in greater quantities than ever "be-
fore to our people for the next twenty years. This can
be achieved by the addition of ^0,000,000 acres to our
present crop land, v;ith a slight increase in yield per
acre. Adopting the foregoing adjustments, together with
some changes in the people's dietary, it should be possi-
ble, without any difficulty, to feed a rotential population
of 150,000,000 in 1950, and still have a surplus for export."^
In lg6o, our agricultural wealth amounted to
-f?7* 900>000,0C
approximately one-half of the national wealth of that per-
iod, or 15, 700,000,000.^ For the next sixty years it kept
on steadily, increasing in value. At the zenith of its
prosperity, in 1919* "t^® agricultural industry of the
United States was valued at 179,100,000,000, a more than
five-fold increase. In 1932, it had shrunk to the low-water
mark of
.?30, 700,000,000.3 The preceding figure has ex-
cluded agriculture's outstanding contribution, which in the
same year ainounted to ^11,323,000,000, or a. little over
36 per cent of the "value of the plant."
1. Agricultural i^roblems in the United States, p. 32.
National Industrial Conference Board, I926,
2. Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1933* p.ll.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C,
3. loid.
,
p. 11,
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CHArTExH III
THE li^lPQRTA^jCE uF AORICULTUAE 1^ THE EC^...;^uY
Its General Importance.
Despite the fact that agriculture enjoyed a certain
amount of affluence, which Tv'as mainly the result of its
being the basic industry of the country, it id not share
in the general prosperity in the same pro.^ortion as did the
other elements in the national economy. It has been in-
dicated by leading economists for many years that the de-
mand for goods is created by the production of other goods/
Tihen an industrial state has adjusted its productive facil-
ities so that each of the elements has been coordinated to
function efficiently in relation to the entire group, the
purchasing power of each group, represented by its total
products, can be applied to the utilization and inter-
change of the products of all the other groups."^
Income is, in general, derived by an industry vmen
it sup lies essential goods or services in exchange for
money which can be used to effect a similar function of
direct benefit to that particular industry. Other forms
of national income are various sums of money received for
superior craftsmanship resulting in a finished product, or
moneys received for exceptional services which accelerate
the flow of benefits from one industry to another. The
third measurement of national income is the consumer ex-
penditures for goods and services which are finally consumed
or removed from the processes of production,
1. C. Holmes, Econoadc Future of Our Agriculture,
32:519- Journal of Political Economy, Oct., 1924-.
I
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The proportion in y,-hich the farmer adapts himself
to these three methods of income-deriving indicates his
integral relationship to the national economy as a whole.
The Farmer's Annual Expenditures.
In order that it ;nay be possible to measure the
outward flow of income from agriculture to other units of
the econoirdc structure, it is necessary to ascertain the
cash income received from farm production. From 1929
to 1932 the cash income from farm products was as follows:'^
TABLE XV
IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
1929 1930 1931 1932
Crops 3,329 2,300 1,752
Livestock and
Livestock Products 5,^0 K,6^^ 3, ^^6 2,
W
Total 10, 22^^- 7,9^7 5,7^6 ^,192
These foregoing amounts represent moneys paid for
wages, rent, interest, taxes, seed, fertilizer, farm
implements, other farm machinery, equipment, ginning, etc.
They also include expenditures based on changes in farm
indebtedness and for motor equipment essential for production
purposes.
Taking the agricultural industry as a whole, the
financial transactions involved are comparatively small
v;hen contrasted with the huge total of the nation's in-
1. Statistical Abstract of the United States, p. 566,
Government Printing Office,
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come or exijendi tures. Out of a natj.oiial expenditure for
production purposes of ^277,600,000,000 in 1929, the
farmer's share was ;4;i2,000,000,000. Even at the peak
of prosperity, the Aaierican farmer, collectively, placed
into circ-ulation only ^.2 per cent of the moneys spent
in United States in preparing goods for consumption. In
1932 the percentage ratio was even less, agricultural
production expenses totaling 1^^,300,000,000 compared with
the entire country's total of :.i25, 300,000, 000, only 3.7
per cent of the "all" figure,"^
The unique position of agriculture in exemplifying
its function in the productive process is herewith illus-
trated. The agricultural plant is a self-contained unit.
The proaucts originate within the industry, none of the
elements having an outside source. As soon as the pro-
ducts are ready to be marketed, a potential exchange value
has been created, and when the goods have been distributed
and the cash income therefor is in the hands of the farmer,
its basic objective has been fulfilled.
The agricultural population of the United States
has a consuming function that is vital in maintaining the
satisfactory flow of productive processes throughout the
economy. As a consumer, the farmer is dependent for
1. Robert R. Doane, The ^leasurement of American Wealth
, p. ^6
Harper & Bros., New York, 1933*

his purchasing power upon his share in the general economic
efforts."^ Agriculture's place in the national economy is
so deeply rooted that any system or tendency which impedes
or reduces its buying capacity or discounts its product,
upsets its normal equilibrium and decreases greatly the
vigor of the nation's economic flow.
In line with the foregoing, the percentage distri-
bution of total consumer expenditures among the major con-
suming groups is listed herewith,
TABLE XVI
Per Cent
Consumer Groups 192^-1929 Average
Agriculture 10
Industrial Workers 31
Clerical Viforkers 19
Business Executives 17
Professional 10
Civil Emp Loyees 5
Propertied Classes o
Total 100
The foregoing table reveals some defects in our system
of distribution. For instance, the propertied classes,
notwithstanding their possessing an inordinate portion of
the wealth of the country, as consumers stand slightly lower
in the scale than agricultural groups. The clerical and
1, Robert R. Doane, The Ivleasurement of Aujerica,n Wealth
, d,75«
Harper & Bros,, New York, 1933.
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industrial workers have a consuming power equal to all the
other groups together, the latter ranking first in import-
ance, exceeding agriculture by a ratio of more than three
to one.
The Interdependence of Ecoiiomic Activity.
Vii'uile our economy has gradually cha,nged from a type
of self-sufficiency to that of inter-dependency, agriculture
is still of considerable importance in many sections, al-
though exterior factors have contributed greatly to lessen
its influence. In many parts of the South, in Iowa and
in the states of North and South Dakota, the keystone of
the economy is almost wholly agricultural. The East,
generally speaking, because of its industrial economy, has
subordinated agriculture to a minor position. On the other
hand. New England, with the exception of the highly indus-
trialized states of Rhode Island and Massachusetts, has a
very important agricultural economy from vihich it derives
its livelihood,"^
Business enterprise, by its very present-day develop-
ment, is the exemplification of inter-dependency, without
which our economic society could not function. Vast in-
dustries have within themselves autonomous units which pro-
duce goods independently which would be of little use un-
less they were passed on to the next autonomous unit and
1. Annalist, 39:92, January 15, 1932.
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so down the line until, in tiieir completed state, they
reached the ultimate consumer. For example, take a unit
comprising food. The chain of progression begins with
the wheat grower whose product is transported by especially
equipped grain-carrying railways to huge elevators where
it is stored. It is then released in specified quantities
to flour mills. Distributed to wholesale dealers, the
flour is purchased by retail bakeries which now place the
finished proauct - bread, cake, cookies, etc. - into the
hands of the ultimate consumer. The foregoing is a typi-
cal illustration of the inter-dependency of a series of
ostensibly independent economic units which finally reach
their logical outlet.
This same concept of inter-dependency can be applied
to inaustrial enterprise in its relation to the national
economy. Without a constant supply of fuel from the
mines, the steel industry could not function, itodern,
efficient, machinery enables both the mining and steel in-
dustries to supply the necessities of practically all other
essential industries. To carry the analogy further, every
industry is dependent on some dissimilar enterprise for
its efficient functioning, i,e,, the railroads provide trans-
portation;"^ advertising effects mass distribution of goods;
1. Edward Wrest, Agricultural Organization in the United
States
«
u. 532-3^ University of Kentucky,
Studies in Economics and Sociology,
Lexington, Kentucky, 1923*
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while banking provides the credit without which the en-
tire industrial economy would collapse.
All industries should maintain a medium amount of
production without exception, '^ifhen one basic enterprise
can no longer maintain concurrent production, the workers
in that industry are impeded in their expenditures. Par-
tial paralysis of purchasing power in one group causes a
reduction in consumer expenditures of other groups, with
the result that those who remain at work find that their
incomes have inevitably diminished.^
The foregoing principle of inter-dependency is
graphically illustrated by the relationship which agricultur
bears to industrial enterprise and vice versa. In a state
of isolation, agriculture would languish and deteriorate.
Industry without the cooperation of agriculture would soon
disintegrate and become paralyzed. Co^uplementing each
other, they enjoy a fair measure of prosperity. Yet it
has been a fact in the past that agriculture notwithstand-
ing its capacity to supply industry with raw-material neces-
sities in abundance has been in the throes of depression.
This anomaly is produced by inequality of price fluctua-
tions.
On the one hand, vast surpluses produced by agricul-
1. Sdward Wrest, Agricultura
-l Organization in the United
States, p. 5^3* University of Kentucky. Studies in
Economics and Sociology, Lexington, Kentucky, 1923«
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ture provide a buyer's market whereby industry obtains its
raw luaterials at prices which oarely meet the farmer's costs.
On the other hand, industry supplies essential machinery
and finished goods to agriculture on its own terms. This
mecins that, despite their ;asic inter-dependency, agricul-
ture remains depressed while industry enjoys a fair measure
of prosperity.''"
A factor that is inextricably bound up with the
farmers' welfare, and which has a vital significance to
their very existence, is the general price level. Prices
are amounts at which commodities are valued or sold in the
market, and their unit of purchasing power is expressed
in terms of money. The general price level is the expres-
sion, in terras of money, of the interrelations of all prices.
Therefore, when the general price level fluctuates, it is
either because there have been alterations in the mass of
commoaities, or that money, interpreted in its broader terms,
2
has suffered from some basic dislocations.
For about one hundred years preceding the World War,
agricultural products experienced a progressive rise in ex-
change value. Following the industrialization of large
sections of the country, together with a steady increase
1. The annalist, p. 566, Sept. 7, I92S.
2. Edward A, A. Seligi'nan, Economics of Farm x^elief. p. 102.
Coluinoia University Press, i.\!ew York, 1929*
If
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of population, agricultural products found a profitable
domestic inai-ket, while a,t the same time there vy-as a decline
in t he prices of factory goods. The Vi/orld War created a
set of conditions which demoralized the orderly economic
processes which had prevailed for a century. Following
this economic setback came the second post-war depression,
a debacle which wiped out the wealth acquired by ninety
years of c oncentra.ted labor and sacrifices.
From 1^75 "to 1920, the trend of farm prices, as
compared mth those of manufactured goods, reflected a
steady rise. Hence, theoreticalxy at least, farm pro-
ducts should show a sustained purchasing power without
government aid or subsidy,-^ In actual practice, however,
industry showed marked superiority over agriculture in
adapting itself to changing technological conditions. Since
constant ii:provements in factory technique, increased pro-
ductivity of individual workers, and scientifically coordin-
ated mass production have enabled industrial enterprises to
reduce their costs so much lower than agriculture has ever
been a'ole to achieve, they have consequently attained, a
superior purchasing power,
2
Another factor which has impaired the purchasing
power of the farmer since 1920 is his inability to control
production, together with the enforced idleness of his po-
T~, The Condi tiOx'i of Ap;ricul ture in the United States and -leasure
FOr its Iiiipro vement . Published jointly by i^.I.C.B,, Incor-
porated, I^'ev; York, and Chamber of Commerce of the United
States, Washington, D.C., 1927«
2. i-iordecai Ezekiel and Louis H. Bean, Economic Bases for the
AR^r icultural Adjustment Act. p«26, U.l^.D.A.
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tential capacity to produce -^hen his products v;ill not sell
at artificially deter:nined prices. The foregoing illustrates
a basic flaw in our m. rketing system which affords the far-
mer's income and purchasing power no protection against drastic
deflation in declining markets. The inter-dependence of the
various elements affects the monetary flow, for agriculture's
iiTipaired purchasing power forces an economic cycle which has
an adverse effect on industry's income and capital structure
as well as on the economic well-being of the farmer."^
Agriculture and Industry
.
The agricultural implement industry in the United States
has developed into a powerful enterprise and comprises an enor-
mous amount of capital. Betv/een 190O and I91O, a new era in
the manufacture and sale of farm equipment was introduced.
Several large combinations of manufacturers pooled their
interests in order to secure co^nplete lines of merchandise
and to economize on development and sales work. Much of
the credit for the smooth functioning of the farm implement
manufacturing industry is due to the foresight of such men
as Oliver, Steward, Wood, Deere, McCorraick, Deering, Osborne,
etc. The following table gives a financial resume from
1^50 to 1925.^
1. A Planned Economy and a Planned price Level . Chase Economic
Bulletin, Vol. 13, No. 3, June 19,1933.
2. C. 0. Reed, Encyclopaedia Britannica, l^th Edition, Vol, 1,
p. 372.
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TABLE XVII
Census
Year
Value of Machinery
and Implements on
Farms in the
United States
Manufacture of A ^-ricultural Liachinery
Clumber of Ss- Capital
tablishrnents Invested
Enp:a,c:ed in In
Value of IhELnu-
factured Pro-
ducts Includ-
ing Goods
Exported
1850
IS60
±0 (U
isao
1S90
1900
1909)
1910)
1920
1925
Q 1^1,537,633
246,112,141
2-zf. a<75^ iipQ
^K)6, 520,055
49^1,247,^67
761,261,550
1,265,149,733
3,59^,772,^23
2,091,703,629
1333
2116
2076
19^3
AO
715
533
303
^3,564,202
11,477,239
34,234,000
62,109,602
1^5,313,997
157,702,265
256,221,000
360,962,052
Not Available
C56,242,6ll
17,427,900
52,060,275
62,640,426
21,270,651
101,207,^23
146,329,262
536,9^5,000
265,026,000
In 1931, there vi/ere 219 agricultural implement plants
with 17,529 employees, and they earned ^19,106,000. The
value of the machinery they manufactured totaled ^2^,222,000.'^
The textile industry reflects the following statistics for 1931:2
TABLE XVIII
.
Number of Ss- Average Number Y/ages In Value of
Industry tablishrnents U'age Earners Year product
Cotton Gtoods 11^0
Knit Goods 1706
Woolen Goods 321
Worsted Goods 2^
329,962 1219,620,000 1205, 792, 00(
172,011 149,529,000 525,677,0a:
i^2,272
42,99f,000 i57,356,00(
76,659 7^, 52^1-, 000 332,227,00:
1. World Almanac, 1936, p. 309
2. Ibid
'1
i
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The chemical industry co.'.iprises the manufacture of
approximately 35 different products, many of them essential
to agriculture in the stimulation and the enrichment of
the soil. In 1931* 'tt^tj industry manufactured products to-
tpoling the gross amount of :|5^9, 036, 000."^ In 1932, the
public utility electric po\ver plants in the United States
manufactured by means of fuel power ^9*055*000 I<:ilowat t-hour
s
of electricity. The gross income in 1927 of central e lec-
tric stations, v/ho ca.ter principally to public and. private
consumers, v/hich includes a great proportion of farms, was
t'l, 6^1-2, 227, 000.
2
The foregoing industries, namely, agricultural imple-
ments, textiles, chemicals and pov/er, are closely associated
and to a great extent dependent on agriculture for their
well-being. The reciprocoil relationship is based upon the
furnishing of raw materials by the farmers and receiving in
return the finished products. Here again is exemplified
the principle of inter-dependency between agriculture and
industry, a powerful factor in promoting the efficient dis-
tribution and prosperity of the national economy.
Agriculture and Commerce.
Among the nations of the world, the United States
ranks first in the production of agricultural products.
With less than k per cent of the farmers of the world, it
1. Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1933* P»730.
Government Printing Office, 7i/ashington, D,0,
2, Ibid,, p. 325
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produces over bO per cent of the corn, 6o per cent of the
cotton, over a third of the tobacco, a fourth of the oats
and hay, a fifth of the wheat, 13 per cent of the barley,
12.5 per cent of the flax, and k per cent of the rye.^
of these crops, cotton, tobacco, wheat, barley and rice
are specifically on an export basis. Although corn in
its natural state is exported, relatively in small amounts,
it reaches the export market in large volumes in the form
of pork and lard. The following table shows the value
of exports of principal agricultural products or groups
2
of products for the years 1^10 to 1932, inclusive;
1. United states Department of Agriculture Year Book, 1921,
p. H-OS, Government Printing Office, T/ashington, D.C,
2. Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1933^ p. 570*
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
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TABLE XIX
Products
1910-1914
(Fiscal)
1921-
1925
1926-
1930
1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932
Grand
Total
,
1035.7 2013.2 1691.6 1884.6 1863.1 1692.9 1200.7 821.4 662.3
Live An-
imals 13.0
Meats 62.7
Eggs and
Dairy Pro-
ducts 6.3
Animal Fats
and Oils83.8
Hides and
Skins 3.2
Bread
Grains 107.6
Coarse
Grains 36.8
Ri ce .6
Fodders &
Feeds 28.1
Vege-
tables 5.8
Fruits 29,4
Vegetable
Oils, Ex-
pressed,
Oil Seeds
and Nuts 21.
2
Coffee and
Substi-
tutes 7.3
Seeds, ex-
cept Oil
Seeds 2.6
Sugar & Re-
lated Pro-
ducts 9.5
Tobacco 44.8
Cotton 551.9
Wool and
Hair 1.3
All
Other 19.9
In Millions and Tenths of Millions of Dollars
10.0
133.2
38.9
146.4
7.6
363,9
97.0
11.9
26.7
16.4
81.5
5.8
71.4
23.7
116.9
9.0
248.5
59.0
10.8
27.2
18.7
120.8
16.5
6.5
3.8
48.1 13.9
164.6 0.44.5
4.9
3.5
805.0
1.6
33.6
r765.7
2.3
33.9
6.7
64.2
25.3
116.8
11.5
367.9
63.8
11.8
32.9
18.7
120.1
11.3 13.4
6.3
3.6
17.3
139.7
826.3
2.7
35.9
6.5
60.9
24.7
119.4
11.1
214.5
87.6
13.2
30.9
18.9
127.8
3.5
2.7
16.0
154.5
920.0
2.5
35.5
5.8
72.5
22.1
124.1
6.8
199.3
72.5
14.1
32.7
21.4
136.0
12.7 10.3
2.9
3.3
13.3
146.1
770.8
2.4
36.6
4.2
60.7
19.5
87.9
4.9
160.4
21.0
9.7
11.1
16.6
109.7
9.0
2.8
3.8
8.4
145.6
496.8
1.8
26.7
1.6
32.2
22 .8
60.6
3.1
85.8
12.6
7.3
13.8
10.6
108.2
7.0
2.3
2.3
5.1
110.8
325.7
1.2
18.5
Notwithstanding the development of export markets, it is
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reasonable to assur.ie that our farming enterprises must find
ways and means to stimulate outlets for their surplus pro-
ducts. Great care must be taken that in the accomplish-
ment of this objective the agricultural plant must not
be disorganized, for a ceritury of striving to adjust the
industry to constantly changing conditions, affected by
both domestic and world problems, has evolved a complicated
structure that cannot be altered radically without causing
profound disturbances in other basic industries that are
closely connected with agriculture in the national economy.
The productive farm acreage of the United States
has been concentrated on the raising of seven export crops,
namely, cotton, wheat, tobacco, rice, barley, rye and corn.
The tots.l crop acreage devoted to these exports varied from
a maximum of 30,202,000 acres, or 21,7 ?er cent, in 1921, to
a minimum of 47,272,000 acres in 1930. The average acreage
for the period wasr 5;;, 902,000 acres, or lo.^ per cent. One
acre of every six in crops was, therefore, required for ex-
port purposes. The percentage of total United States acre-
age required for net exports of seven crops is shown below:^
TABLE XX
1920 13,6
1921 21,7
1^22 15.9
1923 lo,0
1924 19,7
1925 13.1
1926 13,0
1927 15.3
1923 14.7
1929 13.^
1930 13.1
1. Austin R. Dowell and Oscar 3. Jesness, The Americp.n Farmer
and the Export Llarket
, p. 33. Ui.iversity of Iiinnesota Press,
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To meet the cliangiiig conditions it would appear
that a drastic reduction of acreage should be initiated
to conform to domestic requirements, ^uch. an objective
is difficult to achieve, in view of the fact that it means
eli-iiinating one-sixth or one-seventh of the total output.
But in addition there are even greater obstacles. In the
process of crop reduction it would be necessary to reduce
to acreage: cotton one-half; tobacco, one- third; wheat,
one-fifth; rice, one-fifth; and corn, from ik- per cent
to 9» 2 per cent ."^
It does not seem likely, in view of the foregoing
data, that the agricultural structure will submit to radical
alterations. Should this be attempted, it might so dis-
organize the economy that interdependent elements woula suf-
fer grievously. From what has been gleaned it may be con-
cluded that export markets at present are vitally import-
ant to American agriculture; that United States will continue
to export such products as cotton, tobacco, pork and lard,
wheat and rice; and that farmers, in general, will do every©
thing in their power to maintain their production and distri-
2bution facilities.
It is becoming increasingly apparent that many factors
which have developed vathin the past five years are tending
1. Austing A. Do well and Oscar B. Jesness, The American Farmer
and the Export jlarket^ p. S3. University of Liinnesota Press,
2. Ibid., p.S7

toward a condition approaching economic isolation. Among
these disturbing elements can be mentioned (l) an inter-
rupted succession of trade restrictions; (2) the irration-
al attempts to confine the remnants of foreign trade within
the compass of barter and clearing arrangements; (3) va-
rious government debt defaults; and (^) attempts to de-
velop new and cheaper sources of foodstuffs and raw mater-
ials in foreign markets to supply a strong base for home
industry.^ In almost all countries, economic nationalism
has become a fetich. Entire populations are being imbued
with a patriotic fervor to prefer home products to those
of foreign nations, irrespective of the element of super-
iority.
This educational process has resulted in the re-
striction of economic intercourse between nations, so that
commerce is reflected in the barest necessities only. Since
nations that cannot sell freely, by the same token, cannot
buy freely, the tendency is that the standard of living is
reduced greatly. Irrespective of the foregoing factors,
foreign trade is of major importance in the national economy
of the United States, The importation of goods which v<?e
need, and which we cannot produce efficiently, adds to our
comfort and health. Also certain types of imports are es-
1, Factors Affecting '^oreis.n Trade Policy , Department of
Comiuerce, Bureau of Foreign and -domestic Commerce, p,3»
Washington, D. C.
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sential for the national defense. A good export market
utilizes approximately 10 per cent of our production of
movable goods and provides a large ajaount of employment
and purchasing power. If we as a people are to maintain
an uninterrupted flow of the national economy, if we are
to provide the means for the interchange of products of
industry and agriculture, a flourishing export market must
again be developed. Tnis theme is further substantiated
by the fact that in 1931> 1,750^000 agricultural vrarkers
were engaged in occupations whose existence was only made
possible by e:}^ort markets.''"
Those wno minimize the importance of expanding ex-
ports little realize the relationship between a flourishing
export market and internal prosperity. Our hxghj.y developed
industrialism has evolved intensive specialization together
with mass production, Tnis enormous productive capacity
needs unrestric tive world xnarkets in order that its output
may be sold. The greater the volume of sales, the lower
the selling costs drop, A steady fiov; of manufactured goods
to other countries means continuous employment for additional
millions of industrial vrorkers. It also means a greatly
iiicreased use of rav/ niaterials, Both of these factors are
of tremendous importance to the agricultural industry, for
1. Factors Affecting Foreign Trb.de Folicy
.
Department of
Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, p. 2.
Washington, D.C.

the increased use of raw iriaterials and expanding purchasing
power of the masses mean a greater consumption of farm pro-
ducts, improved price conditions and returning prosperity
for the farmers.
The United States, for many reasons, is opposed
to the policy of economic isolation. We are not only a
leading agricultural nation, but a principal exporting
country as 7;ell. The American farmer, even if he were
so inclined, could not foilovv' in the path of economic iso-
lation. The very nature of his plant is such that he
produces a surplus and unless he sells that surplus at a fair
market price, he stands to suffer considerable losses. For
these reasons a healthy export iriarket is essential, and
this he must obtain in the open competition of world markets.
In order to obtain a portioxi of these markets, he must over-
come the serious handicaps of higher land and labor costs,
higher freight rates and lower yields per acre."^
The factors which determine when our ex;ort markets
will regain proportions approximating those of I929 are so
complicated and variable that they are only to be consider-
ed in the light of careful analysis and accurate knowledge.
First, it is necessary that there be a return of stable
conditions in Europe, and, secondly, foreign countries must
1. i-iustin A. Dowell and Oscar B. Jesness, The American Farmer
and the Sx-port Market, p.l6^. University of Minnesota Pre
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show a marked rise .in their respective populations. Third-
ly the tariff question is so inaissolubly linked with
American agricultural prosperity that a brief outline of
its historical position is here attemjjted.
After the War of 1612, the influx of English cotton
and woolen goods into the United States all but ruined our
infant textile industry. This condition resulted in the
tariff of 13l6 which placed a 25 pe^: cent duty on English
imports. This duty proved so helpful that it carried the
American textile industry through the panic of 1313-19."^
But as competitive conditions, due to inventive processes
and evolutionary changes became more intense, the business
interests called on the government for additioxial protection.
In IS32, Congress passed a tariff act which organized and
systematized the protective system.
Because of Southern agitation and objections, a com-
promise tariff act was passed the following year. This
act scaled dovm all duties over 20 per cent by one-tenth
of the excess every two years until 12^2, v/hen the remaining
excess over 20 per cent should be dropped. In 12^6, an-
other tariff bill was passed which reduced duties to about
30 per cent and moderated the application of the protective
principle. Apart from a slight reduction of duties in 1357^
1. Alexander Johnson, Encyclopaedia Britannica, l^th Edition,
Vol. 22, p. 793.
2. Ibid., p. 300.
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this bill remained in force until iSbl.-^
This year lS6l inaug'urat ed the second period in the
tariff history of the United States, when the Morrill Tariff
Act was passed by the Republican Party. From tnen on and
ail through the Civil '.Var, duties were steadily advanced.
The i>/iotives which prompted these raises in rates were to
make up for the loss of internal taxes and to obtain add-
ed revenue to conduct the war. But basically the main
reason was to protect adequately American Industry. The
close of the v/ar in IS65 left the United States with a
number of taxes on both imported and domestic products
that were not only excessively high but also very com-
plicated.2
During the next decade the political theory was
to afford the domestic economy the highest protection
possible. In l^yo a slight reversion from the previous
attitude v;as evinced mien the duties were reduced on tea,
coffee and sugar. This was followed by the Tariff of
IS72 when the rlepublican Congress consented to a reduc-
tion of 10 per Cent on general imports. The succeeding
House having been elected with a majority of Democrats,
the Republican Congress on the eve of relinquishing their
power (March 3? 1^75) > repealed the Act of 1372, and in-
1. Alexander Johnson, Encvclooaedia Britannica, l^th Edition,
Vol. 22, p. ^03/
2. Frank William Taussig, Ericyclouaedia Britannica, l^th
Edition, Vol. 21, p. 312.

creased the duties on molasses and sugar.
^
In lSS3> duties were again increased on those
articles which were im..orted in large volume, i.e., cer-
tain woolen goods and on about two-thirds of the imported
cotton goods.
2
The McKinley Tariff Act of Oct. 1, 1^90, contained
provisions that extended protection to a wider portion of
American industry. Some of these features were: the addi-
tion of agricultural products to the protected articles;
the extension of the free list, particularly the inclusion
of ra\¥ sugar, which had been bringing in 150*000^000 annual-
ly, and the raising of duties to almost a lOO per cent on
certain articles of general consumption which could be pro-
3duced at home,-^
On July 2^, 1S97> ^ special session of Congress passed
the ijingley protective tariff under which a treasury deficit
was soon turned into a surplus. In this Act many articles
such as lumber and v;ool, which had previously been placed
on the free list in the Tariff Act of 1^9^* were now made
dutiable. Again, the Act raised duties to their highest
point, including such items as petroleum and sugar,
^
1. Frank William Taussig, Encyclopaedia Bri taunica, l4-th
Edition, Vol. 22, p.SlS.
2. Ibid., Vol. 22, p. 820
3. Ibid., Vol. 22, p. 323
^. Ibid. , Vol. , 22, P.S25.
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The Payne-Aldrich Tariff of August 5, I909, created a
permanent court of customs appeal, together with a tariff
board. The rates were similar to that of its predecessor
except that there were outy increases on cotton and silk
manufac tures
.
In 1913^ the new Democratic administration supplant-
ed the "cost of production" duties of the I909 law with
schedules designed to secure more competition between Amer-
ican and foreign producers. There was also a reduction in
rates on many manufactured articles, notably textiles, and
the free list was extended to include some important raw
materials and foodstuffs.
With the return of the Republican Party to power in
1921, an emergency Act was passed at once to be effective
until a thorough tariff revision could be effected. The
new tariff Act of 1922 extended upward the revision of
rates, but included a flexible provision which gave the
President power to increase or decrease rates by not more
p
than 50 per cent of the statutory amount.
For many decades the farmers had protested that the
principle of a high protective tariff was inequitable be-
cause it leaned too much in favor of manufactures without
extending the same benefits to agriculture. The result
of the agitation was the Kawley-Smoot Tariff which became
1. Albert Bushnell Hart, iiincyciooaedia Britannica, l^th
Edition, Vol. 22, p. 231.
2. Andrew Vi/', . ellon, Encyclocaedia Britannica, l^th Edition,
Vol. 22, p. 7^1.
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effective on June 17, 1930» The outstanding features of
this Act, which passed., largely, tnrough the influence
of President Hoover, are the revisions of the existing rates
designed to react favorably on agriculture. Over one-third
of the 3>000 items were revised upward, making the average
effective duty about l6 per cent. Protests against what
were regarded as excessive increases were received from
more than 30 foreign countries accomcanied by threats of
retaliation. ^
In order that farming enterprise might receive those
benefits which were intended by the latest tariff revisions,
agricultural commodities were classified into three groups:
(1) Dairy and poultry products, oil seeds, vegetable pro-
ducts, hides and skins produced exclusively for domestic
consumption, (2) Products of which there was a surplus in
excess of domestic needs, such as corn, cotton, pork, beef,
tobacco and rice. (3) Products not raised in sufficient
volume to supply domestic needs or not produced at all,
such as sugar, coffee, wool, flaxseed, cocoa, tea, rubber,
silk, uncommon citrus fruits, and certain vegetables.
Since no scarcity exists in group one, and since pro-
duction equals demand, tariffs have not produced the desired
1. Tariff Laws in American History. W. MacDonald.
Current History, 32: Sept. 30, p. 1099.
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effect of raising prices. Because of surpluses. Group
tv/o is not affected by the tariff although it may create an
embargo. Tariff revision is soon reflected in Group three
by variable prices.
Continuing the analysis, the number of farmers en-
gaged in raising commodities which are designed for foreign
consumption is small in comparison with those who supply
home markets, ...ainly, the b§et-sugar growers and the sheep-
raisers are affected, but they are few in numbers and the
only group of industrialized and corporation farmers in the
United States."^ Foreign dairy production is exceeding
that of this country, but high tariff rates are discourag-
2ing its importation.
The effects of tariffs on agricultural products, be-
cause of surpluses, are negative as price-maintenance devices.
Natural economic fluctuations force prices to general world
levels. On the other hand, in the C0.se of manufactures, the
tariff achieves its objective, because its benefits are con-
centrated and, in certain cases, it is of considerable magni-
tude. However, its burden is spread so widely over industry
and agriculture that individually it is hardly noticeable.
Despite the many attempts which have been made in
recent years to enable the farmer to realize a greater pro-
portion of those tariff benefits which redound to manufactur-
ing industry, the results are still poorly balanced because
1. Annalist. 33: 931-2. May 24-, 1929
2. Ibid., 32: 311-12. Nov. 23, 192S.
1
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of inherent defects within the economic structure of a^rri-
culture itself, kany schemes have been tried in the oast
decade to ameliorate, to some extent, the farmer's crushing
burden. Among them are the voluntary domestic allotment
plan, the equalization fee, export debenture plan and the
other similar devices. These will be taken up in their
proper order.
There are ample precedents of the past Y^hich lead
one to believe that depressed export markets may be re-
vived in the near future. Three decades ago Algeria bought
about sp65,000,000 worth of 'products annually. Today its
imports average about |200,000,000 yearly, in which American
exporters participate to a cjnsiderable extent. Similar
possibilities exist in Asia, Africa, the Malay Archipelago,
and in the interior of South America.-'- The reviving of
the export markets depends largely on the traditional fore-
sight and initiative of American enterprise.
Agriculture and Finance.
The various functions of banking are inextricably
bound up with the basic requirements of agriculture. This
is so pronouncedly a fact in the great majority of farming
communities that when there is a period of uninterrupted
well-being, the banks enjoy a few years of prosperity. if/hen
the decline begins with the farmers, the banks are simul-
1. Factors affectino; Forei ..n Traae Policy , Department of
Co mnerce. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, p. I5,
April, 1935> Washington, D.C.
I!
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taneously affected and when conditions become increasingly
worse, numerous iastitutions find themselves caught with
non-negotiable paper which eventually forces them to sus-
pend operations.
Farmers, as a rule, possess very little ready cash.
Their cnoital is represented by land, buildings, machinery,
and livestock, supplemented by nature and their unremitting
toil. Money is always needed at certain periods of the
year for planting, cultiva.ting and harvesting. Additional
machinery, home repairs, farm improvements and unexpected
emergencies require capital. Local country banks, until
recent years, furnished the funds with which the farmer
carried on his operations and supplied his immediate wants.
When low prices, high rates of interest and inability of
the farmer to meet his financial obligations forced thousands
of rural banks to suspend operations, the various states and
the Federal Government devised ways and means whereby the
agricultural industry could continue to function. Most of
these benefits took the form of credit extension, without
which tens of thousands of farmers would have found them-
selves penniless.
In the production and marketing of crops, the far-
mers use short-term or collateral credit, which is usually
obtained through commercial banks, yet there have been oc-
casions when many farmers, especially in the cotton-growing
states, found it impossible to receive credit from their
local institutions and were forced to rely upon merchants
I
for their necessities, a method both expensive e.nd unsatis-
factory. Since the depression, wherever the supply of
local bank credit has proved insufficient, the Federal
Reserve system, as well as other banking organizations
instituted under the auspices of the National Government,
has endeavored to make up the deficiency by rediscounting
the negotiable paper of the member banks, Y/hich in turn
extend to the farmers the necessary loans'^, or by making
credit advances themselves directly to the farmers.
Lax state laws and the passage of the Act of
March 1^, I9OO reducing the minimum capitalization of
national banks from $50,000 to |25,000 facilitated the
organization of thousands of small bai'iks in small toms,
particularly in agricultural sections throughout the country;
while rising prices and increasing farm prosperity made it
possible for these banks to thrive. In rure.l cominunities
the whole structure of local credit is based almost entirely
on the earning power of the farm industry. This dependency,
moreover, has a dual aspect. Rural banking v/as dependent
upon a healthy agriculture, not only so that farmers could
deposit their yearly profits in the local bank and thus
concentrate the savings of thousands of farmers for loaning
to other borrowing farmers, but it also relied upon a pros-
perous condition in agriculture to insure a repayment of the
1, Robert R. Doane, The Measurement of American ¥/ealth
, p. 203
Harper & Bros., Hew York, 1933.
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loans made and a guarantee that banking commitments would
not become "frozen".
After the close of the World War, with the re-
moval of artificial price protection by the government and
the resulting collapse of coLniiOu-lty prices, the renewal
of foreign agricultural production and the decline in our
exports of foodstuffs and raw materials to Europe, the
agricultural depression set in. Increasingly unfavorable
credit conditions due to the combined effect of declining
prices and of heavy borrowings on real estate, livestock,
and growing crops, together v/ith operating losses, seriously
impaired deposit flow from the farm areas to these small
country banks. Funds which ordinarily sought deposit in
these small rural banks moved to the industrial areas
for investments in the booming stock market - industrial
or public utility bonds or in urban real estate. No decla-
ration of policy or action on the part of the Federal
Reserve Board could reverse the direction of the current.
During the years of industrial prosperity, from 192I
to 1929, before the depression had spread from agriculture
to industry, bank failures, due to a drying-up of deposits
a.nd a freezing-up of loans and investments, had nevertheless
2
oeen heavy in the farming sections of the nation. After
the depression affected the economy as a whole, failure of
banks in rural areas rose to new high levels,
1. Arthur B. Ada,ms, Our Economic Revolution, p. 3*
University of ©klaiioma press, 1933»
2. Mordecai Ezekiel and Louis H. Bean, Economic Basis for the
Agricultural Adjustment Act, p. 11-12, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, December, 1933»
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The following table indicates the importance v;hich
agricultural healthiness had for banking . Note particularly
the extraordinary increase in the number of suspensions from
1921, the year in which the agricultural depression set in. ^
Bank Suspensions I916 - 1932
Year All Baxiks National Banks State Banks
1916 ^6 15 29
1917 41 6 20
131s 2S 3 15
1919 k-k 2 4l
1920 47 3 35
1921 356 26 302
1922 465 52 390
.
1923 374 5f+ 297
1924 942 144 769
1925 60S 107 466
1926 63s 95 517
1927 1013 1^3 619
192S 505 57 ^1-27
1929 576 6k- kSb
1930 765 72 663
1931 1555 229 125s
1932 2430 45s . 1^92
13,331 2,075 10,296
The capital involved in these 13,3^1 banks closed to
the public on account of financial difficulties by order 01 the
supervising authorities or directors of the banks was
1631,313,000. Of this amount $476,943,000 was capital in state
banks. The deposits in these baxiks totalled ^4,911,7^,000
of which $3,^^3,000,000 was in country banks.
1, x-leport of the Comptroller of Currency, 1932, p.57^»
United Sta.tes Government printing Office.
'1
i
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The geographical distrib'iition of bank suspensions
during the eleven and one-half years ended June 30> 1932
further emphasizes the effect of the agricultural decline
upon the banking structure.
State Banks National Banks Total
Nev/ England States oO 12 72
Eastern States 272 137 4-09
Southern States 2^30 3b5 2795
Middle Western States 31^0 455 3^35
Western States 2330 ^21 27^1
Pacific States 329 112 441
SoOl 1502 10,103
The foundation of farm financing was practica-lly
washed away by the depression. Fully 67^0 of the production
credit used in owner-operat.ed farms was supplied by these
locally owned banks. Merchants and dealers supplied 107^.
The remaining 23^ is unaccounted for, probably from agri-
cultural credit corporations,^
In twenty leading agricultural states the four-year
period ending February 1933 saw a decline of more than 50/^
in the net demand deposits of member banks in the Federal
Reserve System in cities and tovms of less than 15,000
population, ^ But fnis does not give the complete picture of
the debacle to banking due to depressed agricultural conditions.
After the general bank suspension of 1933 more than 3OOO
banks mostly in rural areas failed to open, or opened under
1. Report of the Coiiiptroller of the Currency, p. 21,
Government pri.iting Office, 1932.
2. H. H. Preston and V. W. Bennett, Agricultural Credit
Legislation
, Journal of Political Economy
,
p. 33> February, 1934^
3. Report of the Secretary of Agriculture, p. 53, xlov.i 5,1933
aovernment Printing Office. '
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restriction, oo vitally necestary, however, is the use of
credit to farming operations today that the government it-
self through regioxial agricultural credit associations,
production credit associations, banks for cooperatives and
emergency crop loans, has reinforced the weakened system
of private credit with one effectively supplied with a
guarantee of Federal funds and support.
Agriculture has, furthermore, linked itself indis-
pensably with the financial element in the national economy
in another way. Since 191O, with the growth of a heavy
agricultural mortgage indebtedness, private capital has
found a source of lucrative investment in farm mortgages.
During the years of rising prices before 192O all
agencies participated in the increased lendings on farm land
security. But v^ith the transition from prosperity to
depression in agriculture came also changes in the amounts
and proportions of farm mortgages held by the various
financial institutions. Commercial banks were the first to
show a decline in the mortgages held. Loans held by insurance
companies, the Federal Land Banks, and the Joint Stock Land
Banks continued to increase for a number of years, partly
because of loans taken over from commercial banks and in-
dividuals. In 1927 "the holdings of Joint Stock Land Banks
began to decline and in 192S insurance company holdings
also showed a reduction,"^
1. 0. ii. Baker, Compiler, A Graphic Summary of American
Agriculture Based LarR-ely on the Census
.
United States
Department of Agriculture, ..iscellaneous Publication #105,
Issued May, 193I.
PI
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The largest proportion of the total farm mortgages,
amount iiig to somev;hat jiore than $9>00S,000, 000"^ are held
by insurance companies. Commercial banks are not heavily
involved, having reduced tiieir total farm mortgage loans
to lO^'o of the total from about xiearly twice as much in the
decade prior to 192S, With the change of the economic status
of agriculture there has been a noticeable tendency for
private participation in farm mortgage lending to decline
and for governmental loaning to be substituted in its place.
The following table shows the declining percentage which
the investments of insurance comijanies in farm mortgages
2hold in proportion to their total investments.
Year Per Cent Year Per Cent
^725 17.7 ~T730 10.9
1926 16.5 1931 9.9
1927 15.0 1932 g.9
1928 13.3 1933 7.9
1929 12.0
On the other hand, whereas governmental agencies
held but 12.1% of all farm mortgages in 192S, it is estimated
that they hold betv/een ^Ofo and 60/2) of the total now, the
result of emergency refinancing.
Another tie that binds agriculture to the financial
element is found in the field of insurance. Until a few years
ago the only form of insurance to protect growing crops which
was available to agriculture was hail insurance. That the
1. American Bankers Association Journal 25: 24-5, October, I93
2. Proceedings of the Twenty-seventh Annual Convention of
the Association of Life Insurance Presidents, New York,
December 7 and S, 1933.
I
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farmer is subject to inany hazards from which the banker,
tradesman and manufacturer are co.;.paratively iiriiiiune , is
conceded by many insurance couipanies who novv issue policies
against floods, tornadoes, frost and drought, in addition to
that of hail.^
Farmers' cooperative movements based on the mutual
plan have been quite successful in promoting fire insurance
companies. Two thousand courpanies ;-;sre in existence a few
years ago, carrying a. total volume of risks amoui;iting to
18,000,000,000. The East and the Middle West have exper-
ienced the greatest development in fire insurance. The
agricultural South has been much slower in taking advantage
of insurance benefits largely because of tenure and race
conditions, together vdth inadequate state laivs.^
Agriculture and Transportation.
In 1929, approximately 13 per cent of the freight
handled by the country's class I railroads consisted of
agricultural products, livestock, animal products and farm
machinery from which was obtained 23 per cent of the total
freight revenue. In 1932, agricultural traffic supplied
13 per cent of the volume of railY/ay freight and yielded
30 per cent of the freight revenue. The percentages for
193^ average approximately the same as for 1932.-^
1. Economic Policy for American Agriculture , Edward A. Duddy,
Editor, p. 230. University of Chicago Press, Chicago,
June, 1932.
2. Wilson Gee, The Social Economics of Agriculture , p. 219.
The MacMillan Company, New York, 1932.
3. Edward F. Dummerer and Richard B, Keflebo?/er, Economics
vjith Application to Agriculture
, 0.559* McGraw Hill Book
Co., New York, 1934.
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Cf the total registration of automobiles and trucks
which the 1930 census revealed, ^,135,000 of the former and
900,000 of the latter were utilized by farmers, or 28 per
cent and 27 per cent, respectively. In 1930, the combined
percentage of autoinob iles and trucks was 19 per cent con-
trasted with 30 per cent in 1919. The marked decrease can
be attributed to a diminution in farm purchasing power. Of
the total number of farms, in 1930, 2,60O,000 were without
automobiles, and S7 per cent, or about 5,000,000 farms, were
1
without trucks.
Automobile registration in the United States for
1932 indicates a greater than average decrease in the agri-
cultural sections. In the accompanying table for 1932,
which is divided into basic geographic divisions, auto-
mobile registrations are indicated, together with total
2
amount gallons of gasoline used,
TABLE XXII
uasoliiie uonsum-^ tion'
Auto. Registr,
=jo
Section No. in Change Million Change
Thousands Gallons
New England 1,6;^^, 1
East. Lianufacturing 5,365.^
Central 5,70^.3
W. Central Agric, 3,276,8
S. E. Agric. 2,^6^,7
S. W. Agric. 1,99^.9
Rocky Mount ^49.
9
Pacific 2,676.9
Total U.S. 2^,136.9
~4.a 1,13^.3 -l.i|
—3.2 3,689.3 — 2.2
—7.5 3,^5.7 —8.6
— 8.0 i,97^0 -^0.8
—10.8 1, 502.4 — 10.8
— 10.1 1,299.3 —10,0
=
508.
4
— 9.7
1,757.1 — 5.0
D , 6 15,^^97.^ — 6.8
1. The Anxialist, 39: 92, January 15, 1932,
2. Brookmire Special Reports, Brookmire Economic Service,
May 11, 1933.
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In urban centers the a atomooile is, in the main, a
pleasure venicle. Conversely, on the average farm it is
first a vital necessity and, secondly, an instrument of
pleasure. As the agricultural industry experiences the
beneficial effects of returning prosperity, millions of
motor vehicles will be purchased, for besides its .uany uses,
it is indispensable because of the vast distances between
the farm and its source of supply and distribution, and the
scarcity of other means of transportation."^
Various systems of canals connecting the principal
rivers and thence passageways to the oceans have been of
immeasurable benefit to Ai'nerican agriculture in moving its
products. The /Jeiland Canal is but one illustration of
successive progressive steps in American waterways. In
132^, its depth v;as & feet. It was increased to 9 feet in
lS^l-2; to 10 feet in lS53; to 12 feet in 18/2; to 1^ feet
in 1^37. The new project contemplates a canal 25 ^niles
long and 30 feet deep, large enough for the passage of
ocean-going vessels. The Saint Lawrence River project
is the joint result of a treaty between Canada and the
United States, confirmed in 1932. When completed it will
be possible for the Agricultural ?/est to ship its products
direct to Europe by means of the Great Lakes and the
Saint Lawrence River.
^
1, Aniialist, 39:92, January i^, 1932.
2. William Barclay Parsons, Encyclopaedia Britannica,
l^th Edition, Vol.22, p. 757.
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The Mississippi River, whose total length is 2,^77
miles is navigable from iAinneapolis to its mouth in the
Gulf of Mexico, 1950 miles, in which distance there is a
fall at low-water stage, of 6^35 feet. From the Passes to
Baton Rouge the river is open for navigation throughout
the year; between Baton Rouge and the mouth of the Ohio,
about eleven months, while above that point, about eight,
depending on the seasonal variations. During the -."orld
War the Government established a barge line as an emergency
measure to relieve railroad congestion. It proved a suc-
cess and has been followed by the establishment of other
lines as private and common carriers, and by steady in-
1
crease in volume of traffic upon the lower river. The
following statistics reflect dowftbound traffic for the
2
years 1^32 and 1933.
TABLE XXV
(In Short Tons of 2,000 Pounds)
Between Ohio
and Illinois Cairo to Memphis to Vicksburg to
Rivers ijlemphis Vicksburg New Orleans
1933
Wheat 31,2^1
Corn 131,353
Fruits &
Vege-
tables
(Canned) 32,10^
Tobacco 25
Cot ton (Raw) ^i-2
21,^97
15^,072
13,1§3
766
1332.
29,333
157,203
Q ij-Iio
23^795
1933
10,^6^
1^1,^16
i+2,627
SJSl
1932
30,310
157,303
6^,297
23,393
15^609
1 933
2,333
132,000
32,295,
27,364
^9,g:
193a
30,310
160,352
16 271
59,657
27,92s
,030
193 3
2,333
131,992
0,600
26,390
1. William Barclay Parsons, Encycopaedia Britannica,
l^th Edition, Vol. 22, p.757.
2. Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1935, P»396,
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
1
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CHAPTER IV
THE CGI^-pITIQij uF AGxil CULTURE
The Low Standard of Li xang.
It has always been generally known that the income
of the average farmer was below the recognized American
standard of living. Even in the so-called prosperous
era there Vi-ere millions of farmers whose incomes barely
met the minimum necessities of sustaining existence. In
192^3 the United States Department of Agriculture pub-
lished an article sumuiarizing the results of a study of
l^!-,000 farm families over a period of four years, which
showed that in order for a fa.rm family of five to maintain
themselves in health and decency, they must have an in-
come of cjl,SOO a year, of which ^1,200 should be in cash
and $600 in farm products.''"
After the World War and prior to 1930, a typical
farm family earning less than ii?l,SOO a year was on the
border line of poverty. The extreme poverty groups were
reflected in families wnose incomes ranged from :ii;i,400
per year and less. The following table represents the
earning pov/er of farm families between the years 1919 ^-^id.
1927, inclusive. The figures are illuminatir^ as to t he
disparity betv/een the incomes of industrial groups and those
who supply the nation with food and raw materials.
1. Yearbook of Agriculture, 192^, p.2S0-2S2. ^>overnment
Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
1i
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TABLE XXIII
IivCOME OF FARM FALILI^S"'-
Year
Total lucorae in
Current Dollars
(Millions)
Income of Farmer
and His Family
in Current Dollars
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
7,231
10,429
755
o,4oo
4,911
3,1^^
1,051
0,265
7,^10
1,222
1,63^
112
261
720
496
261
1,010
1,275
The above figures indicate that only in I92O was
the average income above the extreme-poverty level. For
the nine-year period the average was $7^0. Of the 1^,000
families studied, 50 per cent had cash incomes under ^200
per year, and 75 P*^^ cent earned less than the ^.1,200 in
cash necessary for the minimum of health and decency.
2
Importance of Increased Farm Incomes.
That the increased consuming power of the American
people has a vital bearing on the well-being of the agri-
cultural classes, is the conclusion reached by the Brookings
1. I. King, The National Income and Its Purchasing Power
,
p. 310, i^ational Bureau of Economic Research, 1930.
2. Yearbook of Agriculture, p. 222, Government printing Office,
Washington, D. G.
,
1922.

iOo.
Institution and published in their fact-finding volurne,
"America's Capacity to Produce" w.iich endeavors to show
how tnis desirable objective could be realized,-^ One
of the powerful points made was that if the 6,000,000
families having incomes in I929 of less than ^^1,000 were
to have those incomes increased from an average of «|650
to about $1,150, their consumptive expenditures would as-
sume a pattern similar to that prevailing among the 5iOOO/-'00
odd families who were already in the higher groups. Theo-
retically, the expansion of consumptive demand resulting
from the increase of incomes would be indicates as follows:
TABLE XXIV
EFFECT OF INCx^EASED FALaLY II^GO^ES UPON
CO.^SULi^TIVE EXPENDITURES^
Aggregate Go..sumptive Expenditures
fin millions of dollars)
With in- Additional
Family Income Actual Creased Expend-
in 1929 1929 Incomes itures
(in Dollars)
Percentage
Increase In
Consumptive
Expenditures
0 to 1,000 4,065 0,63^1-
1,000 to 1,500 7,025 10,205
1,500 to 2,000 7,53^ 10,62%
2,000 to 3,000 11,096 1^,904
3,000 to 4,000 7,069 5,913
4,000 to 5,000 4,430 5,247
Over 5,000 20,7Q4 20.704
2,509
3, ISO
3,265
3, SOS
1,344
767
44
26
17
All Clo-sses 01,977 77,430 15,453 25
1. "America's Capacity to Produce" and "America's Capacity to
Consume", a Digest of the Studies made by the Brookings
Institution, Washington, D, C, under a grant from the
Maurice and Laura Falk Foundation of Pittsburgh, Pa., and
published in 1933 and 1934, p. 54.
2. Ibid.
, p. 54
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This moderate stepping up of family incomes would
result in increased consumptive expenditures amounting to
about 15 billion dollars, and, if accompanied by correspond-
ing changes in the incomes of unattached individuals, the
total increase in consumptive expenditures would amount to
nearly |19,000,000,000.-'-
The effect of these assumed changes in family in-
comes upon family expenditures for major tj'-pes of con-
smiptive goods and services vrauld be about as follows:
food a/nd non-alcoholic beverages, 3.1 billion dollars, or
IS per cent; shelter and home maintenamce, ^.7 billion,
or 26 per cent; attire and adornment, 2.2 billion, or
27 per cent; and other consumers' goods and services, 5,4-
billion, or 29 per cent.
With the entire population having the means to af-
ford a sa.tisfying variety of foods, and an increase in
production calculated at from 70 "to 60 per cent, due to
the increased purchasing power, a literal renaissance of
prosperity would be visited upon every section of American
agriculture. The effect of such a program might have
such profound economic consequences that it would usher in
an era of good times th;it would exceed in bounty all of the
preceding eras.
1. "America's Capacity to x^'roauce" and "America's Capacity to
Consume", p. 55' Brookings Institution, Washington, D.C.,
1933 and 1934.
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The Problem of Export Control .
The ;nul cifarious ramifications of o.griculture ecom-
pass so wide a field that it becomes necessary t o break them
down into simple elements in order that the various sections
may help to reveal a true picture of the actual conditions.
In 1930j certain elements advocated the ex; ort debenture plan
by which a bounty was to be given to the farmer for every
bushel of food stuffs he exported. This would enable him
to undersell in those countries where no bounties existed
and still maintain a normal profit. That our country was
opi osed to unfair competition is proved by section 303 of
the Tariff Law of June 17, 1930, re-enacted from the previous
law, which provided that whenever any country gave a bounty
or subsidy upon the export of any merchandise or product, the
United States should levy a countervailing duty as large as
the bounty, in addition to the tariff on the commodity.
Enlightened economic opinion was opposed to the ex.ort-
debenture plan on the ground that it would stir up a hornet's
nest of hatred and retaliation that would react disastrously
on our world markets.
In speaking of artificial-price controls, Herbert
Hoover, when Secretary of Commerce said: "The problem
should be met on the ground of what, in the long run, will
produce good will and prosperity to the entire world, for no
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single nation can dissociate itself and its prosperity from
the prosperity and good will of the world,
Declining Position in World Trade.
Declining world markets served as a further warning
against adopting the foregoing plan. The Department of
Commerce final fig-ures for 1^31 showed the United States
during the year lost a third of its foreign trade. The
loss was larger in exports than in imports. Exports fell
off $l,ifl9,^32,0^3 from the 13,8^3,131,282 in 1930, and
imports decreased from $3,060,908,^89 to si;2,089, 802,097.
Couditions were further aggravated toy the Hawley-Smoot
tariff toill which became law on June 11, i930» According
to x/ir, Willis C. Hawley, its sponsor, "the bill when enacted
into law would not only benefit our own people, but would
2
also enlarge our foreign trade." Subsequent developments
demonstrated that the opposite effect had occurred. From
1930 "to 1931 there was a definite decline in the value of
imports, as follows:
TABLE XXVI 3
Leather Agricultural Products ,,,3^fo
Wood and Llanufactures45^ Cotton i^anufactures .... '}k'/o
Earthenware ^5/^ Chemicals 2b;io
Hides and Skins Sugar 19^-;^
Wool & Manufactures . ^2fo Total U.S. Imports 32^
Shoes and Boots .... kO'/o Imports of 7 Counties'^. .. 26
.
5;^
* France, Grermany, Italy, Switzerland, United Kingdom,
Canada and the United States.
1. Barron's Magazine, Vol. 11, p. 5, December 28, I93I.
2. Ibid., Vol. 12, p. 2^, Feb. 8, I932.
3. The New York Times, June 1, I930.
1
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The following countries were the hardest nit "by
1increased duties:
Agricultural Products:
Wood and manufactures:
Wool and manufactures:
Shoes and Boots:
Leather:
Sarthenv/are:
Cotton manufactures:
Sugar:
Hides and Skins:
Chemicals
:
Argentina, Canada, Italy,
Mexico, Spain, Uruguay.
Canada
Argentina, Australia, China,
New Zealand, United Kingdom
Czechoslovakia, £v/it zerland,
Ui.ited Kingd-om
C anada. , Fianc e , G-ermany
,
United Kingdom,
Belgium, Germany, Czechoslovakia.
^STP't, France, Switzerland,
United Kingdom.
Cuba
Argentina, Canada, New Zealand,
United Kingdom, Uruguay, Germany.
Germany,
Effects of Econo:riic Nationalism.
The result of these declines in imports was the creation
of retaliatory tariffs by 4-5 nations against the United States.
The records show that American high-duty exports declined in
1931 "to a greater extent than either general exports of the
United States or the exports of seven leading countries; and
that the nations hit hardest by the Kawley-Sinoo t tariff dealt
1. Barron's Magazine, Vol. 12: p. 3, April 11, 1932.
1A. A
equally hard blows to the American export trade.
The following table shows the decline in American
exports as far as they are subjected to high duties in
foreign countries, 1930 to i931:-'-
TABLE XXVII
Cotton (to United Kingdom) 56^0 Wood Boards, etc. ^1-3^
Gasoline 56fc» Wool & manufactures ^Ofo
Automobiles 5^fo Tobacco leaf 24fo
Grains 45fo Dried Fruits ^Jo
Typewriters, Calculating Fresh Fruits
Machines ^3fo Total U.S. exports Jtlffo
Agricultural products Exports of 7
^ in general ^3f> Countries* 2Gfo
Petroleum and products k-^fo
* France, Germany, Italy, Switzerland, United Kingdom,
Canada and the United States.
From the foregoing, it ca,n be seen that in common with
other products of the national economy, the exports of agri-
cultural comiiiodities were practically cut in half, such disas-
trous conditions in the world markets being directly due to
the effects of the Hav/ley-Smoot Tariff Act.
The Problem of production Control.
One of the serious problems in i':;-33 was the agricultural
problem of production and how to regulate it. One of the
plans formulated e^nd finally adopted was the Voluntary Domestic
or Farm Bounty Plan. Briefly, this Plan contemplated en-
1. Barron's i^iagazine. Vol. 12: p. 3* April 11, 1932
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tering into agreements vdth individual farmers to curtail
a certain amount of production each year. In return for
this curtailment they were to be compensated in the form
of a cash bonus. Over |l, 000, 000, 000 was to be raised by
putting an excise tax on certain farm products and dividing
it as follows: $^91,000,000 to hog raisers; ;|390,000,000
to wheat growers; i|l6o,000, 000 to cotton planters; and
$31,000,000 to the tobacco raisers. Leading agricultural
and industrial authorities who had studied the Plan seemed
to be in favor of it."''
That overproduction of essential commodities, and
especially of farm products, v;as one of the basic causes
that broke the market is ao longer open to question among
students of economics. First, the v;ar stimulated over-
production; then it was further aggravated by the substitution
of the machine for the horse. Chaos resulted from a lack of
cooperation betvjeen the government on the one hand, and agri-
cultural interests on the other. Cooperation on the part
of the Government was transmitted into lavv* on June l6, 1933^
when the National Industrial Recovery Act began to function.
As President Franklin Roosevelt clearly stated at that time:
The immediate pur_. ose of the Act is to put men back to work
1, Fortune L^Iagazine, Vol. 1*. p. ^2, February 1933»
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in the largest numbers as quickly as possible. Its ultimate
purpose is to plan for a better future." The essence of
the cooperation desired was an equilibrium between production,
prices, profits, and purchasing power; and it was to penetrate
into every element of the National Eco.iorny. Historically,
this v.-as the first atte:::pt to coordinate government and
industry on a large scale since the founding of the
Republic. "'(irnat shall be done," asked a leading economic
authority, "when agricuLtura,! prices fall? Shall the
government come to the rescue with funds from the treasury?
A moderate resort to this medicine has not brought good
results. The question is now whether to abandon the drug,
or increase the dose. Those who know its bad effects may have
reason to regret that they did not loudly proclaim them in due
season. "1
With the more than 6,000,000 farms in the United States,
their surplus products, overdeveloped acreage, and mechanized
equipment, their prospects for maintaining a normal economy
depend to a great extent on government subsidies. That this
condition is unsound and fraught with grave consequences,
should the government decide to remove the financial prop, is
knovm to the agricultural economist. That this may come to pass
is not likely, for the farmers' livelihood is too closely
connected with the country's well-being.
1. i/ir. Frank Chew, Barron's Magazine, Vol, 10 p.5>
August 25, 1930,

Attempts at Cooperation.
It would, nevertheless, "be in the interests of national
economic efficiency ii farmers could evolve a system of
integrated collective action similar to that of industry,
rail-'oads and labor (through labor unions), and by their
improved collective bargaining position, be an active
rather than an inert force with regard to contributing to
the internal staoility of the economy. Through the
farmers' cooperatives and the national marketing system
which evolved v;'ith the extension of the physical area
from coast to coast and the interchange of the products
of all regions, it was hoped that some form of unified
action in the direction of agricultural production policy
could be taken. In fact, the whole bend of governmental
influence and exhortation was in this direction.
One hundred years ago no elaborate system of marketing
was required in getting farm products from producer to
consumer. There were no extensive railroad systems; large
cities as we know them today were practically non-existent;
and enormous industrial plants Y^ere not even a dream. Lia^n
usually produced most of his own supplies of food and
clothing at home or he obtained them from nearby villages.
Picture the present-day situation. A family in
New York City is having its breakfast. The oranges they
eat come from California, the cereal for the youngsters is
made in a Michigan factory from Iowa corn. The cream for
the coffee comes from a dairy center hundreds of miles away.
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and the bread is made out of Minneapolis flour which was
once North Dakota wheat. In short, all of these various
products in order to reach one particular home in New York
City required the combined services of the farmer, the local
dealer, the railroad, the manufacturer, the vvholesaler,
the retailer, together with warehousemen, bankers, truckmen,
etc. Unless a smoothly running system of cooperation
between these various elements is in evidence, waste, confu-
sion, and prohibitive prices to the consumer would be a
direct result."^
Cooperative marketing from the standpoint of the
farmer is primarily a business. Individuals who raise
different varieties of food realize that the best way in which
these products can get to the ultimate consumer is to become
a part of an integrated system of distribution which is
large enough to tie in with other efficient organizations,
all having the same objective - the rapid and economical
disposal of merchandise.
Within recent years, cooperative marketing has
evolved into specialized classifications. For instance,
there are cooperative associations that market exclusively
grain, butter and cheese, milk, livestock, fruit and vege-
2taoles, cotton, tobacco, wool, poultry and eggs, etc.
1. 0. B. Jesness, The Cooperative Marketing of Farm Products
,
p. 2, J. 3. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia, 1923.
2. 0. B. Jesness, The Cooperative :.iarketing of Farm Products,
p. ix. , J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia, 1923.
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By means of well-planned advertising, many of these
cooperatives have greatly multiplied the sales of their
products. The orange growers of California have made their
type of orange synonymous with "Sunkist"; the Florida orange
growers have popularized their product with the name
"Sealdsweet". The American Cranberry Exchange cleverly
labeled their cranberries "Eatmor", and many other cooperatives
have popularized such brands as "Diamond" v/alnuts; "Sun-Maid"
raisins; "Red Star" potatoes, etc."^ It is only when thousands
of farmers become a corporate part of a cooperative organi-
zation that large sums of money can be spent to advertise
their product, for the entire advertising cost is spread
over the total volume of sales, so that pro-rata the ex-
penditures are comparatively low.
Another important advantage of cooperative marketing
is the attention wnich is given to standardization in pro-
duction, grading, and handling. Certain dairy sections
have become f;aiuous because the farmers virorked together to
develop the best breeds of Holsteins, Guernseys, or other
types that became exceptionally heavy producers of milk.^
northwestern apples became good sellers in eastern sta.tes
because of special attention that was paid to grading and
careful handling. The se^ae results have been attained in
developing cheese and milk products which have become nation-
ally famous through the efforts of cooperative agencies.
1. Ibid.
,
X, xi.
2. 0. B. Jesness, Tne Cooperative Llarketing of Farm Products,
J. B. Lippincott, Philadelphia, 1S^Y»
I
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The first cooperative venture in prune growing began
in 1900 in the Santa Clara Valley, California, The associar-
tion, which comprised 60 per cent of the prune growers of
the valley, erected a cooperative plant that cost i$500jOOO»
This venture, because of poor management and ignorance of
modern business methods, failed. After 17 years of bitter
experience with extremely low prices and inefficient marketing,
the individual growers formed the California Prune and Apricot
Growers, Inc.''' The cooperative within a short period es-
tablished connections in 203 cities and moved practically the
2
entire crop at an average of b cents per pound.
In 1922, the organization was converted into a non-
capital stock association, and the name was changed to the
California Prune and Apricot Growers Association; 3,100 prune
growers and ^,700 apricot growers pledged their unqualified
3
support to the venture for a minimum of five years,
Similar successes were achieved by the Oregon prune
growers, who or.;anized with the determination to encourage
fruit production; to store, can, preserve, and market pro-
ducts; to stop speculation in fruits, to stabilize crop
prices; to develop markets; to increase consumption; to
eliminate unnecessary middlemen; to advertise Oregon's
1, Newel Howl and Gomish, Cooperative :/larketing of Agricultural
products
, p. 5^. D, Appleton & Co,, Hew York, I929.
2, Ibid., p. 55.
3, Newel Rowland Gomish, Coooerative .;iarketing: of Agricultural
Products, p. 56, D, Appleton & Co,, New York, I929.
I
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fruit industry; and to stabilize land prices and credits.
Tnis orgaaization finally evolved into the North Pacific
Cooperative prune Exchange, whose prime object is that
of a selling agency. Nine local units comprise the Ex-
change which is authorized to make the sales, issue the
shipping orders, invoice the products and make periodic
distribution of the funds to the locals in proportion to
the amount of prunes sold. During the 1926-27 season the
Exchange marketed 13*332,097 pounds of prunes for its nine
member units.*^
Among many other cooperatives which have been
successful in their efforts, are the Eastern Shore of .
Virginia produce Exchange which markets close to uplO,000,(I]X)0
2
worth of produce annually, the -vxichigan Potato Orowers
Exchange vtfith 13O locals whose sales in 1^27 amounted to
fpl,500,000.^
Cooperative Cream-Shipping Associations are found
principally in Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, liissouri. Worth
Dakota and Washington. The cooperative creamery at
Payette, Idaho, disposes of much of its butter in California,
These increased sales enable the association to pay 3 cents
ii
a pound more for butter fat than had been paid in the past.
1. Ibid., p. 57
2. Reports of the Eastern Shore of Virginia Produce Exchange
3. University of Minnesota Bulletin 211, p.19. Agricultural
Cooperation, Sept. i, 1923, p.351»
k-. University of Wisconsin Bulletin 270, p. 69.
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The Hutchenson Cooperative Or.earner y Company Association paid
b cents a pound higher for "butter fat in li^21 than the state
average price, Because of the economies resulting from
the consolidations of shipments, the L/Iinnesota Cooperative
Creameries Association, Inc., in 1922, saved more than
$200,000.^
The foregoing examples are an indication of what has
already been accomplished in the field of Cooperative Mar-
keting. Whenever farmers pool their resources and efforts
toward one common goal - the profitable merchandising of
their products - success is assured, if the associations
will hew to the line of those principles and practices v/hich
experience has determined is the best procedure.
This form of cooperative organization is the closest
approach to the cartelization of American agriculture. In
the citrus-fruit branch of the industry in 1932, 52.^f<» of
the production for the United States was marketed through
cooperative organizations. This is probably the best
organized branch. In 1932 it was estimated that there were
11,900 associations, including federations, sales agencies,
and subsidiaries, with an estimated membership of 3*200,000,
transacting a total business in buying and selling of
liU, 925, 000, 000.^
1. Herman Steen, Cooperative Marketing,', p. 1^5
2. 0, B. Jesness, Cooperative Llarketing of Farm Products , p. 5^
3. Statistical Abstract of the U.iited States, p,56^.
Government Printing Office, 'vVashington, D, 0,1933.
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In branches other than the citrus fruit, the extent
of cooperative effort is siaaller. So while the movement
has been valuable as a method of procuring economy in market-
ing and securing a certain amount of marketing efficiency,
in the absence of greater cooperation and more effective
organization, but little pressure could be exerted upon the
agricultural price level at all tantamount to the prevailing
rigidities obtaining in other branches of the economy due to
tacit and formal cooperative methods both within and beyond
the law.
There seems little doubt that the cooperative associa-
tions of the future are destined to be far more successful
than those of the present day, for they will be free from
the errors and experimentation which are necessarily the lot
of the pioneer. In every field of agricultural marketing,
coopera:ives have uncovered abuses, dishonest practices,
and enormous waste of products which have been gradually
corrected. From these defects, the cooperatives of the
future will be comparatively free. But there is a tremendous
room, nevertheless, for further improvement. In I929 'i^he
Department of Commerce estimated that the annual waste from
our marketing system (of wnich agriculture is an integral
part) amounted to ;!j511,000,000,000,"'" With the true spirit of
cooperation and working together to achieve the maximum in
production and distribution, cooperative luarketing associa-
1, Ernest Ludlow Bogart, Economic History o f the United States
,
Longi'nan, Green and Co., 1933»
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tions should become an essential link between the groiA-er
of food products and the ultimate consumer.
Cooperatives have been the machinery by which the
farmer employs his own middlemen to perform efficiently
and economically for him the essential marketing services
of assembling, grading, processing, packaging, storing,
financing and dispersing. Cooperative marketing does not
dispense with these services; it performs them for the
farmer at cost. Since it does aot eliminate middlemen
functions, it does not eliminate iniddlemen. It employs the
necessary middlemen on a salary basis and what fornerly con-
stituted the profits of these are returned to the farmer
1
in increased prices on the commodity wnich he sells.
This orderly marketing exerts a stabilizing influence
on the price level, but even then the share of agricultural
products, except perhaps fruits, that is hand].ed by cooperatives
is small in proportion to the total. In the nature of things
small isolated farm units are xiot in a position to realize
the fullest benefits from cooperative marketing. In the
South, particularly, the diversion of the crop from the co-
operatives is due to the unfriendly non-member landlords,
who divert the cotton of their tenant who is a member, and to
time inerchants and lien holders who will not permit crops to
be marketed through the association. These groups have a
profit interest in preventing the organization of any such
large-scale marketing organization as is contemplated by the
1. Wilson Gee, The Social Eco:.omics of Agriculture, p. 269,
The liaCivviiian Company, l^evi York, 1932.
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cooperative for besides being creditors of the Southern
producers they make a profit from being the marketing agency
themselves.
But cooperative marketing does little to remedy
the crux of the farm problem which is the disparity in the
price level. Farmers being geographically separated from
each other, subject to the vagaries of bumper crop and
drought, the contingencies of co.:.petition from a hundred
sources, the natural hazards of frost, nail, v;ind and flood,
and unfavorable weather; with a slow turnover of product;
and impelled by the rotation of the seasons have been in-
clined to produce the maximum rather than less and trust
to luck for a good year. The result is that farmers are
weak in bargaining power.
In organization, however, lies one of the major
hopes of agricultural improvement. In the course of the
development of our national economic system, large segments
have been transferred from the free market where decisions
are made by the impersonal impact of sUi,ply and demand to the
sphere of adininistrative action. Large organizations, such as
inaustrial and financial corporations, through trade associa-
tions, holding cor.-panies, voting trusts and similar devices,
labor unions, the Interstate Comrnerce Coinudssion, and various
state public utility boards, have been able to make personal
1. Annalist 3^:397-2, Au.mst 30, 1^29.
1
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decisions concerning supply and -prices independent of
the market. Prices are fixed arbitrarily to insure a
profit rather than being left to a,djustment by the
natural law of supply and demand.
The farmer, on the other hand, maintaining his
individualism to the extreme, has trusted to the virtues
of a free market and has permitted his prices to be re-
gulated by natural econoinic laws. He has sold- his products
in unlimited competition with nis brother farmers and has
been buying at more or less controlled prices from in-
dustries which have predet erinined production programs and
limited competition. The course of the currents of
national income have been diverted from their natural
channels. As a result of their lack of control, farmers ts
compared to other entrepreneurs have been receiving a less
proportionate share of the national income and other groups
a larger share. These shifts in the direction of income
flow have seriously interfered with internal econoiaic stability.
If agriculture is ever to realize most of the advantages
of economic self-determination, strenuous efforts must be
made to see that the more than six million farmers and their
helpers can cooperate in maintaining an agricultural policy
to counter check the adverse influences of the programs of
other groups. Experience has illustrated the ineptitude of
the farmers themselves for this task. Government, it appears,
must fill this role.
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CHAPTER V
THE n'EED OF QOVERmAENT AID
Natural Threats To Stability of Farm Income.
The very nature of farming includes natural risks or
hazards from which the industrial world is comparatively
free. In addition, v.hen the farmers are visited by drought,
insect pest or frost and their crops are destroyed, the loss
is far greater than the labor involved. Every year the
American farmers invest in the activity of crop production
between eight and nine billion dollars. When a portion of
this colossal amount is lost in some particular section, it
brings disaster to every section of the community. That
the farmers are entitled to some form of financial protection
against the destructive forces of nature is keenly realized
when the following figures are studied. The average annual
damage from all causes to crops in question amounts to the
following:
TABLE XXVIII
Corn 1,3^5,600,000 bushels
Wheat T Joi, 200,000 "
Oats 41^1-, 300,000 "
Barley 7^,100,000 »
Flaxseed 10^.200,000 "
Rice 7,^00,000 "
Potatoes l64-,gOO,000 "
Tobacco 296,100,000 "
Hay 20, 41^4-, 000 bales
Cotton 3,731,000,000 "
1. V. Valgren, Insurance and the Farm Hazards
, p.192.
Journal of Land and Public Utility Economics, Ax.ril, I925
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Insurance coinpanies must eventually realize that to
deny the farmer insurance protection when it is available to
industrial enterprise is unjust discrimination. If private
companies will not assume tais responsibility, then the gov-
ernment will have to render an insurance service which is so
desperately needed by most American farmers."^
The Question of HatiOxial Agricultural Policy .
What should be the policy of the Federal government
in adjusting the unbalanced condition in agriculture is the
problem to which both lay and political leadership has given
profound thought. In the past the government had not hesi-
tated to enter the business of expanding the farming area.
Now the problem is to contract it. Farmers must reduce their
production to the needs of the home market. But this is not
so easy, for its accomplishment means that vast areas of
marginal and submarginal lands must be abandoned. Since the
farmers* condition is becoming increasingly y, orse each year
notwithstanding that millions have left the farms, since 192O,
to go to the cities, is a laissez-faire governmental policy
in keeping with the country's v;ell-being? The answer seems
to be that the government must render ample assistance to
agriculture since the interdependence of industrial enter-
prise and farming makes prosperity for one without the other
impossible,*^
1^^ V, Valgren, Insurance and the Farm Hazards, p. 193*
19^. Journal of Land and Public Utility Economics, April, 1925.
2. K. C. Taylor, Agricultural Contraction versus Expansion
as a National Policy
, p. 367 - 6. Journal of Land and Public
Utility Eco.iomics, July, I926.
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state Policies.
A number of states have definite policies "by which
they regulate agricultural settlement within their boundaries.
These policies are classified under three groups: (1) Those
that actively encourage settlers; (2) those that protect set-
tlers without necessarily encouraging them; (3) those that
Control expansion. Wisconsin gives financial aid to private
colonizing companies, at the same time keeping a careful
check upon their activities. Oregon and Washington extend
state aid to irrigation districts, the former guaranteeing the
interest on irrigation district bonds for the first five years
of the life of the bonds.
Oregon, lUnnesota, lorth Dakota and South Dakota loan
state funds directly to settlers under their special rural
credit acts. Numerous other safeguards have been adopted to
protect the interests of land settler's, i.e., the .jiichigan
Land Certification Law which provides for the classification
of land; the Foreign Realty Act of Nebraska which exercises
nominal control over foreign real estate v/ithin the state.
Missouri, Kansas and Oklahoma have legal authority to control
the sale of l3.nd under their speculative security acts, and
16 states have real estate licensing laws. The object of
these various state lav;s is to protect the interests of
those potential farmers who v;ithout the benefits of these
special statues might be exploited.
1
1. B. Henderson, State Policies in Agricultural Settlements
,
p. 291,296. Journal 01 Land and Public Utility
economics, July I926,
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State Activities .
Recognition of the special needs of agriculture
for long-term credit has also been made by some of the
state governments. Several states have passed special
laws providing for land mortgages. Outstanding examples
are: New York, 191^; !/Iissouri, 1915; Massachusetts, 1915*>
(liiscousin, 1^13; and ..orth Dakota, 1919* Details vary with
regard to t he operations of these banks but the principles
and purposes of supplying the farmer with long-term credit
are similar,
Necessity of Federal Aid.
But it is in the national sphere rather than in the
xo c al i zed state zones that goverxiiiient aid to maintain the
status of agriculture and preserve the stability of its
income has been and still is of first sigaificnace. Abandon-
ment of farms, with the ensuing capital loss, declining
farm. income with its lowered consuming power and consequent
reduction in the wages of farm laborers, a .d the mechanization
of agriculture resulting in a lowering of the exchange value
of farm products has made intervention by the National
Government imperative.
The Census of Agriculture for 1925 disclosed a de-
crease in the number of farms for the country as a whole for
the first time in the history of America. The reduction was
76,703 or 1,2'y^ and was concentrated in the eastern rather
1
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than in the western part of the country. The depression, to-
gether with the inability to meet financial obligations, and
a subsequent lowering of morale were principal causes of
farm abandonments,^
The gross income of agriculture declined from
^13,059,000,000 in 1925-1926 to ^12,i|-71,000,000 in 1926-I927,
a drop of 15^3,000,000. From 1925 to 1926, while the total
"current" income of the people of United States increased
from ;#a6, ^1,000, 000 to 189,632,000,000, a gain of
$3*221,000,000, the net income of agriculture decreased from
$8,890,000,000 to $8,6^1-6,000,000 a drop of $2^,000,000.
As a result, the share of agriculture dropped from 10. 3 per
cent in 1925 to 9-6 per cent in 1926, a reduction of seven
2points.
While mechanization has gone on steadily throughout
the United States, and the reduction in man~power per hour
has been marked, the use of motor power is still very un-
evenly distributed. In Indiana, farming is 82 per cent
motorized, while it is only 66 per cent in Illinois. In
Oregon, the greatest saving is in ploughing while in Penn-
sylvania the relative savings between horse power and motor
power favor the latter in ploughing and in potato planting.
1. Jacob Pearlman, The Recent Recession of Farm Population
and Farm Land« p. 45-48, February 1928.
2. H. C. Taylor and Jacob Pearlman, The Share of Agricul-
ture in the National Income - for 1925 and 1927« p. 432
433 • The Journal of Land and Public Utility Economics,
November, 1927*
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Displacement of millions of farm laborers forces taem into
urban centers, and lack of efficient industrial organization
makes it difficult to absorb thera.^
In United States, from 192^ to 192S inclusive, agri-
cultural wages were well under unskilled wages in manufac-
turing industries and also well under women's wages in industry.
While wages in agriculture surpassed the wages paid in cotton
manufactLiring in the Southern States, it simply inferred that
one extremely low standard was slightly better than another
that was miserably lower. Up to 1931> agricultural workers
were even worse off than before the World 7/ar. Farm wages
on October 1, 1930 averaged $5.64 per month, 13 per cent
less than on October, 1929. Between October, 1930, and
January, 1931> there was a further decline of 12 per cent.
In many farming localities conditions were so desperate
2that laborers were glad to work for board and lodging only.
At this period a great industrialist, himself badly
affected by the depression, saw the disintegrating effects
of widespread wage reductions and warned the leaders of
industry against the practice, "Those who are lowering
wages", he said, "don't know what they are doing. They are
1. A further Examination of the Effects of Machanization
in Agriculture in the United States. Vol, 25: 525-35,
International Labor Review, April, 1932.
2. The Effects of the Agricultural Depression on Agricul-
tural "^a^^es . iT. E. Mattaei, 23: ^53*" 75* Inter national
Labor Review, April, 1931*
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hitting the country when she is down. The shortest cut to
relief from present conditions is an intensive development
of agriculture and manufacture looking to quantity produc-
tion from the soil."^
In 1930 the United States Department of Agriculture
had a balance of about |800,000 which it was authorized to
use for seed and fertilizer loans to farmers in Virginia,
Missouri, Oklahoma and Alabama. The loans were to be made
direct to individual farmers in the above-mentioned states
only, because of desperate need and limited funds. ^ The
importance of agriculture in the national economy was em-
phasized by Alexander Legge, Chairman of the Federal Farm
Board, when he said: "A distinct step forward has been made
by agriculture in securing recognition of the fact that
agriculture as an industry is entitled to the same consider-
ation by the Government as other industries."^
The Agricultural Marketing Act provided a revolving
fund of #500,000,000 which made it possible for the Govern-
ment to extend financial aid. to agriculture.^ In the last
three months of 1930, applications to the twelve Federal
Land Banks for long-time, amortized, first farm mortgage
loans were 37 pe^: cent greater than for the same period in
1929, and the beuiks closed during this three-month period,
1. Henry Ford, Commercial and Financial Chronicle . I3O:
3220-1, May 31, 1930.
2. Commercial and Financial Chronicle, 131:13^3-^* » 1930.
, Ibid., 131:1502, September 6, I93O
.
Ibid., 131:3969-72, December 20, 1930.
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in 1930, 3230 loans for an aggregate amount of $12, 7^1-1, 70O,
which compares with 2,9^6 loans in an aggregate eunount of
$lO,i|-20,700 closed during the last three months of 1929.^
1. Ibid., 132:1721-22, March 7, 193I.
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chapter vi
goveraiaent assistance to agriculture
Department of Agriculture.
The United States Department of Agriculture was es-
tablished by the Act of Congress of May 15, IS62, which
provided that "there shall be at the seat of government a
Department of Agriculture, the general design and duties of
which shall be to acquire and diffuse among the people of
the United States useful information on subjects concerned
with agriculture in the most general and comprehensive sense
of the word
The head of the department, the Secretary of Agricul-
ture, is a member of the President's Cabinet, In addition
there are an assistant secretary and five directors who are
in charge of the following departments: scientific work;
regulatory work; extension work; personnel and business ad-
ministration and information.
The following major units enable the department to
function efficiently: Office of the secretary which in-
cludes the general administrative, business and legal offices.
Weather Bureau, Bureau of Animal Industry, Bureau of Dairy
Industry, Bureau of Plant Industry, Forest Service, Bureau
of Chemistry and Soils, Bureau of Entomology, Bureau of Agricul-
1, William ]£, Jardine, Encyclopaedia Britannica, l^th
Edition, Vol, 10, p.57S.
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tural Ecoiiomics, Bureau of Home Economics, Plant Quarantine
and Control Administration, Grain Futures Administration, and
the Food, Drug and Insecticide Administration.
Within the department are also included the office of
experiment stations, extension service and office of informa-
tion and library. While the President appoints the secretairy
and the assistant secretary, the head of the department
selects his directors, chiefs of bureaus and other employees,
whose positions are filled strictly under the Federal Civil
Service system.^ In 1935 "^^e department had ^,S6k- employees
in the District of Columbia. Outside of Washington there were
31,305> making a total of 37*7^9 ^^en and vromen employed.
With the enactment of special laws the department be-
gan to spread its influence into each of the states, where
it now cooperates, by means of agricultural colleges and ex-
periment stations, in the promotion and co-ordination of
research work. It also maintains the system of agricultural
extension through which by county agents and specialists the
newest discoveries in agriculture and home economics are
brought directly to the attention of farmers.
The department engages extensively in scientific re-
search to aid in the production and marketing of crops and
live stock and in specialized fields which include forestry,
1. Williajn M. Jardine, Encyclopaedia Britannica, l4th
Edition, Vol. 10, p. 57^.
2. The World Almanac, 1936, p. ^35. The World Telegram,
Mew York, N. Y.
f
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wood utilization, rur,ql sociology, food chemistry and bac-
teriology, road building, maintenance, rural engineering,
and meteorology. Experiment stations and laboratories are
maintained at many points in the United States and in Alaska,
Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Guam, and the Virgin Islands. It con-
ducts extensive investigations in agricultural economics and
promotes orderly production and marketing by disseminating
economic information such as crop estimates, daily market re-
ports, etc. Campaigns are carried on independently, and in
cooperation with the states, to eradicate or control disease
and insect pests of crops and live stock.
About kO regulatory laws are administered and enforced,
including the Meat Inspection Act, Food and Drugs Act, Milk
Importation Act, Insecticide and Fungicide Act, Plant and
Animal Quarantine Acts, Migratory Bird Treaty Act and numer-
ous acts to establish grades and standards and regulate the
marketing of cotton, grain and other commodities."^
From its inception up to April, 1917* "tlie United
States Department of Agricult\ire cost the inhabitants of this
country approximately ^235,000,000. In 1S62, there were but
a few clerks composing the department. By 1917 "the number
had risen to 15,750 employees, the majority of them specially
2trained for their respective tasks. Each succeeding year
1. William M. Jardine, Encyclopaedia Britannica, l^th
Edition, Vol. 10, p.575«
2. Louis M. Hacker, The Farmer is Doomed . p.4-S6. The
John Day Co., iJlew York.
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saw the department grow larger until now there are approx-
imately ^0,000 men and women comprising its personnel.
In 1933 > the budget appropriation for the Department
of Agriculture was ^199*935* ^51» The purse strings were
tightened the following year, for the amount allotted by
Congress had dropped to |110,512,207« Exclusive of some minor
emergency items, this money was for ordinary expenditures.
State Departments.
Following the establishment of subordinate departments
within each state, the first State Department of Agriculture
was formed in Georgia in iSfk-, One year later, a more cen-
tralized department was established in Tennessee. As the
Sinooth functioning of these two departments became evident,
the other states throughout the nation realized that this
method was the best agency for handling the various problems
which arose in regard to agriculture, and consequently the
movement spread rapidly throughout the other states.^
National Banking Act Amended.
It took a generation of divergent opinion among state
and national legislators to arrive at a common understanding
that one of the principal functions of the National Gtovern-
ment was to assist basic industries to become stabilized and
self-sustaining. This idea was conceded definitely soon
after the turn of the twentieth century. The first attempt
1. Wilson Gee, The Social Economics of Agriculture , p.^72»
The idacmillan Company, New York, 1932.
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to render assistance to agriculture in a financial way was
the passing of an amendinent to the National Banking Act in
1900, which legalized the reduction of the minimum requirement
for incorporating and establishing country banks from
!|50,ooo to $25,000.
Federal Reserve Act Amended,
However, these newly organized national banks could
not accept legally real estate mortgages as security for
credit extended. In 191^> the Federal Reserve System
invested national banks with this power, which was invoked
through Section 13 of the Federal Reserve Act. This section
defined the eligibility of paper which could be rediscounted
in agricultural centers of the greatest importance to the
majority of farmers. While three months was the usual
maximum period for the rediscounting of commercial paper, a
special provision in the section provided that notes, drafts,
and bills drawn or issued for agricultural purposes, or based
on live stock, having a maximum maturity of six months, might
be discounted, within certain limits, by Federal Reserve
Banks.
Federal Land Banks.
Since neither the national banking system nor the
Federal Reserve System was authorized to furnish long-term
credit to the farmer, the Federal Farm Loan Act was passed
in 1916 to meet this imperative need. This was the nucleus
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of government activities in the domain of agricultural credit,
which since that time has steadily expanded to meet the
essential requirements of the farmer.
The Act provided for the establishment of Federal
Land Banks and of Joint Stock Land Banks, whose specific
purpose was to supplement the then existing private credit
facilities which could not take care of the current banking
needs in farming communities and to deflect a fair proportion
of the nation's capital into agricultural channels.''' The
secondary purpose of the Land Banks was to furnish a cheaper
and more flexible credit system for long-term needs.
The country was divided into twelve districts, each
having an established Land Bank, and each with a capital
of $750>000 subscribed by the Federal government. Loans
were granted to an individual upon mortgage security,
guaranteed by a national loan association composed of not
less than ten charter members who were farmers. Each
respective member owned shares of stock in the association.
The association, in turn, was obligated to own stock in the
Federal Land Bank.
Necessary capital was obtained by the sale of bonds
issued by Federal Land Banks, which bonds were guaranteed
by mortgages on substantial farm property which had been
1. Banker's Magazine, 120:3^9-52, March 1930.
2. The Annalist, i^-2:351.
(
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endorsed by the loan associations. Interest rates on loans
to farmers could not exceed by more than one per cent the
rate paid on the previous debentures issued by the bank
and usually averaged about 5 2 P®^ cent.
Federal Land Bank Mortgage loans reached their peak
in 1929 with a total volume of ^1,196,000,000. By the end
of 1932, the loans had declined to |1, I16, 700,000.^
Many signs indicated that this type of banking was
evolving into a condition when the assets would inevitably
become frozen. This state was reflected in the financial
markets in September 1931, when the I953-I956 ^-g-'s were
quoted at 72. Congress took cognizance of the serious
condition on January 23, 1932, when it appropriated
^125,000,000 in an attempt to relieve the situation.
From 1916, the year of its establishment, until
October 31, 1925, the Federal Land Bank system had extended
aid to yok,QOO farmers whose loans totaled $1,093,000,000,
an unusual record of valuable services rendered.^
Joint Stock Land Banks ;
The Joint Stock Land Banks, however, were private
institutions, although provided for in the Federal Farm
1. Annual Report of Federal Farm Loan Board, p.S, 1932,
Grovernment Printing Office, Washington, D, C.
2. H. H, Preston and V. W. Bennett, Agricultural Credit
Legislation of 1932. Journal of Political Economy, Feb. 193^
3. Isaac Lippincott, What the Farmer Needs, p,191,
D. Appleton & Co., New York, 192S.
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Loan Act. The formation of a Land Bank required a minimum
capital stock of $250,000, protected by double liability,
together with ten or more incorporators. In accordance
with the law, they were authorized to grant loans to indi-
vidual farmers on the security of their property. The money
with which the Joint Stock Land Banks did business with
farmers was obtained by the sale of debentures. The amount
of loans outstanding could not however exceed fifteen times
the amount of its capital and surplus. While the Joint
Stock Land Banks rendered a useful service, they are not to
be compared with the Federal Land Banks either in total
volume of loans or in the profound effect they had in
strengthening the financial fabric of agricultural banking,
as the following figures will reveal.
From the beginning of their activities up to June 30*
1932, the Federal Land Ba^ks had liquidated loans totaling
01*709,155,915, and had outstanding ^^1, 139,071,015 in loans.
The Joint Stock Land Banks during the same period had closed
§899,899,156 in loans and had outstanding loans totaling
ip^99, 24-6,0^5, Both the Federal Land and Joint Stock Land
Banks held a total farm indebtedness of $1,63^,317*060, or
17 per cent of the total ;:3mount oustanding. Had the
condition of the bond markets been favorable toward the
disposal of more bonds at fair prices, it would have been
possible for the banks to make more loans because of the
great number of applications,"^
1, American Bankers Association Journal, 25:2^5* October,
1932.

United States Grain Corporation.
War-time emergency conditions created another problem
which developed an artificial relationship between the
Federal government amd the agricultural elements. In order
to establish an efficient control over food and supplies
during the period of the war, the government formed the
United States Grain Corporation. Its main object was the
efficient allocation of available supplies to our domestic
trade, to the commissions of various countries, to the neutral
governments, and to our own army and navy. During its
existence, products valued at s?2, 127, 127*000 were handled
by the corporation. Of this amount, ^1,1^,725,000 was
credited to transactions in wheat and s^633,^09,000
represented payments for flour. ^ The outstanding service
rendered by the Grain Corporation was in demonstrating the
possibilities of centralized marketing' under government
regulation or control.
War Finance Corporation.
In April, the War Finance Corporation was
organized. Its purpose was to render financial assistance
to certain industries essential to the prosecution of the
war, and it ceased to function in May, 192O. By the close
of that year. Agricultural prices had dropped to extraordi-
narily low levels, and Congress realized the necessity of
stimulating the economic flow even if government funds were
1. Frank ii. Surface, The U. S. Grain Corporation Durinp: the
World War, p. 453, Macmillan & Co., New York, 192S
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necessary to accomplish this purpose.
Therefore, the War Finance Corporation was again
revived and invested with additional authority of making
loans to banks, finsincial institutions and cooperative
associations that were financing farmers and raisers of live
stock. Approved loans for such agricultural purposes
totaled $^55*^^7*000 and were apportioned in 37 states.
Of this amount, |1S2,000,000 went to banking institutions,
^77,000,000 to live stock loan companies and $172,000,000
to cooperative marketing associations. ^
From these various allotments, $26,561*^^1 was loaned
to aid in the movement of cotton; ^3*277*^00 for the exporting
of grain; and ^2,^17,660 for exporting tobacco. Other sums
furnished were i|7*5^6>902 to genera^, exporters and
2
^12,637*755 "to cooperative marketing associations."
While the Finance Credit Corporation was authorized
to disburse loans, it had not been invested with legal power
to create more credit resources. The rural credit agitation
from 1920 to 1923 had revealed the necessity for such addi-
tional credit channels. As farm prices steadily declined
in 1920 and I92I, many country banks, on whom farmers had
depended for credit, were forced out of business. A second
result was the heavy withdrawal of credit from farming areas
and placing it in urban banks where it could enjoy a greater
measure of security. Money became so scarce in agricultural
. Earl Sparks, Agricultural Credit in the United States.
p. 37s. Thomas Y. Crowell 3c Co., New York, 1932.
2. Earl Sparks, Agricultural Credit i n the United States.
p. 86. Thomas Y. Crowell & Co., New York, 1932.

areas that lending r^te of S,10 and 12 per cent became
common. The farmers' dependence on operating credit was
a condition inherent in the nature of the industry. This
condition is illustrated by the increasing credit extensions
between 1915 and 192O. In 1915, banks loaned ^1,609,970,000 on
personal collateral, which had increased by 1920 to
^3,369,391,^1.15/
Capper-Volstead Act,
In the midst of this farm credit agitation. Congress
passed the Capper-Vol stead Act on February IS, 1922, which
gave agricultural cooperative marketing associations
immunity from prosecution under the anti-trust laws. The
raotivati ng influences behind the passing of the act reflected
a direct attempt to place some restraint on cooperatives,
and define their responsibilities under the law. The second
section of the Act provides that the Secretary of Agriculture
may take steps to prevent the undue enhancement of prices of
agricultural products by cooperative orgaxiizations.
Federal Intermediate Credit Banks.
The Agricultural Credit Act, approved March ^, 1923,
was in answer to the demands of the agrarian interests for a
credit system which would ease the load of commercial credit
institutions by making it possible for government agencies
to supply farmers with shorter-term credits than were hereto-
1. V, N. Valgren, B ank Loans to Farmers on Personal and
Collateral Security
.
U.S.D. A. Bulletin Ho. 1048. p. 2. 19 22.
2. Wilson Gee, The Social Ecoxiomics of Agriculture. p,2S5.
The Macmillan Co., New York, 1932.
I
fore available. Under the provisions of this act, the
Federal Intermediate Credit Banking system established twelve
districts into which the United States was divided, the
pattern and locations being identical with those of the twelve
Federal Land Banks,
The authorized capital of each of these intermediate
credit banks was ^5,000,000, or a total of ^60,000,000, all
of which was subscribed and paid for by the Secretary of the
Treasury. Exclusive of the capital paid in by the Federal
government, the banks raise funds for lending operations
through the sale of collateral trust debentures, or similar
obligations, with a maturity of not more than five years.
One provision of the Act —designed to place a brake on reck-
less practices — is that the sale of capital stock or
debentures, andthe rediscounting of agricultural paper must
not exceed ten times the capital and surplus of individual
credit banks. Under the law, interest charges cannot exceed
by more than one per cent the interest rate of the preceding
issue of debentures. For several years the initial loan and
discount rate has averaged 5 1/2 per cent, with a gradual
trena toward further reductions.
A concerted drive by the agricultural interests to
bring about more flexible intermediate credits than prevailed
in commercial banks resulted in the Agricultural Credits Act,
Containing all the provisions of the Capper-McFadden and the

Lenroot-Anderson bills, the act was designed to give a greater
coverage to its objectives.
The Capper-McFadden bill aimed to liberalize and e xtend
the powers of the Federal Reserve Banks. It also intended
to strengthen and develop the then existing country banks so
that the entire banking system would be more useful and
better adapted to meet agricultural needs. The Lenroot-
Anderson bill had as its purpose the establishment of a
separate banking system to serve exclusively the specific
necessities of agriculture, and erected upon the foundation
of Federal capital and administration. Having satisfied
the proponents of the two foregoing bills, the Agricultural
Credits Act was signed by president Harding, becoming a law
on March 4, 1923,"^
In accordance with the law, the establishment of
Federal Intermediate Credit Banks was mandatory, while the
promotion of national agricultural credit corporations was
left entirely to private initiative and received no financial
assistance from the government. When the system was first
inaugurated, the rate on loans and discounts was 5 1/2 per
cent. Experience has shown that local interest costs have
not been radically affected by competition with Federal
Intermediate Credit Banks, largely because of necessary
restrictions. On December 31, 1^32, only 3*2 per cent of
1. Freida Baird and Claude Banner, Ten Years of Federal
Intermediate Credits , p»72« The Brookings Institute,
Washington, D.C,,1933.
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all the outstanding discounts were for cominercial banks.
Farmers now find it easier to obtain loans from their
local institutions, for as a last resort they caji always
fall back on the facilities of the credit banks to satisfy
their financial needs. The fixed policy of the credit banks
is not to compete aggressively with commercial banking, but
they are ready to extend loans to farmers who cannot obtain
2them in commercial channels.
According to a consolidated statement compiled from
reports to the Farm Credit Administration, the assets of
the Federal Intermediate Credit Banks on December 31, 1933,
were |195,64S,S11,93, The capital paid in, earned surplus,
reserves for contingencies, and undivided profits for the
calendar years 1923 to 1933 si^e comprised in the following
table.
3
TABLE XXI
1923 120,152,271.20
1924 2^+, 327,931. 29
1925 25,369,10^1-. 10
1926 26,132,62^.^1-6
1927 26,311,273.10
1926 2S,9i6,755.i|-6
1929 32,196, 77s.
1930 33,239,209.59
1931 33,9^6,936.^^7
1932 3^,166,09^,03
1933 63,579,367.^
1. Ibid, p,i07.
2. Wilson Gee, The iBocial Economics of Agriculture, p. 210,
The Macmillan Company, New York, 1933*
3. Farm Credit Administration Bulletin, 193^, p. 20,
United States Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.

Intermediate credit banks also made short-term loans
for productive purposes, which during 1929 amounted to
$19,700,000, More thanone-half of this amount was allotted
to farmers for the raising of cotton and tobacco, and most
of the balance was loaned to finance the growing of sugar
cane and rice.
The following table enumerates the apportionment:^
OOl^ODITY
Cotton and Tobacco
Sugar Cane
Rice
Potatoes
Nuts and Vegetables
TABLE XXIX
AMOUNT
$12,700,000
2,^4-00,000
2,200,000
1,050,000
1.350.000
§19,700,000
PERCENTAGE
DISTRIBUTION
12.2
11.2
U
100.
Federal Farm Board.
But the farmers in their agitation for a banking system
to extend intermediate credits had confused their price
problem with their credit problem. The real crux of the
farm depression was the violent drop in farm prices which
occurred when the full force of the return of European
acreage from war-time functions to normal crop growing; the
opening up of new agricultural areas in Manchuria, Australia
and the Argentine; and the pressure on world commodity prices
exerted in a downward direction by the return of many
1. Freida Baird and Claude Benner, Ten Years of Federal
Intermediate Credits
. p.l73» The Brookings Institute,
Washington, B.C., 1933.

European countries to the gold standard, made itself felt.
The industrial financial elements were in control of
governmental policies, and agrarian agitation for federal
legislation to ameliorate conditions met with failure for
the best part of a decade. The McNary-Kaugen bill was thrice
vetoed by Presidents Harding and Coolidge, who feared to
disturb the existing statu quo of our foreign trade relations
by approving any law which would encourage the dumping of
our agricultural surpluses on world markets.
The price trend continued downward aggravating con-
ditions in the rural areas, so that in July 1929 cotton was
selling at |1,00 a bale and wheat at $1.65 a bushel. These
prices were considered unusually low by economists and
legislators who could not foresee what was yet to come, A
special session of Congress was held; and mainly to stave off
more radical legislation, the Agricultural Marketing Act,
creating the Federal Farm Board with its revolving fund of
1500,000,000, was enacted.
Soon after the Act became a law, the Federal Farm
Board gave it the following interpretation,"^
1, Organize cooperative marketing agencies and use its
funds as facility loans to these cooperatives, to
erect warehouses or other facilities to carry on
the marketing program,
2, Promote the integration of existing cooperatives into
large regional and nation-wide units.
1, Bernhard Ostrolenk, The Surplus Farmer , p. 103,
HcLTper and Bros., New York, 1932*

1^1-9
3. Loan money to cooperatives to buy crops and
store them, or enable the cooperatives to
raeike crop loans to farmers.
4-, Organize stabilization corporations that
would buy commodities from the cooperatives
when the latter for some reason were unable
to carry the crops.
The Act itself had provided that the Board might
create stabilization corporations empowered to "purchase,
handle, store, process and merchandise" any commodity, in-
cluding cotton, dairy products, wheat, rice, live stock,
wool and mohair, tobacco, poultry and eggs, seeds and
grasses, coarse grains, sugar beet and sugar cane, in which
a surplus threatened unduly to depress prices,^
In the Summer of 1929 the Farm Board chiefly con-
cerned itself with aiding existing cooperative farm groups
to organize agencies for the unified marketing of their
products.? It was the policy of the Board to support one
national cooperative in each commodity, to encourage farmers
to join, avoid duplication of agencies, ajid to discourage
competition. The ideal devoutly wished by this administrative
organization was to create an integrated set-up of agricultural
producers with production and price policies at least
equivalent to the production control policies of the large
corporations in industry.
1. Farmers Build Their Marketing Machinery Bulletin. #3,
p. 1-5, Federal Farm Board, December 193O.
2. New York Times, p. xx5, September 11, 1932.
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Continued emphasis on such a policy was nullified by
the trend of events. Commodity prices kept declining and
in October, at the time of the stock market crash, it be-
came necessary for the Board to change its policy from the
marketing angle to one of price maintenance. Under the
provisions of the Act, accordingly, the Board declared an
emergency existed and announced that it was ready to lend
to cotton cooperatives at iGd per pound and to wheat co-
operatives on their holdings at $1,1S per bushel in Chicago,
and $1.25 per bushel in Minneapolis.
Within two years of operations the Board had used
S4O3,02^,S70 of the revolving fund of ^500,000,000 and
during this time had acquired about 1,310,7^9 balss of cotton,
representing an investment of 18^ per pound, or $120,000,000.
During this same period, ended June 30* 1931> i't had bought
and reiTooved from market 329*64-1,052 bushels of wheat at a
cost of 1270,20^,503.-^
By January, 1931> "tlie Board was finally in control of
domestic wheat prices, but the differential between domestic
and world wheat prices had practically abolished all wheat
exports. For January, 1930, wheat exports amounted to
approximately 10,000,000 bushels, whereas for January, 1932
2the shipments totalled merely 500,000 bushels.
1. New York Times, p. 2-3, September 11, 1932.
2. Bernhard Ostrolenk, The Surplus Farmer
. p,113. Harper
and Bros., New York, 1932.
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Nevertheless, in spite of the resistance through the
efforts of the government, to price trends, the coramodity
price level continued its downward course. In July, 1931
after two years of Federal Farm Board operations, wheat
was selling at 50^^ a bushel, cotton at ^30«00 a bale, and
the whole index of agricultural prices had fallen an
additional 30fo*
The efforts of the Federal Farm Board to maintain
prices through purchasing at "pegged prices" proved futile.
Up to August 31, 1931 the Federal Farm Board had applied
$4O3,02^,S70 of the revolving fund of 1500,000,000 in an
attempt to stem the tide of declining prices. It then
changed its policy and tried to sell all that it could. The
result was that the revolving fund became frozen and it was
not until March 1933 that the last remaining wheat, 1,100,000
bushels, was sold at oO(p a bushel. Thus ends the attempt
,
paralleling in its results the Brazilian plan, for the
valorization of coffee and the Stevenson plan for the pegging
of rubber prices, to stabilize prices through open market
purchases by which a loss of $350*000*000 was sustained,^
Although the Farm Board failed to influence the
prices of any of the important commodities, it is to be
presumed that a great deal of effective organization was
carried on in bringing a great many farmers into cooperative
1. World Almanac, Heral Publishing Company, pp,101 and I60, 1933
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groups and integrating these groups into larger units.
^
Reconstruction Finance Corporation
.
After throe years of vain attempts on the part of the
Federal Farm Board to correct agricultural conditions and
thus contribute to national internal stability, the entire
economic structure collapsed. Financial institutions, the
nerve centers of the entire system, were jeopardized by
the collapse of stock market prices. There was a panic to
withdraw funds from banks; credit extensions were curtailed
or withdrawn; and loans became frozen.
Although President Hoover was in the main cormnitted
to the theory of automatic recovery and believed that it was
not the function of the government to interfere in the
economic sphere, he realized by the beginning of 1932 that
the theory could not safely be permitted to run its course.
He shrank from the avalanch of liquidation and bankruptcies
which perforce would ensue. Upon iiis recommendation the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation was organized by Act of
2Congress and approved January 22, 1932, with a capital
stock of 1500,000,000 paid in by the government.
As stated in the text of the Act itself, this agency
was created "to provide emergency financing- facilities for
financial institutions; to aid in financing agriculture,
commerce and industry; and for other purposes. The agri-
1. Bernard Ostrolenk, The Surplus Farmer . p.llS, Harper and
Brothers, New York, 1932.
2. J. A. Ryan, A New Economic Order , p. 103, Harper and
Brothers, 1935.
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cult ural credit institutions either privately created or
initiated under governmental auspices were subject to the
same calamities as financial institutions in other sections
of the country. Accordingly, they were only too glad to
obtain this additional supporting prop from the hands of
the government.
From the time of its creation until December 31, 193^,
the following loans upon agricultural commodities or to
agricultural institutions were made:"^
Loans on cotton, corn, tobacco,
and other commodities $993,6oS,^31.
Loans to Federal Land Banks 399,^36,000.
Loans to regional agricultural
credit corporations 17&,SkQ,k^2»
Loans to Joint Stock Land Banks 21,103,172«
Loans to Livestock Credit Corporations 1^,^7^,962.
Loans to Federal Intermediate
Credit Banks 9,250,000.
Loans to Agricultural Credit
Corporations 6,013, 379*
In addition to loaning funds to financial agencies
in the field of agriculture, the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation is empowered to make loans for the purpose of
financing the sale of surpluses of agricultural products in
1. Report of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation and
Summary of its Activities to December 3I, 193^, Grovernment
Printing Office.

the markets of foreign countries when such sales cannot be
financed in the ordinary course of commerce, in order that
these surpluses may not have a depressing effect upon
current prices of such products.
In the United States where private domestic capital
is the predominant factor in financing enterprises, the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation is regarded by many as
a mere emergency institution; but with Congress extending
its life until 1939 with the trend in government
planning and control, this attitude is not fully justified.
Regional Agricultural Credit Corporations,
As a temporary activity and to relieve acute distress
caused by the absence of credit funds for operating purposes,
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation was authorized to
create in any of the twelve Federal Land Bank districts a
regional agricultural credit corporation to make direct loans
to farmers for crop production purposes or for the raising,
fattening, or marketing of livestock. Each was furnished
with a paid-up capital stock of ^3,000,000 by the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation and were empowered to
rediscount their paper with the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation, the Federal Intermediate Credit Banks and the
Federal Reserve Banks. This new credit institution was not
intended to compete with these other organizations but was
temporarily intended to supplement them.
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Production Credit Corporations and Associations,
It was not long before it became evident that a
permanent system of short term credit was needed in agri-
culture to supplant the independent and locally-owned
private banks which had been the pivot of farm financing
until the banking crash of 1933. Under authority of the
Farm Credit Act of 1933* ^ permanent production credit system
for agriculture, cooperative in character, has been organized
and is so designed that eventually it can be owned, controlled
and operated by the farmer members themselves.
In each Land Bar.k District a Production Credit
Corporation has been established to assist in the organi-
zation of Production Credit Associations by providing most
of their capital through subscriptions to their Class A
stock. The Corporation also supervises and subscribes rules
and regulations for the conduct of the Association, Member-
ship in the Production Credit Association is divided among
groups of ten or more farmers who purchase class B stock
in proportion to their borrowings. This paid-in capital
is used as additional security for the farmers* notes which
are rediscounted by the Federal Intermediate Credit Banks,
The spread between rates to farmers by Production Credit
Associations and the rediscount rate of the Federal Intermediate
Credit Banks may not exceed 3/i'» On June 1, 1935 "the re-
discount rate was 2fo, so that the maximum rate being charged
by Production Credit Associations was 5/^* At the end of the
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first year there were 65O production credit associations
in existence in which total corarnitments for short-term loans
amounted to $i^•5,000,000.
"'^
Banks for Cooperatives.
Increased unity of action in marketing and production
policies among farmers, the goal toward which the previous
administration had strived, was not lost sight of by the
succeeding New Deal Administration, Cooperatives as an
agency for increased integration of farmers were still re-
garded as the means throu^ which farmers might attain a
power of collective bargaining in the economy equivalent
to that of industrial corporations or labor unions. To pro-
mote continued a-ctivity in that direction, the government lent
its aid and money to the creation of a Bank for Cooperatives
in each of the twelve regional land bank districts, and a
Central Bank for Cooperatives located at Washington, D.C,
The Central Bank for Cooperatives with a capital stock
of $50,000,000, and each of the regional Banks for Co-
operatives with a capital stock of $5,000,000, received its
initial funds from the government out of what was left of
the revolving fund of the Federal Farm Board, The newly
created banks make loans to national, regional, and local
farmers' cooperative associations. These borrowing co-
1. Pamphlet: A Year of Agricultural Credit through the
Farm Credit Administration, Cxovernment Printing Office.
I
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operatives participate in ownership of these banks under
a requirement which provides that the borrowing associa-
tion is required to be a stockholder in the lending bank
for the duration of its loan, to an amount of stock equal
to 5^ of its loan. Such a requirement emphasizes private
ownership, individual initiative, and avoids paternalism
on the part of the government.
Loans are made for the purrjose of financing the
handling of readily marketable commodities upon the security
of such commodities; to assist cooperatives in the financing
of their operations; to aid in the effective merchandising
of agricultural commodities and food products; for the
construction or acquisition by purchase or lease (or for
refinancing the cost of construction or acquisition) of
physical facilities for handling, storing, processing or
merchandising agricultural commodities, other food products
or farm supplies. Interest rates are fixed by law and may
not exceed but generally they run from 2^ to 4^. Typical
recipients of benefits from these provisions were organiza-
tions such as the American Cotton Cooperative Association,
the Wool Marketing Corporation, and the Sun-Maid Raisin
Growers Association,^
From its organization on September 12, 1933* through
December 31, 193^> "the Central Bank for Cooperatives received
1. First Annual Report of the Farm Credit Administration,
1933* P.33>39» U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C,
li
loan applications for Cooperatives received loan applicat-
ions totaling $91,063,63^ from 60 cooperative associations,
while the district or regional banks received applications
in the aggregate amount of ^^2, 065,^31 dijring the corres-
ponding period. Advances made by the Central Bank from its
organization through 193^ totaled !^^7,^5,000, of which
99 per cent were effective merchandising loans and 1 per
cent facility loans. During the corresponding period the
district banks advanced $19,609,392, of which 70 per cent
were effective merchandising loans and 30 per cent facility
loans,^
Debt Relief.
With the commercialization of agriculture and the
increased use of all forms of credit in farming, there was
introduced an economic hazard into farming to take its place
alongside of the natural risks of frost, hail, parasites and
similar dangers. In the order of things no provision exists
for automatic adjustment of debts when prices fall and
accordingly it takes more goods and services for a debtor
to liquidate his obligation than would be the case if prices
remained constant or rose rather than declined. In effect,
when a farmer accepts a credit extension, he is guaranteeing
to himself that prices will not work against him during the
1, Second Annual Report of the Farm Credit Administration,
193^> p. 71-72. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.
- If'
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period that the loan is outstanding and when he does this,
he ignores the years of historical experience in price
fluctuations.
With the drastic decline in the general price level
and pajticularly in the prices of agricultural commodities,
the burden of paying interest on loans or of paying off
the loan itself was greatly increased. Interest and attend-
ant costs of the mortgage debt in 1930 represented a fixed
annual cost of |56S,000,000, While the capacity to carry
this charge in the next two years greatly declined, the
charge itself remained. In 1931 interest on farm mortgage
debt absorbed about 3^ of the gross farm income, compared
with k'^ in 1920 and 3^ in 1910,^
In recent years an incieasmg number of farms have
been mortgaged. Some of all American farms are mort-
gaged to an aggregate of some $8,500,000,000. By 1933 the
farmers' taxes had increased 50^ above the pre-war level,
while articles to be purchased cost about 107^ more and farm
2income had been cut in about half. The increase of debt
burden due to the drastic decline in farm prices in 1932 and
1933 made it impossible for many farmers to meet their mort-
gages. And this condition was largely beyond the farmer's
1. Agricultural Year Books, p.5> Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C, 1933.
2, S. Everett and E. Brunner, Helping the National by
Helping the Farmer
, p. S, Holt and Company, New York, 1933»
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control. So onerous were the fixed charges on farms that
during the five years ended March 1, 1932 9»5^ of all farms
changed hands through forced sale (foreclosure of mort-
gages, bankruptcy, default of contract, sales to avoid
foreclosure, etc.); while of all farms were sold for
tax delinquencies,^
Forced selling became so widespread, and resistance
on the part of the farmers became so serious that it became
necessary, in response to the insistent demand for the
abrogation of the normal laws relative to foreclosure and sale
upon execution, for the state legislatures to pass laws
protecting the delinquent mortgagee from foreclosure for
stated periods. Enactment was made for this purpose by
practically every state legislature. The Minnesota Farm
Mortgage Moreatorium Act was carried to the United States
Supreme Court which declared the validity of the law on the
ground of general economic emergency, although it was question-
able if it would be constitutional to pass such laws for an
indefinite or permanent length of time or for any arbitrarily
2
assigned cause. In 1935 Kansas, Iowa and Nebraska states,
which enacted faxm moratorium acts in 1933 ^oi two years,
extended them for another period of two years.
1. Louis M. Hacker, The Farmer is Doomed, p, l8, 20,21,
The John Day Company, New York, 1933,
2. Article entitled. Farm Moratorium Put to Hig'h Court
.
New York Times, February IS, 1935. '
'
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But it was Fe^ieral action rather than state legis-
lation which was of primary significance insofeir as relief
from farm debt burden in the interest of national economy
was concerned. On June 2S, 193^ Congress passed the Farm
Bankruptcy Act, This is an amendment to the general bank-
ruptcy act and permits, or rather provides, special privi-
leges for farmers in bankruptcy. In effect, this law gave
the farmers an extension of five years before their property
could be taken away from them, during which time they could
remain on the land ajid eventually buy back the property,
paying one per cent a year. Because it infringed upon the
rights of creditors, this Frazier-Lemke Farm Mortgage
Moratorium Law, as it was called, was unanimously declared
unconstitutional. by the United States Supreme Court on
May 27, 1935.
Other legislation by the Frazier-Lemke combination
representing the debt-ridden farmers met a similar fate. The
above bill was rewritten in 1935 ^-^^ changed the moratorium
provisions to three years. It was likewise declared uncon-
stitutional. Efforts were then made to have the government
refinance farm mortgages. Under the Frazier-Lemke Currency
Bill, Congress was asked to pass a bill providing for the
printing of 13,000,000,000 in currency to refinajice farm debts
It was intended that the government would assume the mortgage
indebtedness of the farmers and allow them forty-seven years
to pay it at 3^ interest. Although the measure was approved
1I
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by botli the Senate and the House Agricultural Committees,
it was decisively defeated 235 "to 1^2 when put to a vote
in Congress. Instrumental in defeating it was the American
Federation of Labor, whose president reasoned "when in-
flation is adopted, commodity prices rise but wages
stand still,"
In the three years following May, 1933 * total dis-
biirsements by the bank under the farm mortgage refinancing
program amounted to more than $2,0^,000,000 on upward
of ;j760,000 loans. Approximately ninety out of every one
hundred dollars disbursed on land bank and Commissioner's
loans went to pay borrowers' debts.
The annual interest savings to farmers has been
about one-fourth of the interest previously paid. It amounts
to $19,000,000 a year. The chief beneficiaries, however,
through these repayments were the holders of the mortgages
refinanced - insurance companies, mortgage loan companies,
country banks and private investors. Tax delinquent lists
were cut down. Farm supply companies that had been carrying
clients on credit were repaid. Closed banks throughout the
country were able to make dividend payments to their de-
positors through the liquidation of frozen assets represented
by farm mortgages. The flow of money thus started benefited
every phase of rural business as well as having its reflect-
ions in larger cities,^-
1, W. J.Myers, Cooperative Farm Mortgage Credit
. 1916-1936,
p, 16,17. Farm Credit Administration,
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Keeping efficient farm owners on their property and
in their own home is in the interest of both debtor and
creditor. Consequently, the Federal Grovernment found it
feasible to take some action to relieve the burden of farm
mortgage debt.
The Emergency Farm Mortgage Act authorized the form-
ation of a Federal Farm Mortgage Oorporation with aji issue
of ^2,000,000,000 in bonds at from 3^/0 to 2jfo interest with
both principal and interest unconditionally guaranteed by
the United States government. These bonds or the proceeds
from the sale of them were to be used to purchase farm
mortgages from their present holders. Of this sum $600,00,000
was allotted to the Land Bank Commissioner for special loans
exempt from the ordinary rules of the land banks. For
instance, where the bank rules permitted the granting of
first mortgage loans up to but 50/^ of the value of the
property, he was permitted to make special loans up to 75^ of
the appraised value and take second mortgages as well as
first mortgages. Finally, ^200,000,000 was provided for
direct loans to farmers for refinancing mortgages at lower
rates, for working capital and for the repurchase and re-
demption of farm property.
1. Rexford G. Tugwell, Our Economic Society and Its Problems .
p.3i^9, Harcourt, Brace & Co., 193^.
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Farm Credit Administration,
Current Conditions had imposed upon all of the
agricultural credit institutions which were organized
under governmental supervision or with government funds
tasks of an emergency nature. Developments upon the
economic horizon indicated that these institutions would
be a permanent section of the national credit system.
In order to make the carrying out of national
policy in agricultural credit most efficient and with the
least overlapping of effort, the Farm Credit Administrative
System was organized by executive order on May 27, 1933«
Its general purpose is to provide a complete and coordinated
credit system for agriculture by making available to farmers
long-term and short-term credit. It also provides credit
facilities for farmers and cooperative purchasing and market-
ing organizations.
The Farm Credit Administrative System includes in its
make-up twelve Federal Land Banks inaking long-term first
mortgage loans to farmers; twelve Federal Intermediate Banks
that discount short-term agricultural and live stock paper,
make loans on the security of such paper and make direct loans
to cooperative marketing and purchasing associations; twelve
Productive Credit Corporations, which supervise and furnish
a part of the capital for local productive credit associations
providing short-term credit for production and general
agricultural purposes; and also one Central Bank of Cooperatives
•I
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and twelve district Banks for Cooperatives which provide
credit for farmers, cooperative purchasing and marketing
organizations and the Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation,
which aid in financing the lending operations of the
Federal Land Banks, Joint Land Banks, which were a part of
the Regional Land Bank System, are also under its juris-
diction pending liquidation, their authority having been
terminated. The twelve Regional Agricultural Credit
Corporations (established by the Reconstruction Finance Cor-
poration and which are being liquidated), as well as the
feed and seed loan activities of the Department of Agriculture,
are also under its jurisdiction,^ With the creation of the
Farm Credit Administration, one more link is welded to bind
the farmer closer than ever to dependency upon governmental
policies.
Other Grovernment Acti\aties ,
Within the past four years many laws have been passed;
much money has been appropriated; and new and varied activities
undertaken by governmental action or encouragement, having
for their objectives the improvements of economic conditions
resulting from the planlessness of our past economic efforts,
or the chaos of recent years, increasing the effectiveness of
individuals in the contribution to the aggregate of national
goods produced or services rendered, or laying the ground-
1, Manual of the United States G-overnment, p,329, GrOvernment
Printing Office, Washington, D,C.
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work for an order which will mitigate the distress of
future depressions.
Space will not permit going into detail concerning
these activities, but they must at least be mentioned.
Among them are the following:
1, The Works Relief program under which the
government allotted vast sums of money to relieve
unemployment by using unoccupied workers in use-
ful projects,
2, The Tennessee Valley Authority created not only
to permit experimenxation in the production of
electricity and to furnish a "yardstick" for
private industry, but also to facilitate the de-
centralization of industry, and the furnishing of
jobs to many souls now living in the Tennessee
Valley,
3, The Rural Electrification Administration , organized
to develop a program of approved projects with
respect to the generation, transmission, ajid dis-
tribution of electricity in rural areas. For this
purpose Congress appropriated #100,000,000. The
aim of the prograia was to electrify as many of the
5,000,000 farm homes which lacked this convenience
and valuable aid as quickley as possible. Only
800,000 farms had electricity of any kind and of
these irjany obtained their power from home plants
which were comparatively expensive in operation and
maintenance, and limited in use.l
In conjunction with this program, the Electric Home
and Farm Authority was organized to "aid in the dis-
tribution, sale and installment of electrical
apparatus, equipment, and appliances in such a manner
as to make pracxicable the use in homes and on farms,
of high quality and low-cost time and labor-saving
electrical equipment, "2
1. Morris L. Cooke, "Millions for Rural Electricity", article
in New York Times, May 19, 1935.
2, L'ajiu?! of United States Government, published by National
Emergeacy Council, Government Printing Office, 193^»
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^. Farm Tenancy Aid.- The constant increase in the
percentage of arm tenancy in the United States
from 35fc in 190O to l^'jo in 1925; hZ'jo in 193O;
and about 50^ in 1935 ^as directed attention to
the fact that an increasing number of American
farmers have lost their independence an are
approaching a feudal condition of serfdom. This
trend decreases the value of the group as national
assets. Only as free land-owning men and women
can they attain their natural economic importance*
At present there is a hill pending before Congress
authorizing the government to purchase from the
owners of these properties worked by tenants, which
represent 72^ of all farms in Mississippi and 6^
of all farms in Georgia, and relatively hi^ per-
centages in other states, and arrange with the
occupant-tenants for their repurchase at minimum
interest rates with payments of principal, less than
present annual rental, spread out over periods as
long as sixty years.
5. Social Security Program developed an effective method
of providing economic security, that is, proetction
against lack of work or poverty in old age through
social insurance and unemployment compensation,
6. Resettlement Administration . established April 30,1935
to administer projects involving resettlement of
destitute or low-income families from rural or urban
areas, into areas where they will be able to make a
better living. In connection with this work the
Subsistence Homestead program was developed to aid in
the redistribution of population from stranded in-
dustrial and rural areas.
There are activities other than those already treated.
They will be included in the discussion of other phasec
of governmental activity which follows.
1. Rexfcrd a. Tugwell ano Howard C. Hill, Our Economic
Society and its Problems, p. 3^0, Harcourt, Brace & Co.,
N. y., 193^.
I
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CHAPTER VII
THE AGRICULTUiUL ADJUSTMENT ACT
Post-War Agricultural Policy,
The close of the World War ushered in an era of
entirely new conditions facing American farmers than
those which confronted them either during or before the
hostilities. Prices of their products collapsed. The
opening of new agricultural lands in Europe and South
America, Asia and Australia; the mechanization of agri-
culture, lowering as it did the unit cost of farm product-
ion which was immediately reflected in prices fixed under
conditions of free competition; changes in dietary habits
of the people, as well as a definite downward trend in
world commodity price levels, made their impact felt in
lower prices for farm products.
The farmer's capital besides his land, building,
machinery and livestock, is nature and time. Even though
the market was not propitious for planting, cultivating, and
harvesting, he must continue with this routine, for the con-
tributions to his wealth of time and nature are offered
without regard to economic conditions. This lack of control
over the physical conditions of agriculture has been intensi-
fied and enlarged by the progress of science,^
Furthermore, the fixed natiore of the greater part of
farmers' overhead costs furnished another incentive for constant
0, E. Baker, A Graphic Summary nf American Agriculture
Based largely on the Census
. Miscellaneous Publication #105,
p.3. United States Department of Agriculture.
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maximum production. To these may be added the physical
distances between the farmer's home, his indivi'dualistic
nature, and the lack of a superior economic intelligence
to formulate and carry into practice production control
policies, and we have the reason why agricultural production
does not vary mathematically in relation to changes in the
market prices of crops.
Agricultural Policies vs. Industrial Policies.
In contrast to the free play of production and price
adjustments in the marketing of agricultural goods are the
production control policies of industry. The classical
economic theory required that when demand decreased, prices
fell in adjustment so that the entire available supply would
be disposed of. Industry, with its quasi monopoly control,
has worked out production policies totally at variance with
this theory. Whatever adjustments are made to changes in
demand are taken in the form of changes in production without
any changes in price. Prices in agriculture are impersonal,
fixed by market conditions and are automatically made. Frost,
heavy precipitation, temperature changes, and other conditions
are immediately reflected in sensitive agricultural prices.
Prices in industry axe fixed by business executives, or by
law, as in the case of railroad and public utility rates, or
by custom. In industry, prices are relatively rigid and
1. H. G. Tugwell, The Price Also Rises. Fortune Magazine,
p. 71, January, 1934.
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change only upon official order. They are fixed to secure
maximum profits and are not the coordinate of maximum pro-
duction and demand. Railroad and public utility rates are
fixed arbitrarily to secure to their owners a "fair return
on capital invested" and can be changed only by law after
lengthy legislative debate. In neither case are these prices
functional ones.
Technological improvements introduced into small
business and farming are passed a.long to consumers because of
competition, but large corporations which introduce techni-
cal improvements are not forced as a rule to lower prices so
quickly. They want to retain for themselves the gains which
result from reduction in cost. Large corporations can readily
reach an agreement, tacit or otherwise, to divide the field
or maintain minimum prices, or engage in numerous other
practices which tend to keep prices up.''"
The experience of farmers selling in a market under
free competitive conditions and purchasing in a market where
prices are controlled indicates that when economic conditions
drive farm rrices downward they do not affect controlled
prices to the same extent, and the farmers get less for their
efforts than formerly. Differences in the degre^f control
over production and prices between farmers and other entre-
preneurs result in a decline in the farmer 's p\irchasing power
and in agriculture receiving a less proportionate share of
1. George Soule, The Coming American Revolution , p.ll5,
MacMillan Co., 193^»
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the national income than they would otherwise.
Importance of Farm Purchasing Power ,
Theoretically, the purchasing power of farm products
should, without governmental action to that end, show an
upward trend with the passing of years, The greater
possibility of technological improvements in industry as
compared with agriculture, constant improvement in factory
methods and the superiority of mass production technique
in industry has lowered the cost of industrial production
more rapidly than costs have been decreased in agriculture,
but the record of price reductions in industry does not show
that industry has followed such a practice.
Using the years 19IO to 191^ as a base of 100 for
both prices received by farmers and prices paid by farmers,
in 1919 "tiie index of prices received was 209 and the index
of prices paid was 205, so that the purchasing power of the
farmer was at 102 compared with the base period. Since then,
with but temporary advances, the purchasing power of the
farmer has been steadily declining. By 1932 farmers' prices
received equalled but 5^/^ of the base; while the controlled
prices of industry andof goods for which farmers paid had
risen to 110^ of the base. This meant that the farmers*
purchasing power had decreased ^Ofo; that the flow of goods
1. The Coadition of Agriculture and Measures for its
Improvement
.
p»52, published jointly by the National
Industrial Conference Board, New York, and the Chamber of
Commerce of the United States, Washington, D.C.,1927.
2. Louis H. Bean and Mordecai Ezekiel, Economic Bases for the
Agricultural Adjustment Act, p. 26. U. S. Dept. of AgricultDecember, 19^^. — °
i
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and services from urban to rural areas was only half of what
it should have been.
^
This impairment in the purchasing power of the farmer
is shown in its effect upon the national economy by the
reduction in the share of the national income going to agri-
culture. For the base period I909 to 191^, farmers received
20,9''^ of the national income. During the war years the
share of farmers increased to 23.97^ the total, but since
then there has been a constant decline in the amount of
2
yearly increment going to farm activity. In 192S it had
declined to about 9.3/^» Corfiparable percentages for sub-
sequent years are not available but current data indicates that
in 1931-32 the farmers' share in the national income had de-
c lined to about 7^*
What is not so apparent, however, is the indirect
effect which impaired farm purchasing power had upon the national
economy. The onslaught of the depression apparently improved
the focus of the analytical eye of our legislators as to the
importance of maintaining farm-purchasing power and preserving
the stability of the flow of economic income through all
branches of the economic system. More generally accepted
was the fact that impaired purchasing power of the farmer
initiates an economic cycle Tn^ich affects the basic capital
1* Louis H. Bean, Econo:nic Trends Affecting Agriculture, p,7,
United States Department of Agriculture, July, 1933*
2. H. C. Taylor and J. Perlman, Share of Agrriculture in the
National Income, Journal of Land and Public Utility
Economics. 3^^32-3, November, 1927*
3. Mordecai Ezekiel and Louis H. Bean, Economic Bases for the
Agricultural Adjustment Act, p. 6, United States Department
of Agriculture, December, 1933,
I1
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structure and income in industry as well as in agriculture.^
The majority report of the House Committee on Agriculture
on the Jones bill (The Voluntary-Domestic Allotment Plan
in one of its many legislative forms) officially recognized
the vitality which normal farm purchasing power impaxts to
the economy when it said:
"Lack of agricultural pxirchasing power is responsible,
directly and indirectly, for more than 6,000,000 of
the unemployed . It is believed that elimination
of the price disparity between agriculture and industry
will be an effective measure toward meeting the
national economic emergency. "2
IiipLirectly this was tantamount to saying that technological
unemployment is not due to the mere introduction of machines
but rather to the impact of the introduction of machines upon
our system of prices and incomes.^ ^Alien a given amount of
purchasing power declines, business men readjust their entire
production prograuns to fit the smaller amount of consumer
demand and lay off factory workers in the process. Thus the
agricultural price disparity ultimately leads to industrial
unemployment.
1. B. J. Anderson, Jr., A Planrxed Ecoaomy and a Planned Pric e
Level
,
p»S, Chase Economic Bulletin, Vol. XIII, #3,
June 9, 1933*
2. Uncredited - from an article entitled "Bounty" « p.ll6.
Fortune Magazine, February 1933*
3. George Soule, The Coming American Revolution, p.29>90>
MacMillan, 193^^^

The Agricultural Adjustment Act - Purposes and Method
.
The Agricultural Adjustment Administration was organ-
ized to promote national economic recovery by restoring the
purchasing power of American farmers to the general level
of the five years, 1909 through 1^1^, preceding the World
War. During that period there existed a relatively equitable
balance between the prices of things farmers sold and the
prices of things they bought. The proportion of national
income that went to agriculture and that which went to other
industries was also equitably b alanced. This purchasing
power of farm goods is designated in the Act as the "fair
exchange value", and this value expressed in terms of money
has come to be called the "parity" price of farm goods.
Because the prices of manufactured goods change,
"parity price" is not a fixed price in dollars and cents.
"Fair Exchange value" for farm goods and not a fixed price in
dollars and cents w^as the objective of the Agricultural
Adjustment Administration.
^
This Act made it possible for the Government, through
production curtailment programs, marketing agreements, and
other activities, to assist farmers in establishing and main-
taning a balance between their production and the effective
1. Text of Agricultural Adjustment Act Public #10, 73^^
Congress. (H.R. 3^35)
2. Manual of the Government of the United States, published
by the National Emergency Council, 1935*
i
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demand for their goods, with improved marketing conditions
which tended to eliminate price depressing surpluses and to
prevent farmers' income from returning to the low level of
recent years. Existing surpluses were removed by the
Joint action of the Federal Emergency flelief Corjijoration
and the Federal Surplus Relief Corporation, Equipped with
funds made available for that piirpose by the federal govern-
ment, the former purchased farm products for disposal among
the needy poor; while the latter purchased surpluses for
disposal outside of customary markets or normal trade channels.
The law empowered the Secretary of Agric^jlture to levy
upon the first domestic processing or manufacture from a basic
agricultural commodity an assessment, called a processing
tax, at a rate sufficient to compensate for the difference
between the prevailing p\irchasing power of the particular
commodity and its purchasing power during the base period -
1909-191^. Processing taxes placed in effect included that
on wheat, 30 cents a bushel; cotton, ^,2 cents a pound; corn,
5 cents a bushel; hogs, ^2,25 cents a hundred pounds; tobacco,
6.1 cents a pound downward SLCCording to the type involved;
sugar, ^ cent a pound; peanuts, 1 cent a pound; rice, one cent
a pound.
The Agricultural Adjustment Act - Its Operation and Results ,
The sums collected by the government as processing taxes
were distributed among farmers who signed reduction contracts
for restricting production or acreage. In 193^ there were some
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3,000,000 cooperating farmers of which 1,000,000 were cotton
farmers; 1,000,000 corn-hog farmers and 300,000 wheat farmers.
Considered as a bonus for participating in the national agri-
cultural program, the benefit payments had the effect of
improving the price which farmers received for their efforts
as well. Originally designed to compensate the farmer for
his contribution to attainment of national balance in the
economic plant, the rental and benefit payments and, there-
fore, the processing taxes from which they derive, came to
mean much more during the years of drought, dust, storm and
flood. Cooperation with the Agricultural Adjustment
Administration, at least as far as it concerned the BSfo of
wheat producers and the more than 90^ of cotton planters, has
come to mean the best possible form of crop insurance.
In the first twenty-one months after May, 1933> during
which the agricultural adjustment program was in operation,
the average farm price of cotton went up from & cents a pound
to 12 cents a pound; the price of corn rose from 39 cents a
bushel to S5 cents; of wheat, 59 cents to 89 cents; of hogs,
H- cents a pound to seven cents; butter fat, 20 cents to 30
cents; beef cattle, k- cents to 5 cents.
Despite the ravages of drought and reports of great
losses caused, the combined cash income of American farmers,
including benefit payments of $500,000,000, for 193^ exceeded
that of 1933 ^oxe than $1,0^2,000,000. Total cash income
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for the year amounted to ^5,^50,000,000; ^ while cash
available for spending for the goods and services produced
by other sectors of the economy increased from $1,^73>000>000
in 1932 to 03,257,000,000 in 193^.^
More important, however, than the money income of the
farmer was the increase in the farmer's purchasing power.
When the Agricultural Adjustment Administration was organized
in May, 1933, "the farm purchasing power was 62*;^ of pre-war;
in March, 193^ it was 35^ broadly within 15^ of the price-
parity objective sought by Congress through the enactrLent of
the Act, Increases in the prices of goods which the farmers
buy partially nullified the effect of the farm curtailment
program.
The farm program inevitably had its repercussions in
urban areas and among consumers generally. For the first
time in American history the people, as represented by the
Federal Government, laid hands upon the cost of living and
3deliberately bent it upwards. House-wives and wage-earners
complained bitterly about the rise in the cost of living and
instituted boycott programs. Textile manufacturers shut down
their plants, claiming that the newly levied taxes prevented
profitable operation, and aided and abetted by acquiescent
congressional representatives, these producers successfully
1. From an article in the New York Times entitled, "195^
Farm Incomes Rise ^1,000,000,000, August, 19, 1934,
2. From an article in the United States Daily, p. 6, entitled
"The A, A. A. Tackles Biggest Policing Job ", Sept. 9, 1935.
3. From an article in the New York Times entitled, "Cost of
Living Continues to Hise ". October 1935.
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contested the validity of the processing taxes before the
United States Supreme Court.
Agricultural Ad.iustment Administration -Effect on National
Eco aomy .
The income redistribution effected through the
TripleA started general economic recovery and caused more
total consumption, thereby creating more employment than
any other redistribution of the national income would have
caused; and failure to divert more income to the farmers
would have delayed national recovery indefinitely. By
shifting buying power to the farmers, the national government
caused this buying power to come into the market for non-
agricultural goods and services more fully than it would have
done if the distribution of income had been decided exclusive-
ly by a struggle between workmen and employees. National
government received a lifting power from better balanced
relationships among the groups, with special regard to the
relative increase in farm income. While the A, A. A. was in
operation, national income increased over $20,000,000,000.
The economic justification of farm aid is the objective
of a balanced internal economy rather than any special
interest in the agrarians. Any group which iiappens to be far
out of line disturbs the entire economy, which flourishes
when the groups in balanced relationships are able to give
full employment to one another through interchanging the
products of their year's labor.
1
179.
Significance of Agricultural Adjustment Program,
From the over-all point of view, the agricultural
prograun, however, expressed, contemplates the economic
rationalization of agriculture through state action. The
government has already gone far along this road in its
education of service and regulatory functions.^ The
latest step was the furnishing of an instrumentality for
integration in agriculture equivalent to a similar prior
existing system in industry.
1, L. B. Zapoleon, Farm Relief. Agricultural Prices and
Tariff, Journal of Political Economy, p.7S, February, 1932
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CHAPTER VIII
OTHER GOVERNMENT POLICIES AFFECTING AgRICULTURE
With the extension of our economic system over the
entire country from the Atlantic to the pacific and the
weaving of this sytem into the pattern of economic relation-
ships which spreads out over the entire globe, it became
inevitable that activity in one phase or area would have
its repercussions elsewhere. The emulsifying of the
globules of business organization into a single homogenous
system has meant that conditions and policies of one group
now vitally implicate the entire economy. In the money
and credit policy, the land policy as well as the foreign
trade policy of the government , the position of agri-
culture with reference to the general economic arrangement
has been affected.
MONETARY POLICY -
Our System of Money and Prices
An outstanding feature of modern economic society is
the extent to which its proper functioning is dependent upon
money and prices. Not only is all of our economic activity
expressed in terms of money and prices, but money and prices
largely determine our economic behavior. All goods produced
and all services rendered (with minor exceptions) are done so
with t he purpose of showing a profit in terms of money. About
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three-fourths of the people of this country receive their
income in the first instance in the form of money. Finally,
nearly all the economic obligations in our society are
undertaken in terms of money and are discharged by payment
of money. With this almost universal dependence upon
money and prices for the proper organization of society, a
satisfactory money system becomes of extreme importance*^
The Function of the Monetary System .
It is the function of the monetary system to determine
the volume of production, the apportionment of the productive
resources among the various industries, the distribution
of real income among the various cooperating factors of pro-
duction, and the utilization of this income in the consumption
and investment. The monetary s ystem regulates not only the
volume (with certain glaring exceptions such as the case of
agriculture), but also the kind of goods and services produced.
It also determines the exceedingly numerous alternative uses
to which the productive resources of the community csm be put.
Money performs these functions thru the price system, that is,
the guidance of economic behavior by reference to prices.^
Price Declines and the Economy ,
This function of money can be efficiently discharged
only when its purchasing power is secured against violent change*^
Yi E« M. Bernstein, Money and the Sconomic System, p. 3 published
Chapel Hill, University of Carolina Press, 1935»
2. E. M. Bernstein, Money and the Ecoriomic System, p. 2,9, pub-
lished Chapel Hill, University of Carolina press, 1935.
3» A, Marshall, Money. Credit and Commerce , p. 15, McGraw Hill
Book Co., New York, I923.

In 1931* "tlie British government appointed a Committee
of economists and monetary experts, called the MacMillan
Committee, to investigate the causes of the depression. The
findings of this body, embodied in the MacMillan Report,
stated their conclusions as follov/s:
"Our view is that the price level is the outcome of
the interaction between monetary and non-monetary factors
and that the recent world-wide fall in prices is best
described as monetary phenomena which has occurred as a result
of the monetary system failing to solve a problem of un-
precedented difficulty and complexity set it by a highly
intractable non-monetary phenomena.
The cause of the fall in prices has been and still is
the subject of endless debate. There are two main bodies of
opinion; one holds that the fall in prices is mainly due to
monetary causes; the other, that the disturbances which have
caused the fall in prices are non-monetary in origin, in-
cluding such factors as war debts, and changed relations
between debtor and creditor countries, rapid technical changes
in production both agricultural and industrial, general in-
stability following the World War, the growth of tariffs and
other barriers to world trade, rigidity of wage levels, and
other costs.
1. Viscount As tor and K, A.H. iiurray. The Planning of
Agriculture , p, 2S-29. The Oxford University Press,
London, 1933*

The Effect of Prices Declining^
But prices having fallen, disciiesion as to the
causes of the occurrence are academic as compared with a
knowledge of the effects of the rapid decline upon the
national economy, and more especially upon agric\ilture.
The money medium operating through the price system, and
spreading itself like a vast network throughout the entire
system, is central in its ability to affect our entire
economy. So long as there is the danger that price and pro-
duction relationships, the distribution of real income among
the various cooperating factors of production, and the
utilization of this income in consumption and investment,
may be upset by monetary influences, other measures to
achieve a smoothly functioning economy are constantly in
danger of being nullified.
Traditional economic theory rests upon one, among
other major assumptions, that prices respond automatically
without the intervention of any human judgment to variations
in supply and demand of particular commodities in order to
bring about a balance between the two. But this is hardly
in accord with present-day reality or contemporary economic
analysis. Prices today are deemed to be the resultant of a
combination of many elements. They include: the supply of
the commodity; the demand for the commodity; the supply of
gold; the demand for gold; the supply of credit; the d emand

for credit J- the degree of arbitrary control exercised over a
price by either the government or private monopolists; and
also the speculative element of probable future conditions
with regard to any of these contributing factors.
Flexibility vs. Rig:idity.
With the transition of agriculture from a self-suf-
ficient status to a capitalistic basis, that is, farm
production primarily for exchange at a profit instead of
for self-use, monetary policy became a significant course of
action for the farmer. With the evolution of our national
arrangement into a highly intricate exchange economy with
money as the medium for consummating his transactions, he was
drawn into the vortex of a price system with its discriminat-
ions, and also into the arena of price fixing or control where
he was also worked against by having but little voice in the
control of the price of his own products; while prices which
he paid were, more likely than not, predetermined.
Increasing Use of Credit Demands Price Stability
.
The utilization of credit by a business man or a farmer
is predicated upon a promise to return at a future date an
equivalent number of dollars, together with interest. This
use of credit has been of increasing importance in the conduct
of business. Expert testimony estimates that private debts
in the United States had risen from $58,000,000,000 in 1912

to ^170,000,000,000 in 1929, and that the total internal
debts of the United States, including public as well as
private debts, for the same years amounted to $63,000,000,000
and ;i?203,O0O,0OO,OOO respectively.^ This total internal debt
of $203,000,000,000 was equivalent to 5^/^ of "tlie estimated
national wealth for the same year of 5^362,000,000,000. When
we realize that the debt and interest due thereon is a fixed
obligation, whereas the goods or services which must be given
in exchange for money to liquidate the contract fluctuate
widely in their exchange value because of monetary conditions,
the importance of monetary stability is recognized and the
significance of the MacMillan Report becomes apparent.
This $203,000,000,000 of internal debt was made up as
p
follows:
1« Hearings before the Committee on Banking and Currency,
United States Senate, 72nd Congress, 1st Session, on
H. R. 11^^-99 and Skk-2S
,
p.6l. May 12, 1932.
2. Warren, G. F. and Pearson, F. A. , Effect of Declining:
Prices on Debts. Farm Economics, ^^ilbbj, February 1932.
$203,000,000,000
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While the amount of indebtedness of farmers in actual
figures is much smaller than amounts in other categories,
the impact of deflation is more severe in farming than in
the larger ones because under conditions of falling prices
farm prices fall more rapidly and further than do other
prices and because farmers lack any production control or
price fixing policies or exercise any degree of monopoly price
control in their operations.
The following table contrasts the rigidity of farm
mortgage debt with falling prices.^
Farm Prices
Farm Mortgages 191Q~19l4w iqq
1910 i^3>320,ooo,ooo 103.0
1920 7,856,000,000 205.0
1925 9,360,000,000
1930 9,2^1,000,000 117.0
1932 9,000,000,000 57.0
(estimated)
In other segments of the economy the interaction of
rigid controlled prices and flexible, free, farm prices is
the same as above. Rapidly increasing taxation resulted in
the farmer paying ^901,000,000 in 1927, of which ^755,000,000
^ 2
or S^.Sfo was in general property taxes which do not decline
very much, if ever, as farm prices drop. For products which
1. Technical Bulletin #266, Bureau of Agricultural Economics,
Department of Agriculture.
2. Whitney Coombs, "Taxation of Farm property 'J Technical
Bulletin #172, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, United
States Department of Agriculture, 1930.
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are sold by public service corporations at government con-
trolled prices, Americans spend $12,2^5,000,000 a year.l
Railroad rates form another rigid price group with which
the farmer has to contend. In the railroad industry, labor
through its unions is more firmly entrenched than it is in
any other industry. The firmness of railroad labor wage
rates and salaries is translated into relatively fixed
freight rates. From 192O to 1926 about SOfo of all income
realized from railroad transportation, which was not paid to
other industries, such as the coal industry for fuel and to
p
the government in taxes, was paid out in wages and salaries.
Commodity Prices and Gold.
In 1902 the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics
began the publication of a monthly index number v/hich
represents very accurately the general trend of wholesale prices
in the United States. Beginning in 1926, the index is
based on prices of 7^^ commodities and shows the rapid and
severe decline in the general price level since that time.
The record for the intervening years to date is as follows: 3
1926 100.0 1929 97.3
1927 99.!^ 1930 31.
g
192s 102.4- 1931 66.6
1932 5^.3
1. S. H. Slichter, Modern Economic Society , p*376. Holt and Co.,
New York, 1931,
2. W. I. King, Natio.ial Income and its Purchasing Povjer , p. 125
National Bureau of Economic Research, 1930.
3. Index of Wholesale Prices, Survey of Current Business, p.15.
United States Department of Coiwnerce, Bureau of Domestic
and Foreign Ooiiinerce. January 1937.
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Conditions of an economic nature focussed attention
upon the cause of this price decline. George F. Warren,
Professor of Agricultural Economics and Farm Management at
Cornell University, and Frank A. Pearson, Professor of prices
and Statistics at the same institution, have developed the
thesis that there is a broad relationship between the value
of gold and the commodity price level. After intensive
research they are convinced that commodity prices tend to vary
inversely with the value of gold. The value of gDld, if what
they say is true, is set by the demand for it in relation to
the available supply and current production, in addition to
the volume of transactions which it is required to execute.
In support of this theory they offer as evidence the following
1figures:
Prices
Percentage
increase in
Commodity June « 29 June '3I value of ^old
Corn .92 .57 61
Wheat $1.22 .75 ^3
Hogs s^lO.66 6.50 6l
Cotton .ISS .OSk- 12k
These statistics appear to bear out this contention and
the history of the increase of demand for gold by nations adds
additional support.
1. Warren, G, F. and Pearson, F.A. , Value of Gold , Farm
Economics, 71^1552, June, 1931«

With the restoration of peace after the Yforld War,
one after another the various countries began to move toward
a re-establi shraent of the gold standard which had been sus-
pended during hostilities. Sweden returned on April 1, 192^;
Germany in the autumn of the same year; England and the
Netherlands on April 22, 1925; Belgium, October 25, 1926;
Italy, December 22, 1927; and France June 25, 1923."'"
Subsequent to re-establishment of the international
gold standard, the trend toward economic nationalism intensified
the demand. Fantastic trade barriers, vast international
public and private debts, great monetary losses, all made it
desirable for each country to hold high gold reserves so as
to be ready for an international run on the gold supply, such
as occurred from 1929 to 1932.^
Since 1^3^, except during the Civil War when its price
v;as not fixed, gold has been priced at ^20.67 per ounce by
law regardless of the supply for it or the demand for it.
Although a legislative act may fix the price of gold, that is,
may name a given weight of it as one dollar, it cannot fix
the value of it. The value is set by the impact of demand
and supply. It was this discrepancy between the price of our gold
as set by law, and the value, as set by world market conditions,
which made it desirable for people to convert their currency
into gold.
1. Warren , G.F. and Pearson, F.A,, Prices, p.ll5, John Wiley
and Sons, Inc., New York, 1933*
2. Ibid., p. 367
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Resulting i\te.ladjustments^
The inevitable deflation vdiich occurs as the value
of gold increases with the accompanying decline in the
general price level would not be serious if all prices
declined together and if there were an automatic proportionate
decrease in amounts due on debts. Prices, however, vary
widely in the degree of descent which they experience; and
the consequent maladjustments in the price structure is a
serious impediment to normal business. Since agricultural
prices decline more than other prices when deflation sets in,
any governmental action to correct the effect of price
declines is of particular importance to agriculture* The
following table epitomizes the price maladjustments which
have resulted from deflation.^
Price Maladjustments - Selected Indexes
Prices Rec 'd Prices Cost of
Paid By Farm Industrial Freight Distribut-Farra Mortgage
Farmers Wages Wages Rates ing Food Taxes Interest
by
Year Farmers
1926 136
1929 13^
1930 117
1931 SO
1932
1933 53
192 2^k-
198 243
196 2k0
17s 220
153
140
191
153
152
12k-
107
109
171
170
152
116
86
SO
238
245
2^^
2k7
21b
207
lifg
155
13
13
2^1-7
231
221
215
207
170
To force or await reduction of other prices to the low
levels of raw commodity prices would be a long-drawn out, if
not an impossible task. Economists estimate that this process
of adjustment woiild take twenty-five years. If this course
1. Henry A. Wallace, New Frontiers , p. 305, Reynal and Hitchcock,
New York, 1931^-.
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were pursued, most of the existing internal debts would
have been liquidated by the exchange of more goods and
services than was contemplated at the time these debts were
incurred. Aware of the practical difficulties of automatic
adjustment to the lower levels, monetary policy has aimed
at reflation by an expansion of the supply of our cir-
culating media, relative to demand through governmental
spending, with the objective of restoring the price level
which existed in 1926. This was the level at which. Warren
and Pearsons have decided, debts can be liquidated and the
price structure can function with approximate maximum
economic justice to all groups. Ever since March 1933 this
has been the definite policy of the government.
A partial measure of success has been achieved to
date. With the 1926 price level as 100, the trend has been
as follows since 1932:^
Year General Price Level Index
1932 P^.3
1933 62.1
1934 71.
g
1935 77.^
1936 - (estimated)
1. Survey of Current Business, 193^ Supplement, p. 15*
United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Coimnerce*
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Demands for Inflation.
While the government devoted itself to a readjust-
ment of the price level to a more equitable base, the clamor
of debtors generally and of farmers in particular for the
raising of the general price level oy an irrational issuance
of paper money came to naught. In 1932 the Goldsborough
Bill, to restore the pre-depression price level by increasing
the volume of currency, passed the House 5 "to 1, but never
reached the Senate. The Thomas Amendment, 1933, "to the
Agricultural Act, empowering the President to increase the
printed currency of the nation by Ci?3 , 000 > 000*000 was never
taken advantage of. Two years later when the Fatman-Greenback
Bonus Bill passed both branches of Congress, it was vetoed by
the President. The House voted to override his veto, but the
Senate sustained him in his decision. During the ssune year
the ^razier-Lerake Bill, to refinance farm mortgages by
the issuance of paper money, was defeated after the message
of President Green of the American Federal of Labor, read in
Congress, urged its defeat because, as he said, "when prices rise,
" 1
the cost of living moves higher and before wages increase.
With rising prices and a declining disparity between prices,
much of the agitation for inflation has vanished. Indicative
of the position which the Administration has taken on the
question of sound money is the expression of the President,
who on May 7, 1933 said:
1. From an article in the New York Times entitled,
"Radical Legislation Meets a Full Check", May ly, 1^36.
II
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" The Administration has the definite
objective of raising coimnodity prices to such an extent
that those who have "borrowed money will, on the average,
be able to repay that uiDney with the saine kind of dollars
which they borrowed,
"We do not seek to let them get such a cheap dollar that
they will be able to pay back a great deal less than they
borrowed.
"In other words, we seek to correct a wrong and .lot to
create another wrong in the opposite direction,"
Governmental Activities.
In connection with the problem of restoring the internal
price structure for the purpose of maintaining the proper
production, distribution, and utilization of the national
income, the Administration embarked upon a gold buying program
and a silver buying program, as well as a new policy with
regard to the American raoneta^ry system in its relation to the
monetary systems of other countries.
Grovernraent buying of the "money metals" was designed
to increase the purchasing power of foreign countries as well
as of domestic producers. It was also expected to be a
contributing factor in raising the price level in the United
States. The policy of gold buying was generally attributed
to Professor Warren, who believed that it would raise prices
in the United States by lowering the valuation of the dollar
in terms of foreign currencies. The severest critic of this
program was John Maynard Keynes, who did not believe that
there was any mathematical relation between the price of gold
and the price of other things. He believes its most direct
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effect would be on the price of exports and imports.
More important to us was the fact that the government
was itself becoming a factor in the money equation. Money
designed primarily as a transportation system which facilitate
the movement of goods was now being used as a substitute
for productive effort.
Gold Buying Prog:ram «
The gold buying program was initiated to increase the
existing supply of dollar exchange by the government, offer-
ing dollars at a discount in exchange for gold. During 193^
over one billion dollars was imported into this country under
government purchasing operations. But while the gold buying
program was directed at improving the purchasing power of
Great Britain, the silver purchasing program was designed
to "restore the monetary standard of one-half the world and
to raise the purchasing power of the Orient",
Silver Purchasing.
The result was actually the opposite of that intended.
Put forward on the theory that it would "remonetize", it
actually succeeded in demonetizing it in Mexico and elsewhere
and in driving off the silver standard the only important
country, China, which had previously been on it. Similarly,
within the co\intry, despite large-scale operations involving
half a billion ounces of silver, the report of tlie Department
of Commerce said, "The silver policy of the Federal Government
1
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had no appreciable effect upon the domestic monetary or
credit system."^
Credit Control ,
Because credit , as well as currency, gold, and
silver, forms a vital part of our monetary system, the
government has likewise instituted action designed to gear
the volume of credit to business activity and to insulate
it from conditions which would cause the volume of credit
to fluctuate away from the volume and velocity of business.
The Federal Reserve Banking System was originally
designed to increase the supply of bank credit when business
was increasing and reduce the supply of credit when business
declined. It set up a system of reserve requirements which
make the volume of bank credit, and therefore money, tend
to go up or down automatically with the volume of business.
By lowering or raising rediscount rates, open market
operations to vary the volume of available reserves, and
lowering or raising the reserve requirements, the reserve banks
have been able to exercise control of a negative character over
the volume of credit to insure the proper amount.
The Federal Reserve System only supplies the framework
within which individual banks seek their own profits and
create money in the process. Within certain limits, each
bank is free to create or refuse to createloans or deposits
1, From an article by Cecil B. Dickson in the Boston Evening
American entitled, "Silver Buying Failed", August 17, 1936,
I
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according to the business judgment of the individual banker.
Actually, therefore, government control is of a negative
character.
The inflow of more than i|3, 000, 000, 000 of gold since
revaluation caused by far the larger part of excess reserves
in Reserve Banks which had accumulated in recent years, al-
though the easy money policy of the Reserve Banks was a
contributing factor. Effective August 15, 1936, reserve
requirements of member banks comprising about S0)4 of the
commercial banking strength of the country were raised 50/^*
thus reducing the excess reserves from an estimated
^3,400,000,000 to :|1, 950, 000, 000. So long as the banks have
excess reserves over and above their legal requirements, they
are not merely free to expand their credit, but are also under
a strong profit incentive to do so. In deciding upon this
action, the Federal Reserve authorities have carried the
operations of credit control farther than ever before. They
were establishing a new precedent which may be of great
importance in the futiire.^
Other legislation tended in the direction of trans-
ferring credit control from the bankers to the government.
A new amendment to the Federal Reserve Act effected a removal
of authority to a Board of Governors in Washington with the
purpose of forming a "Supreme Court of Credit" free from
1. Article in New York Times entitled "Credit Inflation Curb
Opens an Experiment", by Elliott V. Bell, July 6, 1936.
I
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domination by a President or by the private bankers. With
this procedure Congress has worked a basic change in the
nation's banking structure for the first time in twenty years.
Other Credit Controls,
^he Securities Act of 1933 vi-as a step toward control
of security issues. It required full information for the
benefit of prospective investors to be filed vdth the Federal
Trade Commission. The Fletcher-Rayburn Act of 193^
established a Securities and Exchange Cominission with complete
control of the issuances of capital issues, and set stock market
margin requirements at 4-5^.'^ Our gold supply was disqualified
as a monetary base for internal purposes and "sterilized" to
avoid the pressure which such a supply of gold might possibly
have upon the price level. The Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation was organized to insure depositors in banks from
loss due to bajik failures, and the threat of runs on banks in
the future was mitigated.
International Monetary Policy .
But a policy of monetary and credit control must face
the reality that through trade, travel, investments, and
other connections the American national economy is geared to
world economy and that our internal price and money system
must be insulated from international influences if any form of
1, R. L. Duffus, rloosevelt's Two Years, Ten Epic Chapters ,
New York Times, Llarch 3, 1935.
pI
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efficient control within the United States is to be achieved.
In sharp contrast to the policies of prior adminis-
trations, which concerned themselves primarily with stability
of international operations, was the international monetary
policy of president Roosevelt. At the London Economic
Conference both England and France heid attempted to draw the
United States into a scheme for international exchange
stabilization which would have implemented their policies of
exchange manipulation solely for their own purposes. In a
message addressed to the London Conference, the President
declared that henceforth the United States would no longer be
concerned with the foreign exchange value of the dollar, but
rather with the purchasing power of the dollar in terms of
the American price level. He intended to prefer a stable
domestic price structure to a stable international exchange
rate. The departure from the gold standard and the revaluation
of the dollar at a much higher level helped neutralize the
effect of depreciated currencies upon our export trade. No
doubt existed that depreciated currencies of Egypt, South
Africa, India and Brazil had injured our cotton selling
abroad and that the same condition discriminated against our
export of foodstuffs.
With the profit obtained from the revaluation of the
dollar, a stabilization fund of $2,000,000,000 was established
and the Treasury Department commenced international exchange
operations to checkmate British and French attempts at deliberate
«
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currency depreciation. Within the past year these three
nations have agreed not to seek to obtain an unreasonable
competitive exchange advantage. The international aspects
of the monetary equation, one of the major factors in our
economy, has been successfully interrelated with domestic
conditions.
Effect of Money Policy Upon Agriculture*
Since farm prices are determined in an uncontrolled
market and are often a world price, they are more exposed to
fluctuations due to world conditions than are the relatively
rigid administered prices of other segments of the economy.
The monetary measures recently enacted will benefit agriculture
to a greater extent, consequently, than they will others,
although all must benefit in the resulting general improvement.
LAND FOLIOY
Within the past few years, government has developed a
land policy which completely reversed its traditional attitude
in this respect. Early in our history, with the central
government assuming sovereign control over the entire free lands
by purchase, cessation, or other acquisition, there was in-
augurated the practice of disposing of the public domain as
rapidly as possible, encouraging rapid development and maximum
utilization. Exploitation was the order of the day.
With the party of Hamilton in power, early governmental
policy was directed toward sale of the public domain for
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revenue only, in large blocks to speculators. Driven from
power by the party of Jefferson, sale was on the basis of
nominal fees, for development, to actual settlers in small
parcels. The actual sales were made by the government agents
upon the land in question. But whatever actual government
policy exists today stems from the Homestead Act of 1S62 and
the Reclamation Act of 1902,
Federal Reclamation Projects .
Since 1902 the Federal Government has been engaged in
the reclamation of tillable land as a self-supporting and self-
liquidating venture. Previous to this act the government had,
by the Homestead Act of IS62, offered free land to those who
would live upon it.
By 1932 there were 177, 2Sl persons living on ^2,568
farms ia irrigated by Federal plants. Two hundred seventy-
seven towns and small cities had been developed with a
population of 51^,^25; 732 schools, 77^ churches and 120
banks (with a capital and surplus of »^ll6,^S4-, 236) were in
existence all growing out of government recalamation activities.
The cumulative value of crops produced in Federally reclaimed
areas between 1906 and 1931 was ^1, 235,839,277. Still, from
its economic and social results, reclamation has fallen far
short of the higher aspirations of tnose who have fathered
the movement,^
1. Warren M. Persons, Grpvernment Experimentation in Business
,
p. 130, JohnWiley and Sons, New York, 193^»
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In November, 1933* four projects had been abandoned-,
and of the total thirty-five ,not one of these projects had
yet returned the entire cost of the total construction to
the Federal Government, as was provided by the Reclamation
Act.^
A Changing Viewpoint .
The economic loss waich accrued to the nation through
exhaustion of the soil, our most valuable natural resource,
the terrible social and economic waste which comes from
having families existing on land not sufficiently fertile to
offer a fair degree of comfort, the general waste which comes
to our natural assets through planlessness, was actively
recognized by the national government since the turn of the
century and particularly since the New Deal Administration
was inaugurated.
Under the leadership of Theodore Roosevelt l6o,000,000
acres of western public land were withdrawn from entry and
set aside as great national forests. Places of great scenic
beauty were reserved as National Parks, More recently, year
by year, we have appropriated mnciey to buy new land to incor-
porate in the national forests. During the first twenty-two
years of the operation of the Weeks Forest Purchase Act,
^,700,000 acres of forest land were acquired by the government
for supervision and protection from erosion. During the first
1. Ibid., p. 13^
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year and one-balf of the present administration, this
twenty-two year total has been slightly exceeded.
Soil Erosion Control s
The Soil Erosion Control Service, a new agency recently
established in the Interior Department (August, 1933) 3^^^
operating with a $20,000,000 allotment from the Public Works
Administration, is now proceeding with actual field work of
controlling erosion on a number of large representative areas
throughout the nation. The size of these demonstration areas
ranges from about 100,000 acres to 15,000,000 acres. To date
thirty-two soil erosion projects have been establisheci. These
undertakings are intended to demonstrate to farmers and land
owners the best tried and approved methods of checking the
different farms of soil washing.
The practical value of this work may be measured when
we consider that 125,000,000 of the 350,000,000 acres now in
cultivation in this country are a natural liability and not
an asset, due solely to erosion, because what they are producing
in addition to sub-marginal crops, are sub-marginal citizens,^
Withdrawal of Submarginal Lands
More important in its reaction upon the agricultural
economy of the future than any other governmental land policy
of the past, is the planned withdrawal of private lands from
1. Owen P. White, All Washed Up
. p,6. Colliers, September 29,193^+,
i
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private ownership and cultivation and retention of ownership
and control by the government.
In 1929 nearly half of the nation »s 6,000,000 farmers
produced less than ^1,000 worth, of products, including all
that was consumed on the farms. The detailed figures for
1929 are as follows:^
Percentage
Number of Farms of all farms Value of Products
4-00,000 6,6 up to I250.
513,000 S.6 S250. - 1399,
766,000 12. 7 1^00, - $599.
l,264-,000 21.25 |600. - I999.
93S,ooo 15.6 ^1000. - 11499,
Many of these farmers had meager holdings. About
2,100,000 had from one to sixty acres per farm.
The National Resources Board was created by Executive
Order on June '}0, 193^ "to prepare and present to the President
a progrsim and plan of procedure dealing with the physical,
social, governmental, and economic policies for the develop-
2
ment and use of land, water, and other natural resources.
In the report of this newly created body, after a
nation-wide survey of farms, it proposed for retirement some
^50,000 farms, ihcluding 75,000,000 acres of land, of whic/^
1
20,000,000 million acres were in croplands, 35*000,000 acres
in pasture land and 20,000,000 atires in forest and wood land,^
1. R. G. Tugwell in Today, January 20, 193^
2. Governiaent Manual, p.493, prepared under auspices of
National Emergency Council,
3. Alonzo E. Taylor, The New Deal and Foreign Trade , p. 51
MacMillan Co., New York, 1935, '
'
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Under the Agricultural Adjustment Act there was a
horizontal cut of ^,000,000 acres of crop land on 3,000,000
different farms, and good land as vvell as bad land was being
taken out of use. Economists pointed out that it would be
better to purchase idle lands outright rather than to pay
rent for their disuse year after year, and that the only
long-time sound procedure was to keep the best crop lands
in crops and the poorer lands out of cultivation.
From its very nature such a course of action would
be social rather than economic in nature, but to improve
the use of our human and natural resources is also an
economic problem. People living on poor lands do not have
much to sell. If we bought 100,000,000 poorest acres, we
would probably not cut the total crop production of the
United States The purchase of sub-marginal lands is
not linked with the problem of surplus control.
Beginning a Land Program.
At the recommendation of the National Resources Board
on February 9> 1935> remaining public land v^as withdrawn
from use. This order completely withdrew from settlement,
sale or entry, the entire l65,695>000 acres of public domain.
A few months previously, in November 193^* under the Taylor
Act, (30,000,000 acres of land were made possible for segre-
gation as permanent live stock grazing areas.
1. From an urr redited article in the New York Times,
"All Public Land Barred from Use", February 9, 1935.
I
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Of the 000, 000, 000 work relief program fund,
$900,000,000 was appropriated for a land use and rural
rehabilitation program. In pursuance of the object for
which it was created, the Rural Rehabilitation Administration
started with the avowed purpose of taking 2^,000,000 acres
of sub-marginal land out of cultivation, l^ow it admits it
may be lucky if 10,000,000 acres can be taken out with the
money available. Unwillingness of the owners to sell and
the exorbitant price asked by the willing sellers have been
the main obstacles to success.
Relation of Public Land Policy to Agriculture,
7/hile elimination of sub-marginal lands will not of
itself solve the surplus problem of domestic agricultural
production, it will retard agricultural expansion while demand
overtakes supply, Moreoever, the development of a definite
policy of removing sub-marginal lands from agriculture will
lend itself increasingly to the mobility of population between
city and country and would help to restore and maintain a
better economic balance between agricultiire and industry,^
Also if we do not regain our foreign markets and it becomes
necessary for us to operate on a nationalistic basis, removing
immense areas of land from crop production, this additional
instrument for government planning and control may be of
immense value.
1, Wilson Gee, The Social Economics of Agriculture, p.l9>
The Macmillan Co,, New York, 1932.
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FOREIGN THADE POLICY
The Tariff in American History^
Foreign trade rests upon the vital principle that a
higher standard of living is obtained by the interchange
of goods between both men and nations. Since men and nations
vary in their aptitudes and resources, any system which
permits specialization in a particular field by those best
qualified for the task is bo\ind to achieve greater, long-
time, all-round results.
While this was a generally accepted eaonomic ideal,
in practice the trend was in the opposite direction.
Nationalistic policies reinforced by the profit motive of
business men has prevented the full application of the prin-
ciple of free trade.
Almost from the time we became a separate nation, we
have had tariffs on imports from foreign countries i Although
in the early part of the nineteenth century, Alexander
Hamilton in his noted "Report on Manufactures" advocated
the placing of a tariff for the protection and encouragement
of native industries, the question of tariffs did not become
an important issue until the time of the Civil War, Industry
had by this time acquired the ability to stand on its own feet,
but it was loath to relinquish the monopoly upon the home
market which the tariff afforded.
While industry was emerging from its embryo stage,
the planting interests of the South had developed an extensive
export trade and were aware in a practical way of the advan-
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tages of a free market in which to ppend the proceeds of
their sales abroad. The demands of the South for free trade
were not granted and the Civil War was fought. With the
North emerging victorious, the taxiff was raised to new
heights and national banks were established. Capitalism
flourished.
Historical Function of Agriculture in Foreign Trade.
For the next sixty years, American agriculture was
both the tool and the victim of American industrial capitalism
and American finance capitalism. It was the tool of capital-
ism because in its flourishing export trade it furnished the
means whereby this country paid for the imports of foreign
capital necessary to a rapid development of the resources of
the country. From 1S20, when cotton first assumed an important
position in the national economy, to June 30, 1932, exports of
raw cotton from this country totalled S30, 231, 376,000 accord-
ing to a compilation from the Statistical Abstract of the
United States for 1933. This was 22.25fo of the total exports
of i|l39> 162, 288,000 during the same period. At the same
time it was the victim of capitalism because capitalism in its
progress was evolving a technique of economic control and
monopoly power, while agriculture remained inert and voiceless
,
as eventually to dominate the operation of the national economy
and to strongly influence governmental policies. The farmer
sold his goods in a free market and purchased in a protected
market.
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The post-war foreign economic policy of the country
strikingly emphasizes the dominant power of the industrial
and banking elements as against the general interests, and
particularly the agricult \iral interests of the country.
Up until the time of the World '^ar we were a debtor
nation, but we emerged from the chaos as the outstanding
creditor nation of the world, thanks chiefly to heavy foreign
loans by both the American government and private investors.
The war completely disrupted the normal processes of product-
ion in the belligerent countries and at the same time created
an extraordinary demand for war materials. The United States
became the chief source of supply for such materials and our
exports increased by leaps and bounds. American producers
who supplied these goods, of course, had to be paid. In the
absence of a corresponding increase in sales of merchandise
and services to the United States by other countries and of ade-
quate stocks of gold available for export, payment for a I'arge
part of our exports could be made only from the proceeds of
loans or by the resale of American securities abroad.
On the other hand, the volume of imports remained at about
the pre-war level, although the rise in prices caused some
increase in value. The net result was an excess of merchandise
exports (including silver) over imports of ^15,97^,000,000
for the period July 1, 191^ to December 31, 1919, a sum 36^
greater than the aggregate favorable trade balance for the
period IS73 - ISlk-.^
1, The International Financial Position of the United States.
p. 36, National Industrial Conference Board, New York,1929.
I
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POST-WAR HDREIGN POLICY.
Emerging as we did a creditor nation, American
industrialists refused to recognize the need of adjusting
our policies and internal organization to oux changed
position with regard to other nations. Even the most
enlightened opinion of economists and statesmen could not
bring them to face this fact. When President Wilson returned
the Emergency Tariff Bill of I92I unsigned with the warning
that a creditor nation must expect to take imports in trade,
the tariff was passed over his veto. Later on the Fordney-
McCuraber Tariff was levied and in 1930 the Hawley-Smoot
tariff was the latest tariff enactment directed at the reser-
vation of the home market for American producers.
During this same period, partly as a result of the
Dawes Plan which restored confidence in Germany, and partly
as a result of the immense move toward cheap money and bank
expansion, which grew out of the Federal Reserve policy in
the years 1924«-27> our foreign loans continued. The funds
borrowed were used in part to purchase goods in America, for
investment here in American securities, or for creating
balances in American banks. Thus for a time, the appearance
of prosperity in continued exports and a stock market boom,
concealed the major defect of our position.
With the depression of the thirties, our foreign capital
relations had a disturbing influence upon our national economy.
American securities held by foreigners were dumped upon the
markets and the proceeds of their sale and foreign bank balances
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were withdrawn in the form of gold. Our failure to behave
as a creditor nation should accelerated a trend in another
direction - economic nationalism - which commenced shortly
after the close of the War,
Economic Nationalism,
Some countries faced with the difficulty of balancing
international trade under modern conditions and the problem
of relating the internal and international aspects of their
economies have resorted to a program of economic nationalism.
They have tried to minimize international influences by
making their own countries as self-contained as possible.
Such a program sacrifices the real advantages of international
trade and the higher standard of living made possible by the
international division of labor, but it allows the particular
country to deal with its internal economic problems and
avoid the impact of foreign developments i.e, trade, capital,
and gold movements,
American foreign policy was not entirely unconcerned
in the reaction which its conduct might have upon world
relationships. For fear that the encouraging of dumping of
our agricultural surpluses upon world markets would accelerate
the trend toward economic nationalism and diminish the pos-
sibility of loaiBand exports of manufactured goods, the
industrial and banking elements took pains to see that no
subsidy was granted to agricultural exports.
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The Tariff and Agricultxire.
The tariff policy of the nation affected agriculture
and industry in different ways. From the standpoint of the
tariff, agricultural commodities may be divided into three
groups:
1. Those produced exclusively for domestic
consumption, such as dairy and poultry products, oil seeds.
Vegetable products, hides and skins.
2» Those produced in excess of domestic
needs such as wheat, corn, cotton, pork, beef, tobacco and
rice,
3. Those which are not produced in sufficient
volume to supply the domestic demajod and which are imported,
such as sugar, coffee, wool, flaxseed, cocoa, tea, rubber,
silk, certain citrus fruits and certain vegetables.
Since a scarcity does not exist in group (l), pro-
duction being equal to demand, a tariff has not been able to
operate effectively in raising prices. In group (2) the
price obtained is the world price and obviously the tariff
has no effect upon their prices. The tariff, however, may
act as an embargo. In group (3) a tariff revision is
immediately reflected in prices.
The number of farmers engaged in production of com-
modities which are on an import basis is small in comparison
with those in other branches of agriculture. In the main,
the beet-sugar growers and sheep raisers are about the only
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group which would be materially assisted by tariff
increases, and they form only a small portion of the farming
population. In fact they are the only important group of
industrialized, corporation farmers in the United States.
From 1921 to I929, with the nations of the world
attempting to attain self-sufficiency in foodstuffs and raw
materials, the return of acreage withdrawn from production
during the War and the appearance in world competition of
newly opened farm lands, our agricultural exports found it
increasingly difficult to be absorbed in world markets and
our surplus products began to glut the domestic mart,
2
Agitation developed, sponsored by the 'farm bloc' in Congress
for some device which would make the tariff effective on
the class of products which we grew upon an export basis,
removing the surpluses which were piling up at home from the
domestic market. Of the many schemes proposed to accomplish
this end, the Equalization Fee Plan and the Export Debenture
Plan received the most serious attention and support.
The Equalization Fee Plan contemplated the creation
of a government export corporation whose function would be to
buy the exportable surpluses at world prices plus tariff and
sell it abroad at world prices. The loss suffered by the
corporation is made up by collecting an "equalization fee"
which would be assessed on every pound or bushel of those
crops included in the "export basis group" when and as sold
by the farmer."^
1. John D. Black, Ag;ricultural Reform in the United States,
p. 232, McGraw-Kill Book Company, New York
2. Annalist 33:931-2, May 2^, 1929
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In the meantime, the domestic price of the coramodity
will have risen to world price-plus-tariff because of the
removal of the pressure of the surplus upon the United
States price. The vital part of the plan was that it would
pay to take a loss on the surplus diiraped on the export racTket
in order to force up the price of the major portion of the
annual production which is sold within the United States,
The Equalization Fee plaji first appeared in a pamphlet,
October, 1$^22, addressed to President Howard of the Farm
Bureau Federation. The article bore the names of George N.
Peek and Hugh 3, Johnson as authors. It was first incorporated
into legislative proposals in the McNary-Haugen bill intro-
duced into Congress January lb, 1^2^-*^
Under the provisions of the Export Debenture Plan, the
exporters of those farm products in which there is an ex-
portable surplus, would receive federal treasury certificates
or debentures having a face value determined by Congress and
intended to equalize the differences in cost of production
here and abroad. Such certificates would be negotiable at
face value and would be accepted in payment of duties on
goods imported to this country.
This plan was first brought to the attention of Congress
in the form of the McKinley-Adkins Bill of January, 1926, It
Vi/as sponsored by Professor C. L. Stewart of the University
of Illinois, who derived it from the German Import Certificate
p
system.
1. Ibid, p. 232
2. John ^xaur ice Clark, Social Control of Business^
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois, May, I92S,

Plans of this type were consistently vetoed by
Presidents Coolid^e and Harding because of the harmful
reactionary possibilities they offered to our export trade
in manufactures and our capital relations v.lth other countries.
When President Roosevelt came into office, the voluntary
domestic allotment plan was put into operation through the
Agricultural Adjustment Act, Under it the production goal of
American farmers was domestic needs plus what could be
absorbed without depressing prices on the world markets.
The dislocation to the American economy caused by
foreign external influences was severe enough to cause many
to ponder on the advisability of insulating our economy from
the harmful effects growing out of our world relationships,
in the form of trade, investments and loans, by adopting a
policy of self-containment.
The United States is to a large extent self-contained
and could go a long way toward throwing its system out of
gear with the world economy without greatly lovv'ering its
living standards. Although there are a few of our manu-
facturing industries which would require readjustment if we
were to follow the national plan exclusively, for the most
part the burden of adjustment would fall on agriculture*"^
^^or the period I92I-I93O the average acreage devoted
to exports amounted to 59*902,000 acres or l6.4^ of the total
2
acreage under cultivation. But the probelm of reducing out-
1. America Must Choose, Henry A. Wallace, 7/orld Affairs Pamphlets
#3193^* published jointly by Foreign Policy Assocat ion,U, y.
,
and the ^orld Peace Foundation, Boston,Mass. ^^^e S.
2. The American Farmers and the Export Market, Austin A. Dowel 1and Oscar B. Jesness, University of Minnesota Press 19^4page 75»
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put to domestic requirements is aot so simple as eliminating
one-sixth or one-seventh of the total output. It me?.ns for
cotton, one-half; tob'T'.cco, one-third; wheat, one-fifth;
rice, one-fifth; corn, ik-fo to ^fo,
To reduce output to national needs would mean a pro-
found reorganization in the cotton, corn and hog, tobacco
and wheat regions. Sirice our farmers are not able to follow
the path of national isolation, they are vitally interested
in the question of international competition.
New Deal Foreign Policy,
Under the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act of 193^, the
President was empowered to reduce up to ^Ofo the existing
tariffs to nations who would reciprocate. The Secretary of
Commerce was authorized to execute trade treaties with
foreign countries and to insert the "unconditional most
favored nation clause" in each agreement. Under the pro-
visions of this clause the United States guaranteed to each
signatory country tariff rates as low as that extended to
any country on the particular product.
This trade agreement program w^ the American effort
to combat the growing tendency to close the channels of
international trade. It equipped the United States with an
effective tariff bargaining implement which brought this
country into "realistic" trade relationships v.lth other
countries. So far fourteen trade agreements have been
negotiated, which ^ive us far-reaching concessions on scores
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of agricultural products ranging as high as 50^ to 60"^ in
tariff-rate reductions, some complete removals of rates,
liberalization of import quotas and other barriers.
These concessions relate to one-third of our normal
farm exports to the fourteen countries involved. With
respect to another third of our farm exports, pledges have
been made to continue existing favorable treatment. Agree-
ments include those with Cuba, Brazil, Belgium, Haiti, Sweden,
Columbia, Canada, Honduras, Holland and Swi tzerland.
Geor^:e Peek, special foreign trade adviser to the
President, has advocated major changes in our foreign trade
policy. Instead of making a horizontal reduction in our
tariffs, either through tariff legislation or generalizing
tariff concessions under the trade agreements act, he advocate
that this country should adopt a policy of selective imports
and exports through making individual arrangements with in-
dividual nations, country by country. Recent figures show,
so he claims, that there is no validity in the assumption
that our buying abroad will cause similar purchasing here,
for it is equally possible that the dollar exchange created
abroad will be invested in securities here rather than
expended for commodities. Since commodity movements are
inter-related to capital movements, he recommends, in addition
arrangements whereby controls of the capital transactions as
1, From an eirticle in the i^ew York Times entitled, "Trade
Policy Shading as an Election Factor", by Harold B, Hinton
October 10*, 1936.
II
well as the cominodity transactions between nations can be
put into operation. The Federal Reserve Banks, in co-
operation with its member banks, are now laying the base
for such a system of capital control between America and
other countries through a system of statistics. '^Vhether
or not- it will be put into operation depends upon future
developments.
i
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CHAPTER IX
CKANQING FUNCTION OF GOVERNMENT
Adam Smith and Laissez-faire,
In 177^, while the American colonies were embattled
with England over the policies of British mercantilism
and taxation, a hook entitled "An Enquiry into the Wealth
of Nations", written by Adams Smith, appeared in London. He
espoused a principle of economic liberalism to displace the
mercantilism prevalent as a system for the previous two
centuries. Authoritative planning, which the mercantilists
had considered an unquestionable necessity was to be dis-
placed, according to his treatise, and replaced by the auto-
matic functioning of free competition.
The famous laissez-faire doctrine, later called "free
competition" and "individualism" embedded in his classic
work, may be stated as follows:
"Nature provides for social progress by making every
man anxious to better his condition; that while selfishly
pursuing this aim, he is nevertheless guided by 'an invisible
hand' to enhance the public good; that the interference of
the government with his efforts in the name of that public
good thus defeats its own objective; that the best policy is
to avoid such interference because the results will tend
naturally to produce progress and human liberty and hence
public benefit,"
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The grafting of a theoretical pattern for an economy
was very timely for nascent capitalism which turned to Adam
Smith and his teachings for guidance.
Automatic Adjustment,
The "automatic adjustment" of the economic system to
the separate activities of many people, each of whom is
seeking his own profit, was to be effected through a system
of prices determined by the natural law of supply and demand.
Men would direct their energies and talents to producing
those things which society needed or wanted most and v/hich
would be indicated by the opportunities for profit in that
field. At the seune time, the appearance of sufficient pro-
ducers in the field would be signalized by declining prices
and of opportunities for profit. If demand for labor, capital
or a commodity was great and the available supply of the
particular labor, capital or commodity less than the demand,
prices y;ould rise; if supply exceeded demand, prices would
decline. High wages would attract vvorkere to that industry
and if more workers were available than required, the wage
paid would automatically fall. If capital was needed in a
business, the interest paid for its use would vgiry in pro-
portion to the available supply of money for investment in
that business. If prices reflected sensitively the level
at which producers were willing to buy, the right amount of
the right products would be produced and sold and human
labor and materials would be used in the most efficient manner
I
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Economic life was to be in large measure an unconscious
thing, in the sense that no mind or group of minds would
direct the whole picture. Intelligence was to run through
it, but it was to be the intelligence of individuals seeking
their own particular wages or their own particular profits,
seeing their own sources of supply, seeing their own markets
but not seeing with any great clearness the movement of the
system as a whole.
The Old Economy.
Our economic and our political philosophy has in large
measure been determined by our physical environment. America
at the time of Adam Smith was an aggregation of loosely connect-
ed communities. Tra.nsportation was slow ajid hazardous, com^-
munication uncertain, education was uncommon. We had not
even a dream of the Machine Age upon whose threshold we stood.
In a country which had known the tyranny of a distant
despot, in a land where business units were small and in-
dividually owned, in an economy where competition was free
and unimpaired and the central machinery of the market was
uncontrolled, the teachings of Adam Smith found full acceptance
in the economic beliefs of the colonists. Moreover, in
framing the Constitution, the structural foundation of our
government, pains were taken to preserve a maximum of freedom
in the individual and a minimum of authority on the part of
the government to interfere in the economic activities of
its citizens.

The New Economy.
The drift of events was such, however, as to complete-
ly revolutionize the character of the national economy, and
to change the nature of economic relationships among men.
The development of an industrial civilization in place of
the old agrarian way of making a living has impaired the
mechanisms upon which the old system relied and has instead
worked out a set of governing rules and regulations vastly
more co.nplex than those laid down in the days of Adam Smith,
With the series of inventions which begc^n about the
turn of the nineteenth century, such as the sewing machine,
steamboat, locomotive, printing press, telephone and tele-
graph, and hundreds of others, the factory system of manu-
facturing with its sub-divisions of labor and its specializa-
tion of tasks took the place of domestic handicraft industry.
Men, instead of remaining free economic agents in the market,
became subject to the authority and direction of others, their
employers. The multitude of individuals or small independent
shops were replaced by a single large factory with managerial
coordination within this larger unit. Instead of thousands
of competing individuals, competition was between the smaller
number of factory units, A measure of the concentration of
economic power is available when we realize that in 1929 there
were 2,713 factories employing 3^ of the total number of
workers and that flfo of the workers were employed in factories
with 100 or more workers,^
1, Kirby Page, Individualism and Socialism, p,109«
Farrar & Rinehart, 1933, ^lew York.
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But it was not only in the actual fabricating pro-
cesses that centralized control as a feature of economic
development was talcing place. With the acquiring of legal
recognitions, corporations developed a power of control over
and above factory control that knew no bounds. The size of
the efficient factory unit may be limited by the character
of the different technical processes or by markets, but
the size of the corporate enterprise can expand with the
development of administrative technique. From about IS50
to the present, this growth of corporate control has continued
by the tools of voting trusts, holding companies, subsidiaries,
and the like. According to a study by Mr. Adolph Berle, Jr.,
one of the chief advisers to President Roosevelt, and Gardiner
C. Means of Columbia University, ^9.2^ of the corporate wealth,
and 22.0^ of the national wealth was controlled by the 200
largest non-banking corporations in the United States on
January 1, 1930.
Furthermore, superimposed upon the control of industrial
workers through the factory system and of a major share of
economic activity in general through corporate ownership, are
legal devices such as management agreements, voting trusts,
non-par stock, minority blocs and the like, which have divested
ownership of the traditional right of control and placed this
authority in the hands of executives who determine corporate
1, A. A. Berle and G, C. Means, The I^odern Corporation and
Private Property, p. 28, 29. The MacMillan Company,193i^-.
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policy. Although the wide dispersion of shares among
hundreds of thousands of stockholders is nominally an indica-
tion of economic democracy, actual control is vested in a
small minority, or even in a hoard of directors. Of the
two hundred corporations referred- to above, eighty-eight are
controlled "by management without important ovmership; forty-
one are controlled by some legal device without important
ownership; and forty-seven were dominated by policies of a
minority of the stockholders. The total wealth of these three
groups in which management was divorced from ownership was
75>900>000>000»^ Corporate development, impelled by tech-
nological advance and the factory system, has resulted in
ownership of wealth without appreciable control, and control
of wealth without appreciable ovmership. The old economy
idealized by Adam Smith, where each individual was laborer,
owner, and manager of his own economic destiny, has given
way to the new economy which separates the functions of
labor, proprietor and director into separate categories. Here
lies the crux of our modern economic problem.
The Effects of Monopoly ,
With the growth of monopoly control, the automatic
checks and balances of the perfect economic system envisioned
by the classical economists, have largely disappeared. In the
old economy no one held power and the automatic operation of
the market was the determining factor of the conditions under
1. Management Divorced from Ownership, p. 57, Worlds Y/ork
July, 1932.
'
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which activities would be carried out and not the decisions
of individuals. Today the volume of operations of economic
activity rests with the discretion of a relatively small
number of men and they have been able to exert a dominating
influence upon industrial operations, prices, and production.
Policies have been substituted for the normal reactions of
the old system. Whenever a large corporation has to choose
between changing its prices and changing its volume of pro-
duction, it makes most of its adjustments to changing economic
conditions by changing the volume of production.
The theory of progress under capitalism furthermore
contemplated the passing of improvements in industrial tech-
nique along to consumers by means of price reductions en -
forced through competition. Monopoly power has been able to
avoid this. Since Tjl^ the average of wholesale industrial
prices has been 67. 3^ above pre-war prices notwithstanding
the fact that since I92I industry as a whole has been able
to increase its efficiency 59/^«'^ No't only does monopoly seek
to retain the profits of increased efficiency for itself
through its ability to determine prices, but by curtailing
its production it throws men out of work and creates a lack
of purchasing power. And these policies are carried out
despite the fact that we cannot run an ecoxiomy of science,
technology, and power production in low gear; that its natiire
is such that it must be run at full tilt and aspire for
1. Lewis F. Carr, Americsa Challen^ied, p. 24-, Macmillan, N.Y.
1929.
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mass production and mass consumption if its maximum efficiency
is to be attained;^ and without apparent consideration to
the fact that all o\ar econoudc activity is geared into one
system and that a stoppage at one point of the process
spreads like an epidemic through the entire system.
Modern capitalism has in its march to power been
able to put into practice policies which have impaired the
system of controls, the automatic checks and balances upon
which the laissez-faire order envisaged by Adam Smith rested.
Free and absolute competition has given way to administrative
competition. Prices are predetermined instead of the result
of the impact of supply and demand and no longer fulfill
their central function of unconscious regulation. The profit
motive designed to produce national welfare has been the
impelling motive for speculation, monopoly and exploitation.
Executives who determine policies are not the ones who will
bear the brunt of their decisions. Those who are most
seriously concerned have no choice in the matter. From the
national point of view, big businesses can become irresponsible
while in a presumably economic democracy millions of people
are voiceless.
The Twilifi-ht of Laissez-faire
.
Twenty-nine depressions and twenty-eight periods
of revival and prosperity have taken place in the United States
since the year 1791»^ The depression which began in 1929, if
1. Glenn Frank, Auierica's Hour of Decision
, p.lOS, McGraw Kill
BookCompany, 1934,
2. William C, Schluter, Economic Cycles and Crises
>
p. 27, Sears
Publishing Co., New Toi'k, 1933,
I
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not the longest, has been the most severe in our history.
Between July 1929 and April 1933 "the decline in business
was about ^7^; in wholesale prices hofo; in unemployment ^5^.
Wages fell GO'fo in selected industries and the total labor
income fell ^fo,"^ To atte.^pt to definitely evaluate the
many contributing causes of these depressions is to arouse
endless debate. Translated in the light of existing economic
philosophies, to some observers it meant that artificial
disturbances were creeping into the econjaic system; to others,
these depressions were the means by which automatic adjust-
ments were brought about.
Regardless of the accuracy of either interpretation,
we have come to the realization that the changing nature of
our national economy has made it imperative that some form
of conscious economic planning or control must take the place
of the haphazard arrangement that has so long prevailed.
Our economy with its sub-division of tasks, its
myriads of interrelations, its coast-to-coast net work inter-
dependent business dealings, has lost its adaptive and
2
absorptive qualities and can no longer be depended upon to
continue upward of its own internal forces. However desirable
individualism may have been as a useful economic creed in a
pioneer nation, with land to be settled and frontiers to be
1. national Income, I929-I932, p.l^. Senate Docu^ient No. 12^,
73rd Congress,
2. Sir Arthur Salter, The Future of Capitalism , Fottune Magazine,
p. 62, April 1933,
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conquered, our system has now arrived at a degree of maturity
that requires a rule of action which lays emphasis on the
relation of the part to the whole, We are now concerned with
economic maintenance, not economic development,^
Today the economy vitally implicates the whole
p
mass of people. ^Vith the processes of production and dis-
tribution operating on a large scale and over wide territories,
it becojraes absolutely necessary for some supreme §uthority
to assume the function of directing, v^atching, stimulating,
and restoring as the need may be. Laissez-faire has proven
to be an aspiration unfilled and unfillable; a principle
which has been allowed to govern some of the relations of
economic life, but not all; a system of control fairly
adequate for some purposes, but never all sufficient.-^
Certainly if laissez-faire were fitted for the con-
temporary economic order, we would fail to observe any of the
characteristics of the present - men, ready, willing, and
able to work, without jobs; factories completely equipped
but idle; capital funds in savings acco^onts piling up to
record figures; highly concentrated wealth and control of
property; highly diffused poverty and dependence. Laissez-
faire and economic individualism were forms of econoniic
planning which had their limitations with economic maturity.
Today national economy is the controlling factor and con-
centration of responsibility in our modern economic society
Tl Hexford G. Tugwell. Government in a Chan3:ing: 'Vorld
.
Review of
Reviews, p.33> August, 1933*
2. iValter Lippman, The Method of Freedom, p.l4-15. The Macmillan
Company, New York, i^j^k,
3. John kaurice Clark, Social Control of Business, p. 32,
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 111., I92SI

is indispensable to its efficient operation.
The Hew Role of Grovernment .
Actually, however, a large ainount of control has
been vested in business men, bankers, and industrialists,
but the depression raised the question of whether or not
this power was used for the national interest. Sentiment
developed increasingly for a transfer of this power of control
from private hands to the government, the most powerful and
all-embracing single agency of social control. Collectivism
appeared on the scene.
It is generally recognized that the primary function
of the State is to "maintain peace, order, and good govern-
ment"; in other words, to preserve the status quo and protect
property, furthermore, part of the t radition of government
in America -that government should "keep out of business" -
has rested on the theory of automatic adjustments. It was
assumed that any interference by government was obviously
dangerous since it might prevent automatic adjustment in
business conditions.
The first phase of free collectivism as practiced
in this country has been regulation. It took the form of
measures which set the limits within which private initiative
was confined and fixed standards to which they must conform.
It was based upon recognition of the fact that initiative
may be evil as well as good and that it is the duty of the
II
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state to encourage initiative when it is good and to dis-
courage it when it is bad."^
The American government has undertaken many types
of regulation, among which the most important are: investigat-
ing businesses and requiring reports; controlling entry into
business; regulating prices; regulating service and quality;
preventing unfair discrimination; c:ntrolling monopoly and
restraint of trade; preventing unfair methods of competition;
regulation and promotion of aviation; reg-ulation of telephone
and telegraph communication; Federal control of railroads,
utilities, radio and electricity; state regulation of motor
busses and trucks, banking and insurance companies; and control
of business through the Sherman Anti-Trust Act of IS90 and
the Federal Trade Commission.
But regulation is essentially negative. It does
not react to the vital defect of individualism which is that
the multitude of individual deci sions are not sufficiently
enlightened to keep the economy as a whole in working order.
Our systsm has become so intricate that it nov; contains forces
within it which may rise up and destroy it. Up until nov/,
the government has never assumed a positive responsibility
for making the economy function. The natiire of the system
today confers that new role upon government,
1. Walter Lipmann, The jiiethod of Freedom, p.^7> Macmillan
Company, New York, 193^*
2. Ibid, p. 48,
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The New Desil and IJational gconomy ,
When the recent administration came into power
it was faced with a choice of methods to be used in direct-
ing the operation of the economy. The traditions of the
people with respect to the relation of the government to
business commanded that something far short of the system
diametrically opposed to laissez-faire, absolute collectivism
or a 'directed economy* with the inevitable iron discipline
that it entails, be used. President Roosevelt and the
Congress invoked the method of free collectivism or a 'com-
pensated economy'. Under the 'compensated economy' the state,
while acknowledging its obligation for the standard of living
and the economic order as a whole, preserved within very
wide limits the liberty of private transactions,-^
Accordingly, it attempted to drive home to private
enterprise an acceptance of the view that only when particular
policies and business practices are in conformity to the law
of general good, will private enterprise be able to preserve
itself. The idea was advanced that capitalism could be
brought under social control with a minimum of coercion and
a. maximum of persuasion of self-interest. Initiative was to
be preserved, but subjected to responsibilities.
Faced with the practical realities of the situation,
the New Deal pointed in ajiother direction and through the
N.R. A. and A. A. A, introduced administrative coordination
1. Walter Lippman,
The Macmillan C
The Method of Freedom, p,ij^,
ompany. New York, 193^1-,
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where the market place failed to function, A conscious
effort was inade to keep the major producing groups - farmers,
factory workers, and the service employees - in balanced
income relationships toward one another so that they could
more fully employ one another through interchanging the
products of their labor, A deliberate attempt was made to
redress the balance of private actions by compensating public
actions. Government spending was stepped up while private
activity was sub-normal and was tapered off when business
activity recovered.
The method employed has been frequently branded
"Socialism" because it represented a wide departure from the
traditional role of government. Closer scrutiny reveals,
however, that capitalism is no longer dependent upon the
doctrine of laissez-faire for its continuance, but rather
upon a rijle of conduct that leads in another direction. To
seek the acceleration of economic progress by means of com-
pensations referred to above is not to attack the system of
capitalism but rather to return to the very logic upon which
that system was justified and extolled by Adam Smith and
economists through the years when the system was assu^ning its
present character.
The Limitations of Oovernment Control ,
The goverrmient, however, is by no means fully
equipped to direct the national arrangement. The sub-divisions
of power between the people, state governments, and the

Federal government, as well as the division of functions
in the latter among legislative, executive, and judicial
branches, originally designed to perpetuate political
liberty, ironically enough today ha/i^ers economic control in
the same name. The government possesses no authority, under
recent decisions of the Supreme Court, to regulate hours of
labor, wages, manufacturing and agricultural production or
competition, except to a limited degree, iVhat little is
done in the way of control comes through a Congress composed
of Senators and Representatives chosen on a basis of geo-
graphical representation, ignoring the fact that economic
developments of the past one hundred years have economically
obliterated state boundaries and that this form of represent-
ation is anachronistic.
Nor can relief from this dilemma be sought by
appeal to the people, Americans are so imbued with traditions
concerning our present governmental set-up and are so con-
fident of the possibility of achieving a solution without
radical alteration of its structure, that changes can be
advocated only at the risk of losing political control. It
may well be, therefore, that the government, charged by the
people with responsibility for the efficient operation of
the national economy, may look for its accomplishment outside
of its own household.
With mass production, mass consumption has become
important. Consuming power is the force which today causes
Ii
industry to operate. Organized consumer groups may be
able to exert an organized influence upon the private
policies of industry, agriculture, and finance with respect
to wages and prices and thus accomplish what has been
denied the government.

PART III
THE FUTURS POSITION OF AGRICULTURE
IN THE NAT 10. ECONQiylY
In discussing the future position of agriculture
in the national economy, it is well to reflect on the
incisive criticism embodied in the following paragraph
culled from a book by a well-knov/n writer on economics:
"Those who raise the food we consume are indispensable to
our existence. They are infinitely more important than
soldiers. The latter merely Indulge in the expensive and
wasteful luxury of shooting to death those whom the nation
thinks it hates; the latter constructively keep all the
people from starving to death. Curiously enough, we provide
a bonus and pensions for soldiers and keep in relative
poverty and misery the farmers. In reality, every citizen
owes a debt to the farmers who under present conditions
might well be considered peace-time patriotic heroes,"^
It goes without saying that the farmers, as a class,
are richly deserving of an opportunity to earn a livelihood,
and that no stone should be left unturned to discover the
reasons why this object is not realized. The first subject
which will be analyzed is the export surplus and its
1. Jerome Davis, Capitalism and Its Culture, p.'+59> Farrar
& Rinehart, i^ew York, 193 6.
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relationship to the farmers' financial straits.
The sudden collapse of prices at the conclusion
of the World War left the agricultural industry with
enormous surpluses of foodstuffs and an excess of many
millions of acres of fertile crop lands. With prices
constantly receding, farmers v/ere plunged from comparative
affluence into a condition of absolute want, which, except
for some governmental help, has continued to the present
day.
Referring back to 1921, the total acreage devoted
to export crops reached a maximum of 80,202,000 acres, or
21.7 per cent of the total. In 1930, it had shrunk to a minimum
of ^7,272,000 acres, or 13,1 per cent,"^ Notwithstanding
that the American farmer is paying a much greater proportion
of his dollar for commodities than he is receiving for his
exports, he still goes on raising crops for the foreign
markets.
Taken as a whole, there are some compulsory aspects
to the situation, for the reduction of the acreage one-sixth
or one-seventh of the total output is beset with many serious
factors. Take cotton as an example: In the process of
elimination the proportion of this crop would be exactly
one-half. In tobacco, it would amount to one acre in three.
1. Austin A. Dowell and Oscar B. Jesness, The American Farmer
and the Export Market
. p. 23. The University of Minnesota
Press, Minneapolis, 193^«
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Of the other crops the ratios would be as follows: wheat,
one acre in five; rice, one acre in five; corn, approximately
1^ per cent.^
Since approximt el y 90 P^r cent of the crops grown
in the United States are utilized domestically, it should
be comparatively simple to reduce the acreage of the other
10 per cent so that only enough would be raised to serve
domestic needs. This, unfortunately, is not easy of accomp-
lishment, for with export crops like cotton and tobacco,
where such reduction plans were attempted, whole sections
would be demoralized and vast numbers of people ruined
fi nancially.
If it is to be assumed that in the present state of
agricultural economy, surpluses are inevitable and since
the export markets cannot absorb these surpluses, what
remedies can be applied to enable farmers to eaxn a liveli-
hood from their industry? It does not seem possible to
absorb these surpluses by the natural growth of population.
Again perhaps the per capita consumption of foodstuffs C8.n
be increased. Surpluses might be reduced by taking sub-
marginal land out of production, A final suggestion is to
use the surplus lands for the planting of crops which are
now iii^orted from abroad.
1, Austin A. Dowell and Oscar B. Jesness, The American
Farmer and the Export Llarket , p. 25, The University of
Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 193^«
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Computations of the future population of the
United States made by the Scripps Foundation indicate that a
maximum of about li^•5,000,000 will be reached about 1970,
and that from that time on the tendency will be for a
decline."^ This forecast does not augur well with the hope
for natural absorption by means of increases in population.
Per capita consumption of foodstuffs could be
increased if the underprivileged classes would be given
an opportunity to earn more so that they could purchase.
Henry Wallace, Secretary of Agriculture, in referring to
the three and one-half million fainilies who were receiving
unemployment relief through public funds in the fall of
1933* said; "If these three and a half million families
were able to eat as most of them probably did a few years
ago, their food consumption would be double what it is
today, "2
The available facts disclose a situation confronting
agriculture that is distinctly ominous. The per capita
consumption of cereals has declined steadily for a number
of years, approximately 37 per cent since 1900,3 Cotton
consumption fell continually, the reduction in use being
accelerated in 1930 largely beca,use of a continuing decline
1. Austin A, Dowell and Oscar B. Jesness, The Ainerjcan
Farmer and the Export Market , p. 92. The University of
Minnesota Press, iilinneai:olis, 193^»
2. News Release for Radio Broadcast Use by United States
Department of Agriculture, October IS, 1933*
Baker, The Prospect for Consumption of Farm Prodi^ntR
p. 10b, University 01 kinn. Dept, o f lgricultui^e,ijec.
I
in its use for clothing. The per-capita consumption of
potatoes declined from an average of ISO pounds a year
during the years 1902-O6 to 162 pounds during 1917-21,
and 1^6 pounds during 1926-30«^
The foregoing figures are an indication that the
farmers of United States cannot rely on domestic markets in
order to take care of their surplus products unless there is
a radical distribution of the national economy so that
increased purchasing power will create greater consuming
power.
Huge quantities of dairy products imported into
the United States each year directly add to the great domestic
surplus. In 192^, fourteen countries imported butter into
the United States —Denmark, 7,000,000 pounds; New Zealand,
4-, 000, 000 pounds; Canada, 3,000,000 pounds; the remainder
in lesser quantities. Cheese tells a similar story: Italy,
31,000,000 pounds; Switzerland, 1^,000,000 pounds; France,
4,000,000 pounds, etc. The total butter import was 19,^0,000
pounds and the import of cheese v/as approximately 60,000,000
- 2pounas.
Without discussing the relative merits of a high
protective tariff, it seems passing strange that in a year
1, 0, S. Baker, The Prospect for Corxsumption of Farm Products ,
p. Ill, University of Itinnesota Department of Agriculture,
Dec. 2, 1932.
2. William C. Redfield, Dependent America, p. 100, 101.
Eoughton i'lifflin & Co., Boston, I926.

when agriculture was in a most deplorable condition, it v»?as
possible to import into the United States 19,000,000 pounds
of butter and 60,000,000 pounds of cheese which meant that
the same quantity of the domestic product was deprived of
its normal channels.
In regard to grain, a worthwhile suggestion has
been made by Secretary Wallace, who favors a "normal granary
plan", whereby the government will grant loans to farmers
against grain withheld from the market and kept under seal.
In order to participate in this plan, farmers must agree to a
stipulated acreage.^
Entanged with the domestic situation is a badly
snarled export problem, especially in its application to
cotton. In 193^i "the domestic cotton crop was estimated
at 9,500,000 bales. Added to the carry-over of 10,600,000
bales, it gave the United States a dominant statistical
2position. This would have been excellent, but for the
first time since the Civil War, the aggregate output of
cotton abroad exceeded that of the United States. This was
caused by the increase of the yield abroad and at the same
time the sharp reduction of the domestic yield. Economic
authorities have given expression to fears that if we allow
the cotton growers abroad to obtain a wedge on trade which
1. The Guaranty Survey, p.9j Guaranty Trust Company of
New York, August 27, 1934.
2. Ibid., p. 7, October 29, 193^.
II
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normally belongs to the United States, we will never have
an opportunity to gain it back again. The belief has been
expressed that "it would be considerably easier and more
conducive to economic recovery and stabilization to facilitate
the absorption of our excess products abroad than to disor-
ganize completely our agricultural and industrial structure
by attempting to adjust it to domestic requirements alone.
The future welfare of agriculture is a subject
which has engaged the time and efforts of the ablest minds
in the fields of economics and sociology. One fact is self-
evident; that under our present capitalistic system, it is
faring ill, with a gloomy outlook ahead for the next few
years.
Even under the liberal Franklin Roosevelt regime,
the efforts put forth a.re contradictory and in a few
respects inimical to the interests of the farmers. For
instance, at one and the same time the adinini strati on is
a. Paying millions of dollars to curtail
production and destroy crops.
b. Building the Columbia River Dam to in-
crease available farm land to the extend of millions of acres,
c. Setting up the unemployed as subsistence
farmers.
1. The Guaranty Survey, p. 10, Guaranty Tr\ist Company of
New York, Vol. XIV, No. 7, October 29, 193^,
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d. Aiding the farmers to increase their
crops by more intensive scientific cultivation through free
seeds and free advice from the Department of Agriculture,^
Obviously, the foregoing plans are only makeshifts
and are not meant for long range benefits for the farmer.
What then 7/ould be the future trend of agriculture under
systems such as fascism, socialism, Hitlerism or communism?
It is reasonable to think that these foreign political ideas
are repugnant to the vast majority of our people. We are
still too much imbued with our traditional love of freedom
to surrender it at the behest of demagogs whose political
and social philosophy is antithetical to American ideals.
This is especially true of the American farmer who
is an incurable individualist. While he is engaged in a
business which has a "plant", machinery, electrical equip-
ment, etc., fundamentally the farmer's possessions have a
deeper significance than their intrinsic commercial value.
Often the farm has been in the family for generations and
is regarded primarily as a home, with all of its traditions
and deep-rooted associations, '^hat is why, despite the
farmer's inability to earn a livelihood, the onerous debts,
the long hours and hard labor, he and his family cannot be
uprooted from the broad acres they know as home.
1, Jerome Davis, Capitalism and Its Culture. p«^77>
Farrar & Rinehart, New York, 1935,

One of the most original contributions to the
science of political economy in its ability to throw some
real light on the problems that particularly affect the
farmers of United States is America's Oapacity to Produce
and America's Capacity to Consume, a work produced by the
Brookings Institution of Ti'ashington, D.C."'"
According to the findings of the monograph,
America's Capacity to Produce , agriculture, in the late 1920*s
had an unutilized labor force equal to at least 20 per cent
of the total, and that part of this unutilized labor force
could have been absorbed in agriculture, thereby increasing
agricultural output. Data show that with the application of
efficiency principles some 50^,000 workers could have been
taken from agriculture, while permitting a 10 per cent increase
in output.
2
The basic weakness in the national economy, says
the report, is the lack of productive effort because of failure
to coordinate the various industries. If this coordination
were possible there would be a 19 per cent increase in output
of new productive effort ,
"State in terms of money, this increased product-
ivity would have approximated 15 billion dollars. Such an
increase in the national income would have permitted enlarging
1. iiiade possible by a grant from the i-iaurice and Laura Falk
Foundation of Pittsburgh, pa. and published in 1933 and 193^«
2. A Digest of the studies made by the Brookings Institution,
Washington, D.C., p. 30, 1933 and 193^4-,
1
the budgets of 15 million families to the extent of ;i?l,000
each, adding goods and services to an amount of '>^'J^5 (01^ ^
1929 price level) to every family having an income of
$2,500 or less in that year, producing $6oS worth of
additional well-being for every family up to the ^5*000
level, raising the incomes of million families whose
incomes were less than i;?2,000 up to that level, increasing
all family incomes below the 43>500 level by ^2 per cent,
adding !|5^5 "to the income of every family of two or more
persons, or giving $125 to every man, woman and child in
the country,"'^
The foregoing findings are based on scientific
expert research and have been deduced from factual data
which have shown that United States has the raw materials,
the plant structure, the equipment, and what is most impor-
tant of all, an ample supply of skilled and semi-skilled
labor to produce to the maximum limit of the country's
capacity,
HmmMmmm
On the other hand, in the accompanying monograph,
America's Capacity to Consume, the thesis presented, v/hich
is based on expert research investigations, brings forth
a tremendous array of convincing data that America still
has a great potential consuming capacity. Striking dispa-
!• A Dii5:est of the Studies made by the Brookings Institution,
Washington, D.C., p. 32, 1933 and 193^.

rities in earning capacity and standards of living aunong the
various classes are in the following figures: 11,653,000
families, in 1929, with incomes of less than ^1,500 received
a total of about 10 billion dollars. At the other extreme,
the 36,000 families having incomes in excess of i#75,000
possessed an aggregate income of 9«^ billion dollars. Thus
it appears that 0,1 per cent of the families at the top
received practically as much as ^2 per cent of the families
at the bottom of the scale.
^'he average income, in I929, of farm families was
$1,2^, as compared with $3,226 for town and urban families.
The income of farm residents disclosed a range of 90O per
cent between the lowest and highest state.
Six million families, or more than 21 per cent of
the total, had incomes less than $1,000,
About 12 million families, or more than ^2 per cent
had incomes less than $1,500,
Unmarried persons, representing IS per cent of the
population, had incomes of less than $500."^
In the low-income classes, expenditures for food
ranged from $3^6 to $3^2, about P®^ week. The average
amount spent for attire by families in the $2,700 class was
about three times that spent by families in the $300. class.
1, A Digest of the Studies made by the Brookings Institution
Washington, D.C. p. 4-2, 1933 and 1934-.

2^5.
The subsistence and poverty groups, including famil
ies with incomes under ^1,500, and unattached individuals
with incomes under i^750> constitute ^1 per cent of the
population,
The foregoing figures, only a bare fraction of the
voluminous Brookings report, bear eloquent proof that a
terrible maldistribution of income is one of the basic
causes of our defective national economy. On the one hand,
we have vast surpluses piling up constantly which are un-
utilized. On the other hand, millions of our people who could
consume more food, who could buy more and better wearing
apparel, and who could adopt a higher standard of living, are
either destitute or on the borderline of poverty. The facts
are self-evident and irrefutable, A way must be found to
attentuate the enormous incomes at the top of the social
scale and diffuse them into the ranks of those classes whose
purchasing capacity is at present practically without any
value to the nation.
According to the findings of this remarkable Digest
the consuming capacity of the American people, as a whole,
can be so accelerated that it can utilize a great proportion
of the vast surpluses which at present are demoralizing our
national economy.
If the diffusion of a proportionate part of the na-
1, A Digest of the Studies made by the Brookings Institution,
Washington, D.C., p,^^,'+7, 1933 and 193^.

tional income amoug the low-wage groups can be accomplished,
agriculture should be one of the principal beneficiaries,
for when millions of our underprivileged people are given
the opportunity to earn more they, by the same token, will
spend more. And they will spend a large share of their
increased income for the essential needs raised by farmers,
who in their turn will also show an increased purchasing
capacity.
The American farmer looks with repugnance on his
present status as a political and econo;nic liability. Any
plan which would help him earn a livelihood in keeping with
American standards - and at the same time enable him to
retain his self-respect - is worthy of consideration by
the Federal Grovernment, Billions of dollars have been al-
located to agriculture in the past decade without mater-
ially improving the farmers' financial condition. Possi-
bly the foregoing data, if studied, can help solve the
problem,
Notwithstanding the dissemination of radical
economic theories, one fact stands out clearly and conclusively:
The United States has not reached a stage of Economic de-
velopment in which it is possible to produce more than the
American people as a whole would like to consume.^ Herein
is the pith of our economic salvation. Herein is a way
1, A Digest of the Studies made by the Brookings Institution,
Washiiqgton, D.C., p. 57. 1933 and 193^.
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in which agriculture can improve its status and become a
vigorous and prosperous entity, contributing its proportion-
ate share to the well-being of the United States,
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